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Dave Meikleham
news editor
A man so angry he makes 
Kratos look sweet, Dave 
guest-stars in Firewatch 
(p16) where his flaming 
temper starts the fires… 

gaMe of the Month
God Of War III Remastered
fave gaMing Movie tie-in
Hitman

Milford Coppock
managing art editor
The world’s number one 
Street Fighter movie fan, 
Milf particularly liked 
Blanka’s performance. “It 
was electric!” he enthused.

gaMe of the Month
Batman: Arkham Knight
fave gaMing Movie tie-in
Street Fighter

Phil iwaniuk
games editor
It’s a sad farewell to OPM’s 
longest-serving member. 
Now he’s finally turned 22, 
Phil’s off to pursue a life- 
long dream of reaching 23.

gaMe of the Month 
Rocket League
fave gaMing Movie tie-in
Silent Hill

alice Bell
guest writer
With JRPG fever running 
high thanks to FFVII 
Remake, Alice heads to 
p109 to prove that every 
silver lining has a Cloud. 

gaMe of the Month
Batman: Arkham Knight
fave gaMing Movie tie-in
Doom

welcome

t h i s  m o n t h ’ s  d i n o  h u n t e r s …

gaMe of the Month
N++
fave gaMing Movie tie-in
Resident Evil

“THERE’S 
NOTHING quITE 
LIKE DIVING 
INTO A NEW 
WORLD, THE 
LIKES OF WHICH 
yOu’VE NEVER 
SEEN BEFORE.”

there’s nothing quite as exciting as 
discovering a brand new universe for 
the first time. Sure, gaming sequels 

may offer refined, improved experiences 
over their predecessors (only may, I hasten 
to add), but what gets my gaming juices 
flowing more than anything else is a chance 
to dive into an all-new world, the likes of 
which I’ve never visited before. 

This issue, Guerrilla Games gave us that 
very opportunity with upcoming action-RPG 
Horizon Zero Dawn. Studio head Hermen 
Hulst calls his new project a once-in-a-
decade chance to do something completely 
fresh, and as you’ll discover on p58 the 
team over in Amsterdam is building an 
exclusive that’ll further cement PS4’s status 
as the console of choice this generation.

Still, there’s plenty of cause to celebrate 
old favourites, too. Hoth’s PS4 debut in Star 
Wars Battlefront (p32), and Midgar’s return 
to PlayStation (p72) are two highlights in 
another packed month. Enjoy the mag, and 
we’ll see you next month for the largest 
review in OPM history… 
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editor
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The Big 10
STorieS everyone’S Talking aBouT

the four player online co-op 
outcrazies anything the cod outfit 
has done with zombies before.

Treyarch is promising 
more overt storytelling 
for the new Zombies 
mode. Brains and feels?
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01
zombies! Jeff 
goldblum! 
together at 
last! too. 
much. happy. 
if you 
thought 
treyarch 

couldn’t top tricky dick and castro 
defending the pentagon from zombs 
in call of duty: black op ii’s ‘five’ 
map, you were wrong. undead 
wrong. taking place in a fictional ‘40s 
setting known as morg city, black 
ops iii’s shadows of evil four-player 
online co-op outcrazies anything the 
cod outfit has done before..

“treyarch has crafted a totally 
unique and face-melting gameplay 
experience for our loyal zombies, 
community,” says studio head 
mark lamia alongside the mode’s 
reveal. “the development team 
has packed shadows of evil with 
more gameplay and fun than any 
other experience before it and has 
an appropriately twisted and deep 
narrative, performed by fantastic 
acting talent, that will keep our fans 
spinning.” we do feel a touch dizzy.

back to that, “fantastic acting 
talent,” who make up those four 
new zombie-slayers, then. lamia 
really isn’t kidding. goldblum stars 
as a knife-twirling maniac, known 
as nero the magician. sons of 
anarchy actor ron perlman lends 
his granite face to campbell the 
boxer; a tough scrapper with a 
surprisingly self-reflective streak. 
minority report’s neal mcdonough 
takes on the role of Vincent the 
cop; a self-proclaimed, “f**king 
samurai killing machine.” while 
heather graham stars as the ass-
kicking, corset-wearing Jessica the 
femme-fatale. we’ve come a long 
way since generic wwii grunts.

solid gold’
back to goldblum’s magician,  
though. he’s insane. those caps are  
entirely necessary, too. forget the  
throwing knifes and grand budapest 
hotel-style ‘tache. it’s his voice. even 
for the actor behind ian malcolm, 
nero’s speaking style is, well… 
incredible. seemingly screeching  
in some sort of european accent,  
his high-pitched squeals, ticks and 

cod zombies 
strikes goldblum 
in 1940s romp

treyarch reveals latest mode at comic-
con as black ops iii thirsts for brains

10 shep shape
a look at me andromeda in action. 

12 lucky pip
see fallout 4’s incredi-special edition. 

16 fire in The hole
ps4’s latest indie hit? meet firewatch.
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pauses already have him nailed on  
to be call of duty’s most memorable 
character ever. and that’s only from 
glimpsing him for all of 17 seconds in 
shadows of evil’s trailer. “should you 
infuse me with power… then chew i 
will!” settle down, Jeff.

wait, a second. chew what? as 
if a neon-bathed, new york-style 
‘40s burg being overrun by zombies 
wasn’t odd enough, treyarch has 
introduced a gloriously bizarre 
new power-up system. remember 
the simpler times of the original 
nazi zombies’ lucky dip mystery 
weapons box? yeeeah… we’re 
certainly not in undead hitler-
controlled germany anymore, toto.

sweets for my sweet
the key attraction now isn’t a 
gun-spewing container, but a simply 
confectionery machine. shadows of 
evil’s world is home to dr monty’s 
sweet dispenser; an old candy 
machine that spits out magic 
smarties-style goodies. said 
sweeties are then tied to your 
characters’ powers – after Jessica 
stuffs her face with e-numbers 
she’s able to rain electricity down on 
a group of hapless zombies. 

when Vincent begins munching 
on different flavours of the 
paranormal, tooth-rotting treats, 
they transform him into a tentacle-
sporting monster. in this state, 
mcdonough’s law-enforcer can 

rip zombs apart with his octopus 
suckers. oh treyarch, what ever 
will you think of next?

speaking of beasties that go 
bump in the night, the old timey 
foursome have a lot more to 
contend with than your garden 
variety brain-biter. huge, ugly 
(though we wouldn’t call any a 
looker) three-headed demons, for 
instance. the cop offers more than 
bullets in response to that: “you 
got my wife beat. she only has two 
faces!” perlman’s boxer is a little bit 
more melancholy about the whole 
monster situation, though: “i think 
we’re being punished,” mutters the 
weary fighter. “anyone interested 
in front row seats to their own 
death?” how very chipper, hellboy.

the presence of such sizable 
foes hints at mid-round bosses for 
this year’s zombies, though lesser 
foes will also cause a problem. 
away from masses of fedora-
wearing undead citizens, goldblum 
and co also have to fend off waves 
of little flying demons. god, they’re 
going to be all sorts of annoying, 
aren’t they?

but just what exactly has brought 
this band of disparate ghoul-haters 
together? that would appear to 
be star trek Voyager’s robert 
picardo. the former starfleet md 
appears to be playing mysterious 
malevolent force, the shadow man: 
“i know who you are,” he hisses 
at our heroes. “i have seen each 
and every one of your misdeeds.” 
perhaps goldblum nicked his wallet 
while pulling a bunny from a hat?

crawl of duty
you’re all set for another bumper 
cod package come 6 nov, then. 
while the futuristic campaign may be 
skirting a little close to black ops ii 
for our liking, the game’s parkour-
heavy multiplayer is a hoot to play 
and shadows of evil looks even more 
fun… singnificantly more so, in fact.

while we admire treyarch 
for inflating that balloon full of 
concentrated crazy in boiii, we do 
wonder whether we’ve reached a 
point where zombies deserves its 
own breakaway call of duty game. 
of course, if black ops iii ships with 
a 15-hour zombies mode we’ll stop 
complaining pronto, but treyarch’s 
ambitions are huge, and we can’t 
help but wonder what they could do 
if they only focused on the undead 
for once. still, Jeff goldblum!

The foursome have 
more To conTend wiTh 
Than ZomBs. There are 
also huge demons.

■ nero is nuts. Brilliantly so, but nuts all 
the same. man, we love some goldblum.

■ Jessica is a burlesque dancer, who, 
like the others, has a tortured past.

 check out Black ops iii’s ace Juggernog 
edition in our pre-orders guide on p68.

save the last (dead) dance
in the mood for more zombs? good 
news: pc hit crypt of The necrodancer 
is headed to ps4 and ps vita. The 
rhythm action adventure comes to 
playstation with a freshly bolstered 
soundtrack. music and zombies? yes!

it’s a great year for sony 
to partner up with call of 
duty for the first time for 
time-exclusive content.

news:PC
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■ during a comic-con panel, perlman claimed he wanted to do cod to impress his kids, while saying he’s, “a 65-year-old motherf**ker playing a boxer.”

notice the monster skull 
and sacrificial table? 
There’s a definite occult 
vibe going on in Zombies.

you can expect 
vincent The cop to be 
spectacularly sweary. 
Turn the volume down!
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02
Truth be told, we 
weren’t crawling 
up the walls of  
OPM Towers with 
excitement for the 
new Mass Effect 

prior to E3. For a spell, Bioware 
seemed to have lost confidence 
following fans’ angry reaction to 
ME3’s ending and 
appeared to be 
designing its new 
space-faring RPG 
by committee, 
asking fans for 
guidance via 
Twitter slightly too 
often for comfort. The good news is 
that Mass Effect Andromeda’s E3 
showing – and the secrets hidden 
within it – have assuaged our fears. 

Within the trailer’s lingering shots 
of strange, alien landscapes and 
slow pans across N7 uniforms lie 

revealing flashes of the races, 
places and faces (and other things 
that don’t rhyme with those) that will 
characterise Andromeda. Starting 
with intelligent life found within the 
Helius Cluster (a setting hundreds  
of solar systems big), it appears  
you’ll once again be in control of  
a fireteam. Pause the trailer at  

a certain point  
and you’ll make  
out three N7 
operatives in jaunty 
matching uniforms 
running into 
gunfire. Between 
the human  

male and female, you’ll make out a 
distinctly Krogan form. The big scaly 
ones are practically a dead cert in 
your party, then.

On the topic of returning faces, 
the Mako exploration vehicle from 
the original Mass Effect has had a 

facelift for Andromeda and returns 
looking sleeker than ever. Bioware’s 
made a lot of noise about the game 
being as much about exploration as 
anything else, so expect to rack up 
serious mileage in the new buggy. 

(jet)packing a punch
When wheels won’t cut it, a new 
jetpack ability enables you to leap 
long distances (and then slam down 
with a devastating Omnitool kill). EA’s 
Frostbite engine should make it 
much easier for Bioware to realise 
expansive spaces similar to Dragon 
Age: Inquisition’s hubs. 

At the very end of the trailer, the 
main character’s about to face off 
against several members of a 
humanoid alien race - likely an 
entirely new species in the universe, 
and one of the story’s chief 
antagonists. The really big returning 
feature though, is faster than light 

Stepping out from 
Shep’s shadow

Unearthing the secrets from Mass Effect Andromeda’s trailer

the mako 
buggy will 
also makes  
its return.

hmm… yeah, we’re 
gonna need the mako 
for this one. those n7 
boots get really sore.

dev talk
“we built this trailer 
in Frostbite, and it 
represents our visual 
target for the final 
game. we’re thrilled 
by what we’ve been 
able to achieve in 
bringing mass effect 
to Frostbite and by 
putting our focus on 
PC and current-gen 
consoles… we’re 
excited about the 
possibility to push 
things even more.”

aaryn Flynn
studio general manager,
bioware edmonton/montreal
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(FTL) travel. In the first three titles, 
civilisation was accelerated big time 
by the discovery of mass relays; a 
network of transit devices invented 
by the ancient Protheans. However, 
come the end of Mass Effect 3 that 
handy means of planet-hopping  
went bye-bye, so it’s unclear how 
folks in Andromeda are covering 
such distances. 

What we do know is that, from a 
gameplay perspective, you’ll access 
something similar to previous titles’ 
galaxy map in order to navigate said 
stars. Big changes, then, with just 
the right amount of familiarity 
thrown in. We’ll just have to trust 
that the game’s writers weave as 
enthralling a fiction as the original 
trilogy offered. What could possibly 
go… nah, let’s not go there.

 mass effect andromeda’s due  
for a Ps4 release in winter 2016.

Meet two new additions to the PlayStation family

Sony gives you a 
double dose of PS4

destiny in your hands 
well hello, beautiful. sony has 
announced yet another limited edition 
Ps4, this time to tie in with Destiny: 

the taken king. the 500gb, 
guardian-flavoured system  
hits shops this september.

it may have eight memory 
modules instead of 16, 
but the Cuh-1200 is still  
a powerful bit of kit.

03
Mustn’t. Mention. 
PS4s. Being. Like. 
Buses. Sony has 
been an especially 
busy beaver, 
recently revealing 

not one, but two new versions  
of your favourite console.

The first is the Ultimate Player 
Edition that comes packing a beefy 
1TB hard-drive, 
giving you double 
the storage space 
of the vanilla 
original. It’s out in 
shops now, priced 
at £349, while 
certain retailers 
are bundling in 
PlayStation TV for 
free to sweeten the deal.

Even more exciting is the reveal of 
a newly trimmed down PS4; the first 
significant redesign the machine has 
undergone. Though it doesn’t look 
too different to the system sat 
under your telly, it’s been hitting the 
gym to shrink its innards. Rocking 
the model number CUH-1200, the 
redesigned PS4 is 10% lighter and 
8% more energy efficient.

Despite shedding weight – the 
CUH-1200 is 2.5kg compared to the 
original’s 2.8kg – dimensions remain 
the same. It means you’ll still have to 
carve out 275mm x 53mm x 305mm 
of free space in your TV cabinet/
bedroom floor/rumpus room. Yet 
underneath that familiar hood lies a 
quieter fan, a more efficient power 
supply (that weighs 80g lighter than 

the old one) and a 
more streamlined 
Blu-ray drive.

The only points 
of contention? 
This lighter PS4 
only comes with a 
500GB HDD, while 
the matte finish 
means a farewell 

to that shiny, fingerprint-loving HDD 
bay cover you’re used to.

Already out in Japan with the US 
and Europe versions due at a later 
date, our Sony contacts wouldn’t 
confirm when the system would hit 
over here. Our guess: skinny PS4s to 
be sat under many a UK Xmas tree.

the Cuh-1200 
is a 10% lighter 
anD 8% more 
energy eFFiCient 
take on Ps4.

 buying a Ps4? tweet @oPm_uk to tell 
us which new model takes your fancy.
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it operates as a second 
screen thanks to a handy 
docking bay designed to 
hold your smartphone.
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04
shut up and 
take our 
money! no, 
seriously, 
shake us 
down for 
every earthly 
penny we 

own. Fallout 4’s pip-boy edition 
comes bundled with the coolest 
gaming collectible our eyes may have 
ever seen. urge to splurge… rising.

Just look at it! that wondrous 
contraption in those screens above 
isn’t merely a beautifully recreated, 
life-size version of the iconic wrist 
computer. oh no. it also operates as 
a fully working second screen thanks 
to a handy docking bay, designed to 
hold your smartphone. all you need 
do is download Fallout 4’s companion 
app on said phone, slot it in and hey 
presto: your very own operational 
pip-boy that can be used to play 
holotapes or fiddle with your gear in 
real-time while you play Fallout 4.

“the pip-boy is an important part 
of Fallout, and we love it so much,  
we made a real one,” game director 
todd howard proudly proclaimed at 

bethesda’s helping 
hand for Fallout 4

buy a real-life pip-boy; use it to play the game

 For more on the Pip-Boy Edition, check 
out our 2015 pre-orders guide on p68.

■ Fiddle with your stats and gear on the  
app to make real-time changes in the game.

■ We’re super-excited for the Pip-Boy, 
though we’re worried about our wrists.

mod max 
PC mods for Fallout 4 will come 
to PS4… if Sony gives Bethesda 

permission. “We’re going to make 
every effort,” Howard told Digital 

Spy. “If Sony says no, we won’t, 
but I don’t think they will.”

bethesda’s e3 conference. “usually i 
find second screen experiences [to 
be] just stupid gimmicks. but as far 
as stupid gimmicks go, this is the 
best f**king one i have ever seen.”

due out the same day as the 
vanilla version on 10 nov, demand  
for the collector’s edition has been 
several skies high. even though it 
costs £99.99 – which gets you the 
game, the pip-boy, a stand, a poster 
and a metal case – initial pre-orders 
for stock sold out almost instantly. 

there’s an app for that
While both ios and android support 
is confirmed for the app, there’s 
sour news for users of the iphone 
6+ or similarly large phablets: your 
device won’t fit inside the pip-boy. at 
least bethesda’s blog confirmed the 
vanilla iphone 6, iphone 5/5s, iphone 
4/4s, samsung galaxy s5 and s4 all 
fit thanks to the pip-boy’s foam 
inserts, which will also hold, “most 
other popular smartphone devices.” 
now pray there’s more stock…
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the big shot
eagle-eyed analysis 

A quartet of colour-coded, 
light-cannon-mounted 
Minis double for Pac-Man’s 
ghosts amid the chaos.

05
It is a truth 
universally 
acknowledged 
that game-
based movies 
are guff. But 

there may be hope in the shape 
of Pixels. Adam Sandler and 
Peter Dinklage star in the big 
screen action comedy, which 
sees aliens invade Earth in the 
guise of ‘80s arcade icons.

OPM witnessed the carnage 
first-hand on set, as war waged 
on the streets of Toronto 
(doubling for Washington) leaving 

devastation in its wake. One car, 
for example, seemed intact from 
the front. but the back half was 
nothing more than a waist-high 
pile of black cubes… It’s the 
second time Sandler has flirted 
with games after Shadow Of The 
Colossus featured in his 9/11 
drama Reign Over Me. “It’s full-
on respect to videogames, yeah,” 
Sandler tells us. “Some of the 
things we do are very nuanced, 
only gamers will get it.”

Peter Dinklage 
Versus Pac-Man
Dink fights game legends in Pixels

 Pixels is out 12 August. Check out 
gamesradar.com/uk/movies for more. 
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number game
we do the maths 

01/04/76
Date gaming’s go-to voice actor Troy 
Baker was born. He does not look 39.

59.7%
Lego Jurassic World players who’ve 
earned the We’re Being Hunted trophy.

1600ft
Height of GOW III’s Cronos. Gut him 
again on PS4, reviewed on p82.

26:1
Ratio PS3 outsold Xbox One in Japan 
between 8-14 June. Go last-gen!

1540
Year Sir Francis Drake (‘ancestor’  
of Uncharted’s Nathan) was born.

374,400
Time (in mins) between DriveClub’s 
initial release and it hitting PS Plus.

200lb
Weight of Arkham Knight’s titular 
baddie. But who could he be?

158
Number of grams the PSP Go model 
weighed. The first Vita was 260g.

The pixelated baddies all 
hail from 1982, so no Nate 
Drake. But we did spot a 
PS4 during one scene.

Pac-Man, Galaga, 
Centipede, Space 
Invaders, Donkey Kong  
and Q*bert all feature.

Sandler and Dink play 
gaming champions who’ve 
fallen on hard times. Still, 
their thumbs save Earth.

When the film’s Pixels 
attack, their targets break 
down into voxels made of 
light. Hello all the CGI.
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06
Henry really isn’t 
your typical game 
hero. He’s carrying 
a few extra lbs, 
about to divorce 
his wife, and a 

recent drink-driving charge blots his 
copy book. All in all, Henry is having a 
pretty sh*tty year. Yet this distinctly 
average middle-
aged dude is the 
perfect hero for 
one of the most 
thoroughly 
interesting indies 
headed to PS4. 
Meet Firewatch:  
a game of eerie 
first-person exploration, warm 
humour and drunken skinny-dippers. 
Got your attention now, huh?

“Firewatch isn’t just about 
exploring a big, captivating and 
mysterious outdoor place,” Sean 

Vanaman, co-founder of developer 
Campo Santo, tells us. “It’s about 
exploring the possibility space 
between two people.” With a CV that 
includes a stint at Telltale – where he 
was one of the lead writers on The 
Walking Dead – Vanaman certainly 
knows a thing or two about exploring 
the space between characters.  

This time, though, 
you’re not dealing 
with a fledgling 
father/daughter 
relationship in the 
midst of zombie 
Armageddon, but 
the banter-heavy 
partnership 

between Henry and his boss, Delilah. 
As one of PS4’s most atypical 

leads, Henry also has one hell of an 
uncommon job… well, at least in 
game terms. He’s a fire lookout in 
the Wyoming wilderness. Sick of 

Boulder, Colorado, Henry ditches his 
city life and a failing marriage for 
picking up litter and exploring 
gorgeous-but-ominous forests. 

boys ‘n’ the wood
You join him on his first day on the 
job, which is going swimmingly until 
rowdy teens decide to bugger about 
with fireworks in a woodland area. 
As far as opening objectives go, it’s 
not quite the planet-saving stakes 
many games shoot for. That’s the 
appeal at the heart of Firewatch, 
though: everything feels wonderfully 
unglamorous, almost mundane. 

Bringing up Henry’s radio opens 
up dialogue trees, giving you 
different options for any given 
conversation. You can also report 
back on anything you deem 
suspicious; whether that’s a 
scratched-up tree (most likely the 
work of a 500lb grizzly sharpening 

a game of 
exploration, 
warm humour 
and skinny-
dippers.

Indie gem  
doffs its map

Firewatch brings some seriously funny adventuring to console

dev talk
“we’re using unity and 
found building to the 
machine [ps4] really 
straightforward. we 
do unorthodox things 
under the hood: our 
entire world streams 
in and out as you’re 
exploring, so you don’t 
hit loading screens, 
which isn’t a big deal 
for a big triple-a title 
but is sort of unheard 
of for a unity game 
made by ten people.”

sean Vanaman
Co-founder,  
Campo santo
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its claws, according to Delilah) or  
some scallywag dropping beer cans. 
Stumbling upon the latter reveals 
Henry isn’t quite the environmental 
activist he should be. “F*ck it, I’m not 
the maid,” he snarls, as he briefly 
contemplates recycling the littered 
lager before tossing it to the turf. 

There are shades of The Vanishing 
Of Ethan Carter in Firewatch’s 
atmospheric exploration, though 
Vanaman says he’s never played the 
PC indie breakout. Like Carter, it also 
deals in the threat of, or aftermath 
of, violence – you certainly won’t find 
Henry gunning down angry bears or 
Uzi-toting hikers. “Firewatch isn’t 
about combat, but small acts of 
violence have a huge impact on the 
story,” says Vanaman. 

Yes, there’s something sinister 
stirring in those Wyoming woods – 
the E3 demo sees Henry bump into a 
spooky figure shining a flashlight, 

while two campers also go missing 
on his watch. Yet despite the odd 
missing tourist, much of Firewatch is 
actually funny. Not Goodfellas ‘blast 
you in the face if you shoot it a look’ 
funny. Rather, genuinely amusing ‘I 
just had an actual LOL’ funny. 

tales from the script
The key to these lulz is a sharp, 
observant script that captures  
the sarcasm, warmth and easy 
chemistry between Henry and 
Delilah. “There’s something people 
should have told you about this 
area… It’s outside,” quips your fellow 
fire lookout. “People can come and 
go as they please. It’s madness.” 
There’s an esoteric charm at play 
here Vanaman has clearly worked 
hard on. “I purposefully wrote a few 
awful jokes into the game, but it’s 
how you choose to respond to them 
as Henry that’s the entertaining bit.”

So, a game about a glorified park 
warden who shouts at rowdy, drunk 
teens for letting off sparklers and 
saves the occasional baby tortoise 
(you heard). Yup, Firewatch is as 
hard to pigeonhole as Henry. We 
can’t wait to see how his subversive, 
silly, slightly unsettling tale plays out.

 firewatch is a console-exclusive on ps4 
and is due out before the end of 2015.

■ the game is a period piece, taking 
place in 1989. also, baby tortoise!

■ firewatch’s warm, quasi-cartoon 
stylings remind us of team fortress 2.

info patches
update your brain  

not the last of us
“i know they’re doing the last of us 2.” that 
was the big takeaway from nolan north’s 
metrocon talk. the longtime naughty dog 
collaborator seemingly confirmed the sequel 
when answering questions, though troy 
Baker (voice of tlou’s Joel) claimed to, 
“know nothing,” when asked at indy popCon.

virtue’s next reward
huzzah! Beloved ps Vita visual novel/
adventure game Virtue’s last reward is 
finally getting a follow-up. aksys games 
recently revealed Zero escape 3 is headed 
to your handheld in 2016, with the developer 
promising, “familiar faces, fully voiced 
cinematics and multiple endings.” get in!

(stone) cold day in hell
oh hell yeah! stone Cold steve austin is the 
cover star of wwe 2k16. though the game’s 
story mode has yet be revealed, it seems 
it could well be attitude era-focused if the 
texas rattlesnake’s involvement is anything 
to go by. in 2k16’s press release, steve says 
it’s, “time the franchise raised some hell.”

borne to be wild
Be in no doubt, Vanaman 

loves his ps4. “my fave thing 
to do is play Bloodborne while 
listening to spotify. i’ll fire up 
some madonna or some Chet 

Baker and settle into it.”

henry uses a map and 
compass to explore 
the wilderness. we’re 
so going to get lost.
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the rumour machine
our sources understand…

07
See that little 
green man smiling 
at you? He’s kind 
of a big deal. 
Kerbal Space 
Program wowed 

the PC world when it launched 
earlier in the year, rocketing to a 
very respectable 89 on Metacritic. 
Now it’s time for the PlayStation 
Nation to go where no cutesy alien 
critter has gone before, as this 
adorable astronaut heads to PS4. 

Kerbal is basically Toy Story: 
Sid’s Horrendously Botched 
Shuttle Experiments. Imagine that 

little terror from Pixar’s classic 
got NASA funding, and instead of 
spending all day strapping Woody 
to makeshift rockets, invested his 
energy into creating a highly 
experimental space program.

Taking control of the huggable 
aliens, it’s your job to run the 
program; building a spaceport, 
then launching a variety of 
homemade rockets from your 
planet of Kerbin. The better the 
rocket, the farther you’ll venture 
into space – as you build, you have 
to judge aerodynamics, fuel intake 
and electricity consumption.  

Say hello to Kerbal Space Program

PC indie sensation 
rockets onto PS4

IT’S BASICAlly 
Toy STory: SId’S 
BoTCHEd SHuTTlE 
ExPErIMENTS.

 No release date has been set, but we’re 
hoping Kerbal blasts onto PS4 in 2015.

  
Even though 

Kerbal revolves 
around rocket 

science, developer 
Squad was inspired 
from humble origins. 
Specifically, someone 
messing about with 
fireworks as a kid. 
“Felipe Falange,  

our lead designer, had enough 
creativity to come up with the idea 
of strapping little tinfoil men to 
fireworks,” writes producer Miguel 
Piña on the PlayStation Blog. don’t 
Beta test your ideas like that, kids!

Rumour has it 
Neverwinter – 
the dragon-
loving 
MMO – is 
bound 
for PS4.

Seems like Take-
Two is looking to 
make you an offer 
you can’t refuse 
after registering 
Mafia III domains. 

Reports hint Warner 
Bros is looking for a 
female director for the 
new Tomb Raider film. 

Whispers say Street 
Fighter 3 scrappers 

Urien and 
Alex have 
been added 
to SFV’s 
roster.

A tweet from Akio 
Otsuka, the Japanese 
voice actor of Snake/Big 
Boss, suggests Kojima 
Productions has been, 
“dissolved.” MGS V will still 
launch on 1 Sep, though.
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PlayStation 
voices
the month in 
mouthing off

 FIFA 16 is fit and ready for the new 
season, hitting PS4 and PS3 on 25 Sep.

08
Jordan Henderson, 
Liverpool’s 
brand spanking 
new captain/
professional 
deodorant 

spokesman, will appear on FIFA 16’s 
cover after winning an online vote. 
For the first time in the series, EA 
chose to let fans decide who would 
join Messi on the box of its megaton 
footie franchise and, clearly, a lot of 
Reds fans let their voices be heard.

Hendo beat out Sergio Agüero, 
Harry Kane and Thibaut Courtois to 
join (the frankly terrified looking) 
Lionel as the UK cover star for this 
year’s FIFA. He’s now the first ever 
Liverpool player to grace the front 
packaging of the football series.

In what was a horribly 
complicated campaign, EA let 
gamers vote once a day for the 
player of their choice between 16 
June-5 July, while also attributing 
points to the voting. Sharing 
support for your chosen star on 
Twitter garnered your man more 
points, as did winning matches in 
FIFA 15, then voting through the 
game’s online portal. Simple!

Henderson was delighted with 
the win, tweeting, “Thank you to 
everyone who voted, the support 
from you all was incredible!” Now, 
who’s up for trying to get Troy 
Deeney on the front of FIFA 17?

■ Liverpool striker Daniel Sturridge backed 
Henderson’s FIFA push on Twitter.

Jor’ havin’ a laugh? 
Hendo wins the title

Liverpool skipper becomes cover star after fan vote

Strike out 
Sergio Agüero netting his first 
Premier League Golden Boot last 
season – with 26 goals – clearly 
isn’t as impressive to FIFA fans as 
the six times Hendo hit the back 
of the net in the 14/15 campaign.

Jordan may not have 
won the CL, but then, 
Stevie G was never on 
FIFA’s front cover.

“I happen to 
know a lot 
about it… and 
it’s gonna be 
awesome.” 
Nolan 
North 
teases 
Amy 
Hennig’s 
Star 
Wars 
game.

“Motive will be a 
creative-driven 
team, incubating 
new IP & taking 
on amazing 
projects.” Jade 
raymond talks 
about her new 
studio after 
joining EA.

“This is my 
second platinum 

trophy ever.” 
Shuhei Yoshida 

cements his 
legendary 
status by 

bagging 
the big 

pot in 
Blood-
borne.
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 Follow Ng on Twitter (@gradiance)  
for the latest updates on the project.

■ This is the first time Ng’s Wonderful 
Lasers studio has developed for PS4.

09
If you own a mobile 
that’s even a 
smidge more 
modern than a 
Nokia 3210, you’ll 
likely have played 

Impossible Road. The minimalist 
hi-score chaser blew up on 
touchscreens in early 2013, with our 
sister mag Edge awarding it an 
impressive 9/10. Missed out on the 
blazing ballin’ action? Fret not, 
because indie creator Kevin Ng has 
confirmed to OPM that its follow-up, 
Super Impossible 
Road, is headed 
exclusively to PS4.

As before,  
you control a ball 
hurtling down  
a procedurally 

generated track at ludicrous speeds, 
attempting risky shortcuts by 
jumping off course and (hopefully) 
landing ahead of your opponents. 
Ventured to the Dark Side and had a 
little spin on Mario Kart’s Rainbow 
Road? Then you’ll have a taste for 
Ng’s take on kamikaze cut corners. 

Unlike the mobile original, Super 
Impossible Road focuses more on 
multiplayer. “There aren’t many 
options for split-screen racing on 
current-gen consoles, so hopefully 
this will scratch an itch for players,” 

Ng tells us, 
revealing up to four 
players can gather 
around a PS4 for 
frantic sphere-on-
sphere action when 
the game launches 
in late 2015.

There are no plans to bring Super 
Impossible Road to PS3 or PS Vita, 
meaning the PS4 version won’t be 
hit by last-gen compromises, 
running at 1080p/60fps. Visually, it’s 
quite the prospect; mixing the 
minimalism of The Unfinished Swan 
with dazzling dollops of colour. Hold 
onto those balls, readers. This could 
yet be a road worth speeding down.

a miNimaLiST 
racer ThaT bLeW 
TouchScreeNS 
uP iN 2013.

Super funky balls 
roll into view

Impossible Road sequel heads to PlayStation

instant 
opinion
strong vs 
wrong

desert delight
Do you own a digital PS3 
copy of Journey? Good 
news: you can download 
the PS4 port for free, 
thanks to the game’s 
Cross-Buy policy! We’ll 
review the remaster 
next issue, out 28 Aug.

yes we con 
Rejoice, Minecraft 
lovers! MineCon was 
awarded a Guinness 
World Record for the 
most attendees at a 
convention for a single 
game. 10,000 pickaxe 
lovers headed to the 
ExCeL in London on 4-5 
July. For the blocks!

corey blimey
Ryo Hazuki’s voice 
actor, Corey Marshall, 
has confirmed  
he’s returning for  
Shenmue 3. Get in. 

hair with me
Street Fighter V’s 
updated Ken 
has quite 
the ‘do. 
While we’re not 
sure about his hair, 
new V-Skill and 
V-Triggers moves 
will make him lethal. 

cars attack
Despite the original only 
being released on PS4 
in May, Slightly Mad 
Studios has announced 
Project CARS 2. Give us 
a chance to enjoy the 
first one, guys!

dead island dead?
OPM 101 covergame 
Dead Island 2 slips 
further into the void: 
developer Yager is now 
off the project entirely.

cut corners at your peri… 
actually, go on, cut them. 
Who dares wins, right? 
oh, you’ve wiped out.

news:you
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Will the last Guardian be  
worth the seven-year wait?

Can any Game 
really live up to a 
near-deCade’s 
Worth of hype?

over the last seven or so 
years, the last Guardian 
has evolved into a totem 
for pre-e3 wish lists; an 
intriguing curio that’s 
snowballed into the 
potential second coming 
of a digital messiah.  
But much like the final 
fantasy vii remake and 
shenmue 3, now that it’s 
a reality, meeting those 
expectations almost feels 
like an impossible task. it 
helps that we don’t really 
know much about the 
project, but anticipation, 
tempered by time into  
the purest form of 
unstoppable hype, is a 
dangerous thing to play 
with. let’s just hope 
ueda’s vision is unique 
enough to hold its own 
against all those hopes 
and dreams. n

We haven’t seen 
enouGh to form 
any expeCtations 
– until noW.

fumito ueda, esteemed 
game developer, is 
making a videogame. 
admittedly, we know 
slightly more about the 
last Guardian than that 
– but not much. as the 
game re-emerges after 
eight years, it’s time to 
acknowledge that any 
excitement we had was 
generated by the ueda 
name and surface level 
similarities to ico and 
shadow of the Colossus, 
because nobody saw 
enough of the tlG before 
e3 2015 to get a clear 
idea of how it might play. 
trico has yet to prove 
itself on its own 
monstrous terms. let’s 
wait to see the game 
emerge from behind the 
myth before we set our 
expectations in stone. n

it’s finally a fully 
WorkinG ps4 Game, 
and not a Barely 
funCtional last-
Gen reliC. Be happy.

stop looking at those 
other three columns  
right now. the correct 
response to the burning 
topic above is, “yes.” a 
massive furry yes, with 
tattered wings and 
darling little turquoise 
horns. of course it’ll be 
worth it. fumito ueda has 
been involved in precisely 
two previous playstation 
games, and both of those 
were 10/10 classics. if 
tlG isn’t bolder and 
braver than any other 
first-party title on ps4, i’ll 
eat a rusty spork. Just be 
glad you’re now getting a 
ps4 game and not, in the 
words of shuhei yoshida, 
a, “specced up,” ps3 title 
from 2009 that wouldn’t, 
“perform at speed.” 
Welcome back, trico. n

the quality is 
Clear to see – it’ll 
Be Worth douBle 
the Wait in the end.

30 minutes into this 
year’s e3 i sat in front of 
fumito ueda as he played 
an extended sequence 
from the last Guardian. 
i’ll be honest: i’m sure 
what i saw could have run 
on ps3. am i concerned? 
not a jot. ico and shadow 
of the Colossus were so 
much more than their 
looks: they were games 
that stirred up feelings of 
friendship and empathy 
and mourning – i can’t 
name another game to 
affect me in that same 
way. during ueda’s  
demo i saw puzzles that 
wouldn’t have been out of 
place in ico, but i also saw 
a relationship between 
boy and beast that will be 
tugging on heartstrings 
come launch. that’s 
what’s worth the wait. n

just one more question…
the team debate this month’s burning issue

waste not, font not  
Think The Last Guardian looks  
the same now as it did in ‘09?  
Not so. Aside from Trico’s newly 
blue-tinted horns, the game’s 
logo now uses a Serif-style font. 
How’s that for progress?







@squirrelemperor
Amazingly, I am now able 
to put The Last Guardian 
on my Amazon wish list!

@abyssviola 
I can now move the FFVII 
Remake from the ‘Keep 
Dreaming’ section to the 
‘Coming Soon’ section!

@thedcd
If Shenmue 3 can find 
success in crowd funding, 
Bulletstorm II sure as hell 
can too. :)

@flibbltastic
Can’t describe my hype 
for Horizon Zero Dawn. 
2016 is going to be such 
an epic year for gaming!

@dagadi
Kudos to the Star Wars 
BF sound design team. 
You did a great job. It´s  
an authentic eargasm!

@goldglovetv 
E3 is over but hands  
down the best one I’ve 
ever attended. This year 
was all about the games.

@auntycouncils
More speculation and a 
lack of reviews that are 
current? Facts are worth 
more than gossip!

@jerzeebro
For Honor looks great. 
I’ll look forward to being 
a Samurai or a Knight in 
that one. :)

@rowtendo 
I woke up remembering 
Mass Effect Andromeda 
exists and I cried a little 
bit with happiness. 

@neil_druckmann
That was surreal. Just 
gave a private demo of 
Uncharted 4 to Kanye 
West – I think he dug it.
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can I get a Rt?
Tweet gold (and one troll) from 
this month’s @OPM_UK timeline 

#112 The annual Hot 50 
raises the temperature 
with a PS4 blowout.
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Kid friendly
I would love there to 
be more games for 
younger kids on PS3 and 
PS4. I have a five-year-
old daughter who has 
developed a big interest 
in games. In a previous 
issue, I noticed the 
game Disney Princess: 
Enchanted Journey (on 
PS2) and downloaded it 
immediately. My daughter 
loves it and has played 
through it one and a half 
times now. Maybe if some 
other kids’ games were 
to be released on the 
PlayStation Store there 
would be more games  
for me and my daughter  
to play together.
Jim Records via email

With the likes of 
LittleBigPlanet 3 out 
now, plus Disney Infinity 
3.0 (p46) and Lego 
Dimensions (p41) on 
the way, PS4 is finally 
catering for the family.

The Elder LOLS
I’ve just read your Elder 
Scrolls Online review and 
wondered how you could 
justify only awarding it a 
5/10. I’m a keen fan of 
Elder Scrolls games and 
so may be (slightly) biased 
but only two pages seems 

far too little for such a 
massive game! Although 
quantity does not mean 
quality there’s so much of 
the game that hasn’t even 
been mentioned, like the 
brilliant PvP. There are a 
number of disadvantages, 
such as bosses 
respawning, but these 
things can be overlooked 
once you’ve got going.
nicholas Maunders via email

Oh how we wish we 
could give every review 
a meaty eight pages! 
We’ve got more detailed 
PvP analysis on p98 but, 
when it comes to MMOs, 
teSO can’t match up to 
FFXIV: a Realm Reborn.

Witcher hunt
Shame! *ringing bell* 
Shame! You should all 
be paraded Game Of 
Thrones-style for your 
lowly 8/10 for such a 
majestic game as The 
Witcher 3, and it missing 
out on your hallowed Hall 
Of Fame. Not since The 
Last Of Us has a game 
commanded my time in 

this manner and I’m only 
scratching the surface. 
It’s as close to Game Of 
Thrones brilliance we will 
likely get on console and I 
have thoroughly enjoyed it. 
I demand a revisit to this 
atrocity of a score.
William currie via email

erk! nobody wants 
to see Phil paraded 
naked! Since our review 
cD Projekt Red has 
patched some of the 
major tech problems 
we encountered. as for 
a HOF place… let’s see 
what the future brings.

nOT SInCE THE LAST OF US 
HAS A GAME COMMAnDED MY 
TIME AnD I’M OnLY SCRATCHInG 
THE SURFACE OF IT.

 Star letter Board stiff
Where have all the snowboarding videogames 
gone? By my count there have been two in a 
decade for PlayStation fans – SSX and Shaun White 
Snowboarding. What compounds the lack of them is 
how good those two games actually were to play, as 
well as having two of the best soundtracks in gaming 
history. I lost numerous hours playing them in 2012 
and 2008 and am definitely due another snowboarding 
fix – surely I can’t be alone?! Sort it out Sony!
Dan thompson via email

agreed. the SSX reboot on PS3 helped reignite 
our love of virtual snowboarding, so we can’t wait 
to see what a PS4-centric sim will look like. While 
we’re all polishing our ski goggles in anticipation, 
have a free year’s subscription to OPM. 

mailto:opm@futurenet.com


eXIt 
POLL
Our Facebook 
fans answer a 
final question

neXt 
MOntH
exclusive Hitman 
missions… PS-only 
Assassin’s Creed 
quests… DlC first 
for CoD… Which 
PS4 partnership 
excites you most?

12% Cannot 
wait to finish 
Drake’s tale in 
Uncharted 4:  
A Thief’s end.

16% Are still 
jumping up and 
down for the PS4 
FFVii remake.

22% Can’t get 
enough of Fallout 4 
and that Pip-Boy 
special edition (p12).

18% Want to 
hunt robo dinos in 
Horizon Zero 
Dawn’s world.

6% Knew all 
those prayers 
would deliver The 
last Guardian.

26%
Unsurprising 
shock number 
two. Shenmue 

rules E3.

Which 
PlayStation-

bound game won 
this year’s e3? 
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VOte  
nOW!

Tell us the five games 
you can’t wait to play at  

opm@futurenet.com.

ReaDeRS’ MOSt WanteD
Which games are bleeping loudest on your radar?

1 Shenmue 3
Well, there’s a surprise. After 
its unveiling and subsequent 
Kickstarter launch at this year’s 
E3, everyone was finally happy… 
for about five minutes. Still, with 
its crowdfunding project now 
complete and its initial target 
met, the world can finally  
rest easy that Ryo Hazuki  
will drive a PS4-powered 
forklift after all.
FORMat PS4
eta TBC

2 Fallout 4
Despite Shenmue 3 
not so much running 
away with the vote, 
but rather speeding 
away at lightspeed, 
Bethesda’s new entry 
still fought off some 
stiff competition to bag 
a sultry silver. Head 
to p12 and feast your 
eyes on that Pip-Boy 
special edition. Mmm…
FORMat PS4
eta 10 noV

3MgS V: tHe PHantOM PaIn
Off the back of a story trailer and gameplay 
footage blowout at E3 (and a rather meaty 16-
page cover feature in OPM #111), the open-world 
sneakathon from Kojima-san continues to win 
your hearts, minds and votes.
FORMat PS4/PS3
eta 1 SeP

4 Final Fantasy  
VII Remake
While it’s no surprise the 
PS4-bound Cloud Strife 
has made his Most Wanted 
debut, we’re surprised 
the stuff of fantasies 
made real didn’t appear 
higher on your list of most 
anticipated games…
FORMat PS4
eta TBC

5  Uncharted 4:  
a thief’s end
Oh hey Drake, fancy seeing 
you here. Got a new game 
coming out or something? 
Of course nate Dog is 
here, considering how 
amazing Uncharted 4 
looked at Sony’s E3 show 
and behind closed doors. 
Sprint to p36 and get our 
preview down ya… 
FORMat PS4
eta TBC

best comments from facebook.com/officialplaystationmagazine

“Had a mild panic there when i saw some-
thing to do with Uncharted, but then i found 
out it was the film. Phew, panic over.”
colin wright doesn’t care much for the uncharted movie.

“All aboard the hype 
train! Chooo choo 
mother****er!!”
bryan mota on the new deus ex.

mailto:opm@futurenet.com
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OpiniOn

Phil Iwaniuk

Is it possible to turn game into film with artistic merit? 

 Over twO decades in, 
and we’re still waiting fOr 

a respectable (and nOt 
utterly pap) videOgame-tO-

mOvie adaptatiOn.

T
he games industry has 
transformed hugely since 
1993, but the business of 
taking gaming IP and 
turning it into motion 
pictures has, by contrast, 

progressed very little since Rocky 
Morton and Annabel Jankel’s Super 
Mario Bros. In the 22 years since 
that first experiment in pixels-to-
popcorn crossbreeding, for example, 
we’re yet to see a movie based on  
a game reach a Rotten Tomatoes 
rating above 50%. Uwe Boll’s done 
little to aid that cause, of course, but 
he’s far from the outlier in terms of 
his licensed cinematic output.

Boll might not be the bad guy in 
this. For all his ‘legendary’ flicks, he 
does at least convey a sense of 
enthusiasm for the game universes 
he’s working with. Broadly though, 
before you even watch the first 
trailer you can be fairly 
certain a film carrying a 
games license been created 
to make money rather 
than express 
creativity.

 There are 
plenty of 
interesting 
stories told in 
videogames, of 
course, but 
that’s the point 
– they’ve already 
been told in the 
medium that befits them. 
Games are generally much 
longer than films, and since 
action’s emphasised over 
exposition their scripts and 
characters are engineered quite 

specifically to function within a 
framework of 15-20-minute-long 
shootouts and plenty of aimless 

player-directed meandering. 
It’s a thematic problem, 

too. Bioshock, and its latter 
day sprog Infinite, work so 

well narratively because 
they play with gaming 

concepts; the  
slave/master 

relationship 
between the 
gamer and 
creator, and the 
infinite versions 
of reality 
offered to the 
player with 
every reload. 
How could a 
movie 

adaptation of 

stories so esoteric to gaming have held 
their own artistic worth? Universal 
and Gore Verbinski were willing to 
find out until the Bioshock movie was 
eventually canned in 2011. Without 
wishing to second-guess either party, 
it seems safe to assume they wouldn’t 
have been quite so eager to try 
without a familiar gaming brand  
name on the movie poster. 

Money talks 
That gaming adaptations have 
garnered precious little critical praise 
in 22 years must make it almost 
impossible for anyone with serious 
intent and a strong vision to get  
their movie funded. Turning big name 
actors on to a videogame IP is, at  
this point, akin to convincing a Glasto 
headline act to cover ‘The Birdie Song’ 
on the Pyramid Stage. And who’s 
going to fund a gaming movie just 
because it’s good? 12 Years A Slave  
was great, and it had to rely on private 
investors and crowdfunding rather 
than big studio support. 

Moreover, its production budget was 
$22 million, whereas the average cost 
of a multiplatform triple-A title is 
usually estimated at anywhere between 
$15-$60 million. For a filmmaker, that 
means securing a figure which is on 
one hand dramatically less than was 
afforded on your source material, but 
on the other is sufficient to produce  
a Best Picture winner at the Oscars.

Unless something shakes up this 
formula, game adaptation is destined 
to flounder, like a cinematic sitcom 
spin-off, in waters it can’t quite 
acclimatise to. But as a gamer, I don’t 
care – I get to enjoy the best of both 
in the medium they were created for.

Writer bio
Games editor Phil Iwaniuk can often be found 
harassing strangers about whether David 
Cage is the Truffaut or Godard of games. His 
audacious script for a movie adaptation of 
Double Helix’s game of the 2012 movie 
Battleship has yet to secure funding.
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Ben Wilson Dave Meikleham

B
oy, did we have  
it good in 2010. 
SingStar. Rock Band 
4. Tony Hawk Ride. 

Ten zillion versions of 
Guitar Hero. Okay, the Hawk 
effort was an abomination, 
but the general rule still 
applied: a living room 
packed with gaming 
peripherals formed of 
moulded synthetics made 
you a pretty cool cat for a 
while there. There weren’t 
no party like a plastic 
fantastic party. 

So the noisily-heralded 
return of both geetar games 
can only be a good thing, 
right? Sadly – devastatingly 
– nope. There’s a reason all 
those polymers are mating 
with dust in charity shops the 
length of the land, alongside 
other 2010 favourites such  
as jeggings and Matt Cardle’s 
debut LP: a lack of foresight 
with regards to pricing and 
audience involvement.

The finger-picking pair  
are doing their best to pack  
in new features, but they’re  
also making the same old 
mistakes. SingStar worked  
as a party centrepiece because 
those famous scoring bars 
careering all over the shop  
in front of real videos made  
it hilariously watchable for 

onlookers who didn’t want to 
sing – they felt involved 
without participating. That 
was never the case with the 
two band-’em-ups and while 
GHTV (which also shows 
actual videos) is a step in the 
right direction, both games’ 
UIs will again bore spectators.

not-so-cheap trick
And prices remain wallet-
meltingly expensive. On  
an America trip in 2011, I 
discovered an entire aisle’s 
worth of Rock Band 3 kits at 
Best Buy – unsold at $19.99 
each. We’re talking the genre 
standout, released mere 
months beforehand, yet 
unable to captivate gamers 
into nabbing it at TWENTY 
BUCKS. Cost of the full kit 
for Rock Band 4: $249.99. 
Only, uh, 12.5 times more 
expensive than a game that 
struggled to shift last time 
out. Godspeed.

It’s not that I want these 
games to fail. I paid full whack 
for RB3 and loved it. Yet it’s 
impossible to ignore the sense 
that we’re stuck in a feedback 
loop where the tunes rock,  
but apathy rules the airwaves 
regardless. Everyone loves a 
reunion tour. But these two 
feel doomed before the bus 
has been loaded.

L
ittle Meiks loves Ryo 
Hazuki. Hard. His 
leather jacket! His  
love for daft toys! The  

fact he’s really nice to cats! 
When I was but a lad, his 
debut Dreamcast adventure 
blew my mind. Shenmue’s 
meticulously detailed 
Yokosuka provided my first 
taste of sandbox gaming, 
years before GTA III got its 
hooks into me. Yet despite 
my love for Yu Suzuki’s 
RPG, I’m really worried 
about Shenmue 3. 

Ryo’s first two games were 
mega-ambitious. They pushed 
Sega’s underpowered console 
to breaking point; spluttering 
as Hazuki moved through 
bustling streets or during the 
series’ (then pioneering) QTEs. 
They also cost money to 
make. All the money.

The first Shenmue was  
the most expensive game in 
history when released in 1999. 
Adjusted for inflation, it cost 
around £62m to develop and 
market. Shenmue 3’s loftiest 
Kickstarter stretch goal by 
comparison? A piffling $11m 
at the time of writing. You 
don’t have to be Count von 
Count to know those numbers 
don’t add up.

Despite a record-breaking 
campaign that generated $1m 

in just 102 minutes, Shenmue 
3’s Kickstarter budget is tiny 
compared with most modern 
open-world games – GTA V 
cost Rockstar somewhere in 
the region of £168m. If Ryo’s 
latest is to match the scope of 
its predecessors, Suzuki needs 
to find a lot more money.

life funds a Way
There is a ray of light. Sony is 
partnering with Suzuki-san’s 
Ys Net to bring Shenmue 3  
to life. That involves part-
funding the game, though I 
doubt Kaz Hirai will green-
light the £80m or so the game 
will need to match the scale 
of its modern competition.  
Of course, if you were being 
cynical, you could claim the 
entire Kickstarter was just  
a means of demonstrating 
demand to potential investors.

 For all its grandeur, 
Shenmue has always been  
an intimate tale of revenge. It 
doesn’t need golf mini-games, 
property management or 
16-player deathmatches to 
compete. What Shenmue 3 
does need, is dirty great wads 
of cash to do justice to the 
tantalising slice of Chinese 
countryside hinted at in the 
last game. And according to 
my muppet vamp chum, a few 
million just won’t cut it.

stOp tHe music and put 
dOwn tHOse instruments, 

Kids. tHe plastic fantastic 
party is Over.

sHenmue 3 is gO? yay! 
nOw times tHe KicKstarter 
budget by 20 and it ‘migHt’ 

live up tO tHe Hype.

Writer bio
Former OPM editor Ben Wilson once booked an entire week off just so he could 
play Rock Band 3 and SingStar, and has dropped over £300 on DLC across both 
games. (Which perhaps explains why he now lives in a box under a bridge.)

Writer bio
News editor Dave Meikleham is basically just one big calculator. An expert on  
all matters of finance after watching half an episode of Sesame Street, he is 
uniquely qualified to comment on Shenmue’s 3 budgetary status.

Enjoy Rock Band 4 and Guitar Hero Live, 
because they’re unlikely to have encores

Its crowd-sourcing may have broken records, 
but the mythic RPG needs a lot more cash

OpiniOn
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INJURIES

Injuries
Trying (and mostly failing) to kiss 
PlayStation’s biggest boo-boos better

1 neverdead
This? Pffh. Nothing but a 
flesh wound, mate. Thanks  
to a rather convenient 
500-year-old curse, Bryce 
can happily keep on slaying 
demons even when his limbs 
are hacked off. Lost your 
head? No problem. That’ll 
stick right back on.

2 resident evil
Ah, the classic ‘Resi limp’. 
Suffer one too many zombie 
bites or Hunter swipes and 
Jill/Chris starts to really 
struggle; movement slowing 
to a pained hobble as they 
place a hand on their hip  
and shuffle through Spencer 
Mansion’s corridors at 
pensioner speed. Ah well,  
at least Rebecca can help 
bandage up Chris’ scrapes.

3 max payne 3
Poor Mr Max is in constant 
pain *wink, wink* throughout 
Rockstar’s stylish shooter. 
One minute the grizzled 
ex-cop is suffering an 
existential crisis while hitting 
the Kong Whiskey, the next 
he’s bleeding out in a São 
Paulo football stadium as  
a hostage situation turns 
seriously shooty. Rockstar 
knows how to sell an injury, 
too. After Max is perforated 
with bullets, he spends the 
next five minutes slumping 
against walls.

4 metal gear solid 
3: snake eater
Welcome to the jungle, Naked 
Snake. Now, we may be light 
on the fun and games, but 
we sure can break every 
bone in your body. Whether 
it’s snapping ligaments by 
falling from a tree or being 
burned by the Fury, Snake 
constantly needs healing. 
Thankfully, he’s usually  
well stocked up on styptics, 
suture kits and splints to 
patch up those nasty owies.

5 far cry 2
Gah! Just no. Good God, no! 
Fingers – hell, any sort of 
ligament that’s attached  
to your carcass – really 
shouldn’t bend that way. 
Clearly, Far Cry 2’s sudden 
bouts of malaria aren’t bad 
enough, because almost 
every firefight ends with 
snapped digits, gaping bullet 
holes or barbecued skin 
(thanks to actual fire).

6 x-men origins: 
wolverine
Wolvey’s healing factor is 
swell and all, but do we really 
have to see him knit back 
together in such graphic 
fashion? Every time Logan 
gets blasted by gunfire, his 
battered body will slowly 
start to mend itself; those 
bullet holes closing up in 
impressive, if grisly, style.

7 tomb raider
Lara really has a tough old 
time on Yamatai. Random 
impalements! Wolf maulings! 
Even more impalements!  
If something is jagged or 
sharp in rebooted Raider, 
there’s a good chance it’s 
going to pierce Ms Croft’s 
hide sooner or later.

8 the last of us
Forget those blind zombies 
with the mushroom-shaped 
heads. The worst thing about  
the apocalypse are those 
horrific falls from university 
balconies. After being 
attacked by thugs while 
investigating a campus  
in Eastern Colorado, surly 
survivor Joel takes a tumble 
onto a very rusty pipe. 
Thankfully, Ellie is there to 
put down the pair’s would-be 
killers as Joel bleeds out all 
over the place.

9 fifa
Sub me off, gaffer. I done 
knackered my hammies. 
There are few FIFA events 
quite as dispiriting as seeing 
your little men floored on the 
turf, clutching a knee/thigh/
calf in agony, swiftly followed 
by the dreaded red cross 
popping up. This sad symbol 
signifies your player can’t 
continue, and will most likely 
be nursing his leg on the 
sidelines for ten weeks.

H o n o u r a b l e  m e n t i o n s

Did we miss your favourite injury? Got a brilliant In The Mood For idea? Show and tell at twitter.com/opm_uk.

soul sacrifice
Hurt me more! Stab various 
parts of yourself, then offer the 
injured limb as a sacrifice for 
handy spells and weapons.

wwe 2k15
Thanks to a nifty limb-targeting 
system, you can inflict lovely, 
oh-so-fake injuries on your rival 
grapplers. Work the knees!

murdered: soul suspect
After being revived from a 
grisly demise, Ronan 
O’Connor’s ghost is riddled 
with cuts and bullet holes.

1

2

3
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c o n t e n t s

star wars battlefront 32 | uncharted 4: a thief’s end 36 | until dawn 38  
hitman 40 | lego dimensions 41 | dark souls iii 42 | metal gear solid V: the 
phantom pain 44 | disney infinity 3.0 46 | oVerkill’s the walking dead 50

32 STAR WARS
BATTLEFRONT
with a certain mandalorian clone 
at its disposal, dice’s brand new 
warzone reaches for the stars. 
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Preview

For many, Battlefront won 
e3. Barring a Battlefield 
4-style launch disaster, 
this should rule 2015.
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Preview

The Battle Of Hoth is hardly  
new territory for videogames. This  
has been one continuous 30-year 
ground war starting on the Amiga 
and escalating to arcades and 
mobile, rendered in blocky ’90s 3D 

and even blockier mid-’00s Lego, and played from 
the perspectives of Snowspeeder pilots, tauntaun 
riders and Stormtrooper grunts. A decade on from 
the last Battlefront, however, DICE delivers the 
definitive version.

A 20-on-20 multiplayer match provides one of 
the most exhilarating hands-on experiences in 
recent memory. We’re playing as the Empire in an 
attempt to overrun Echo Base and – we’re sure you 
don’t need reminding – destroy that pesky shield 
generator. Reminiscent of Battlefield, this involves 
capturing a series of relays to use as spawn points 
and pushing farther through the Rebel defences. 

snow blow
You know how it goes, but what DICE captures  
is how it feels to inhabit this iconic universe. As a 
Snowtrooper we pick from a weapon roster including 
a punch-packing pistol, long-range rifle and heavy 
blaster, before crunching over the flurries to our first 
encounter with the Alliance. Pew pew pew! From 
the bassy rumble to the spark-filled impact, the 
sensation is utterly authentic.

star wars 
battlefront
By far, far and away this year’s  
most exciting online adventure

  format PS4 / eta 20 Nov  
Pub EA / Dev DICE

“DICE DElIvErS thE 
DEfINItIvE vErSIoN 
of thE ICoNIC 
bAttlE oN hoth.”



Preview

left every aircraft features 
a cockpit cam, so you can 
emulate Porkins. Bless his 
cholesterol-riddled heart.

right even though space 
battles won’t feature, 
X-wing versus Tie Fighter 
battles are in the game.

1Collect a rare pick-up and you 
can play as legendary Star 
wars heroes and villains. Mr 

Skywalker here has a Force Push 
that can fling multiple foes.

3Boba Fett’s flame blast attack, 
jetpack and wrist-mounted 
rockets make him a fierce 

opponent. Against Luke, his ranged 
style creates an exciting contrast.

2vader can use the Force to 
levitate and choke infantry 
from distance. it’s not clear 

how he and Luke will clash, but 
lightsaber battles are a safe bet.

4while DiCe has yet to confirm 
more characters, we hope it 
take cues from past entries 

and features Darth Maul, General 
Grievous, Han and Chewie.

Holding out for a hero
Fill the boots of tide-turning icons

Pals busy? Join a bot for 
co-op. with no campaign, 
this is as close as you’ll 
get to single-player.
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Preview

There isn’t a convenient set of neatly parked 
vehicles for us because, well, that wouldn’t make 
sense. Instead we collect spinning blue Empire 
tokens (which, admittedly, don’t make much sense 
either) and then press the D-pad down to take 
control of a TIE Fighter and battle X-Wings above 
the planet’s surface.

Anyone who’s ever accidentally marooned a 
Battlefield jet will appreciate the accessibility of 
these craft; they’re easy to control but not overly 
simplistic. We can also choose to divert energy to 
boost either speed or laser damage on the fly; a 
tactical nuance which can make all the difference.

Those blue tokens unlock other abilities too, such 
as smart rockets, orbital strikes and the chance 
to ride an AT-AT into battle like a majestic steed. 
Although packing the most destructive single shot in 
the game, DICE wisely limits your viewing range to 
counter the Walkers’ power. They’re also on-rails, for 
reasons you can only really appreciate during play: 
they’re slow, they can’t turn corners and some idiot 
would inevitably march them out of the level.

Hassle tHe HotH 
As we advance the landscape changes from rocky 
mounds to zig-zagging channels. This is where our 
rechargeable jetpack comes in handy, enabling us 

to bypass trench warfare and rain cluster 
grenades from the sky. With hundreds of 
red and blue blaster bolts burning black 
holes in snow, craft buzzing overhead, 
Rebel and Empire grunts running amok and 
AT-ATs kicking up powder as they march 
towards the throng, it’s a thrilling spectacle.

From frigid snow to burning sand, next 
we play co-op mode Survival on Tatooine. 
Here you’re one of two Rebels stranded in  
a boiling wasteland as Empire militia stream 
down in transports and Imperial shuttles, 
with the aim being to hold out until help 
arrives. That help comes from good old 
Admiral Ackbar who, in the meantime, 
advises you over comms and occasionally 
drops the odd special weapon from the sky 

like a fishy deity. Best of all, it’s in no way a trap!
Like in our previous multiplayer battle, players pick 

a weapon and an ability before spawning, whether 
ion torpedo, jetpack, ion shot or grenade barrage. It’s 
a light selection, but a safe one; too much creative 
license on DICE’s part could’ve resulted in the game 
feeling like a extended universe spin-off, and it keeps 
players from lingering in loudout menus.

Instead we’re blasting holes in Tuskan Raider huts 
and shattering rock faces as Shocktroopers hover 
about on thrusters. Sometimes the Empire drops off 
an AT-ST, which forces a game of cat-and-mouse in 
the mazey canyon. With our teammate as bait, we 
sneak behind it and fire a smart rocket to roast the 
chicken walker; the impact blowing us back. For the 
first time, these weapons feel dangerous.

Complementing Survival and competitive 
multiplayer are a series of trials introducing you to 
game mechanics. There’s Endor speeder bike racing, 
AT-AT tow cable tripping and X-wing crash courses, 
and these trials, like in Survival, can be played alone 
with bots, in splitscreen co-op or online co-op. In 
omitting several Battlefield mainstays – squads, 
richly customisable classes, a single-player campaign 
– Battlefront does less, better. We’ve played on Hoth 
and Tatooine before, but never like this. 

f a c t r i c k

the first battlefront hit PS2 
in 2004, while battlefront 2 
came in ‘05 with a risk-like 
Galactic Conquest mode.

1 .  c o u n t i n g  D o o k u

the battle of Jakku DlC 
unveils a brand new 

planet and releases on 8 
December. Also, it’s free!

2 .  n e w  j a k k u  c i t y

DICE explains the omission 
of space dogfights by saying 

it wants all forces on the 
battlefield to interact.

3 .  s P a c e  b a l l s

above Use dental floss to save a base from giant metal dogs as a man with 
robotic lungs waves a laser sword. Star wars.

above Heroes and villains are hardier than average troopers 
and able to withstand a large amount of face-on blaster fire.

above Forget ammo: weapons work on cooldown meters. with 
active reloads, well-timed recharges shave off seconds.

“hElP ComES from 
ADmIrAl ACkbAr,  
who DroPS wEAPoNS 
from thE Sky lIkE  
A fIShy DEIty.”
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We left Drake in serious peril last 
issue. Our Nathan had just taken 
part in a thrilling car chase that 
involved out-running an armoured 
truck by weaving through the back 
streets and gardens of a bustling 

Mediterranean city, ploughing through more than 
a few markets, scaffolding units and clothes lines 
en route. As the Sony E3 conference demo came 
to a close he climbed out of the fast-moving Jeep 
while Sully took the wheel, and hooked onto a 
truck’s crane as it crossed a bridge – and poor ol’ 
Nate was catapulted into a wall of planks…

Sure it’s been a jaw-dropping spectacle so far, but 
it’s just the start of the action as far as Uncharted 
4: A Thief’s End is concerned. Turns out, there was 
a whole lot more action to go in that demo. The 
full thing lasts over 14 minutes, all of which we 

witnessed behind-closed-doors at E3, but 
Naughty Dog only chose to unleash it upon 
the world via Twitch weeks after the show. 

The force of the collision with the wood 
causes Nathan to slide down until his legs 
are dunked in the river below, and it’s up to 
you to quickly begin climbing up the rope 
in order to avoid slamming into a fishing 
trawler that’s moving down the river – his 
feet missing it by a matter of centimetres. 

mud as hell 
Then comes the mud. Sweet holy God, THE 
MUD. As Nate continues to get yanked 
along by that pesky rope, the truck starts 
bombing through messy country roads. In 
scenes that would give Daz spokespeople 

night terrors, Drake gets covered head to toe in the 
mucky stuff. Sliding belly-first behind the truck, he’s 
soon utterly caked – superb foley effects delivering 
beautifully squelchy audio all the while. The entire 
slidey set-piece is much like Uncharted 3’s desert 
convoy pursuit… as dreamt up by a wallowing hippo. 

After shooting enemy cars using his spare hand, 
Nate eventually musters enough composure to 
climb to his feet, begin mudskiing (has Uncharted 
4 made this a thing now?) for a few seconds and 
then climb further. Copious shooting follows, with 
Drake hopping onto the back of the truck, dishing 
out a few melee takedowns and then crouching down 

behind the vehicle’s collapsible sides. 
The breakneck cover-shooting which 
follows also proves all Uncharted bad 
guys are professional stunt drivers. 
How else do you explain every 
vanquished 4x4 pirouetting through 
the air with absurd grace? 

After speeding past Gaming’s 
Prettiest Paddy Fields™, Nate finally 
catches up to his brother, Sam. Brief 
‘bantz’ follow as the pair bicker over 
which of them should, “hop on!” to the 
other’s ride, but before Sam can ditch 
his bike and board his baby bro’s car, 
Drake’s vehicle gets T-boned by an 
APC and does multiple barrel-rolls. 

flame or shame 
Cue a tense scene of hammering w 
while the fortune hunter groggily pulls 
himself out of a now-burning wreck. 
And yes, the resulting fire is the best 
we’ve seen in years – eat it, burning 
château from Drake’s Deception!

With a flaming demise narrowly 
averted, it’s time to buddy up with 
Sam on a bike. What follows is a chase 
of such exhilarating bombast, it makes 
the Nepalese truck dash in Uncharted 
2 look like a Škoda advert. The into-
the-screen escape is a neat nod to 
Naughty Dog’s Crash Bandicoot days 
as the bros hurtle through a dockyard; 
the APC of the earlier demo now back 
with a vengeance. Thankfully, a fully 
controllable Nate makes short(ish) 
work of it by firing at the engine. The 
parting money shot? Sam skidding the 
bike under a cargo container. Wow. 

But it’s not over. A cutscene then 
reunites Nate with Elena; the pair 
sharing an awkward stare as your lover 
despairs at the adventurer going, “a 
hair off-course,” from, “the Malaysia 
job.” While their relationship may be 
on the rocks, we couldn’t be happier. 
Think about it: Naughty Dog wouldn’t 
blow its best bit on Twitch. Now just 
imagine what it’s holding back… 

uncharted 4: a thief’s end
Dislocate that jaw – this is something truly special

  format PS4 / eta SPring 2016 / Pub Sony / dev naughty dog

f a c t r i c k

Set three years after 
uncharted 3, nate is 

dragged out of retirement 
for one last treasure hunt.

1 .  o n e  l a s t  j o b

you’ll be in full control during 
driving sections. the demo’s 

city is open, with banter 
tailored to your routes.

2 .  w r o n g  t u r n

naughty dog has reiterated 
that a thief’s End is the final 

chapter of its uncharted 
journey. Bring the hankies…

3 .  t h i s  i s  t h e  e n d
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“thEn comES thE 
mud. SwEEt holy 
god, thE mud. natE 
Soon gEtS cakEd.”

  Five years separate Nathan and his older brother Sam, whose original disappearance is what turned Nate into a treasure hunter in the first place.

left The ending into-the-screen bike ride boasts 
graphics so impressive it’d make even The Order: 
1886 jealous, it’s that astonishingly good.

The lengthy chase 
sequence is completely 
load-free, and easily  
the best thing on PS4.
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“we’re still left 
guessing as to 
how our choices 
will play out.”

  With development nearing the final stretch it’s a handsome game to gaze upon, but has serious framerate issues that’ll need ironing out before release.

Above Matt seems very fond of his jocky letterman 
jacket – although if you ask us that turtleneck 
jumper is just begging for trouble… 

The controller-waggling 
torch control has been 
demoted to an alternate 
input scheme now. Phew.
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What a long road it’s been for 
Supermassive Games and its 
interactive teen slasher flick. For 
a while after its initial reveal as 
a PS Move title, it appeared to 
have been slashed itself before 

re-emerging as a PS4 title featuring serious voice 
acting talent. Now with just weeks remaining until 
it hits the shelves, we draw the curtains and try to 
survive the night, right from the beginning. 

Though the cinematic material it’s inspired by is 
famously wafer-thin in its depth (no amount of 
Michael Myers fan fiction can turn Halloween into 
Homer’s Iliad), there are a lot of systems at play here. 
The many decisions you face while controlling any 
of the game’s eight main cast members feeds into 
a Butterfly Effect system; choices which initially 
appear to be of little consequence setting sequences 

in motion that may decide a character’s fate. 
This is likely to be Until Dawn’s most 

divisive element, particularly if you’re 
hellbent on keeping certain people alive 
(no one is exempt from possible execution, 
but conversely it’s possible to keep all eight 
safe). Butterfly Effect deliberately muddies 
the waters of your decisions, which is 
great if you’re prepared to accept that life 
is about dealing with the consequences of 
your actions, and probably a bit annoying if 
you just want another plat for your cabinet. 

eye of the stormAre
You want an example, don’t you? Well, at a 
certain point in chapter two while playing 
as Sam (Hayden Panettiere to you and us) 

we find a baseball bat down in the basement of the 
ubiquitous mountainside cabin where the game takes 
place. Depending on our line of inquiry with the 
emotionally damaged Josh, earnest or light-hearted, 
one of two different paths are embarked upon. 

It’s subtle at first, determining nothing more than 
where the bat ends up at the end of the conversation. 
It’s only in the fullness of time, as those butterflies 
appear on screen to denote that our decision affected 
this sequence of events, that we’re able to see the 
big picture. Consequently, it’s a game perfectionists 
will be compelled to play multiple times in order to 
figure out the ripples each decision creates. 

Another system that’s reticent to 
show its hand comes in the form 
of inter-chapter therapy sessions 
conducted by Peter Stormare. No need 
to go back and read that again, you 
had it right the first time. You don’t 
know the meaning of the word ‘uneasy’ 
until you’ve had to tell the strikingly 
detailed virtual incarnation of a 
Swedish A-lister whether you distrust 
men or women more in a decrepit 
office populated by a single rat in a jar. 

Your therapist’s eager to break the 
fourth wall and remind you that you’re 
playing a game, but the impact of your 
decisions here – whether you tell him 
you’re more afraid of heights or planes, 
for example – isn’t communicated 
directly. We’ll suffice by divulging this: 
certain details in the game, incidental 
or not, aren’t set in stone…

schlock horror
Having played the prologue and the 
first three chapters of Until Dawn, 
we’re still left to guess how many 
of our choices will play out. One of 
two collectible types, Totems, do 
offer visual premonitions as to the 
consequences of certain decisions, but 
they’re far from explicit. The other, 
Clues, are said to help you unravel 
the mystery behind Until Dawn’s 
main plot arc – however, the handful 
we found weren’t enough to shed 
meaningful light on the story.

We may not be much the wiser 
to Until Dawn’s dangers, but we’re 
greatly encouraged by its well-
judged tone as well as its impressive 
animation and visual fidelity. Heck, 
we even started to care about its band 
of horny teenage stereotypes in just 
a few hours. However, framerates are 
worryingly inconsistent at present, as 
they have been in previous versions we 
got trembling hands-on time with, and 
that needs to change for Until Dawn 
to fulfil its potential. Tick tock… 

until DAwn
It’s a dark night, but at least the stars are out

  formAt ps4 / etA 28 aug / Pub sony / Dev supermassive games

f A c t r i c k

the umbra 3 graphics 
engine powering the scares 
was used to build guerrilla’s 

Killzone shadow fall.

1 .  i n  t h e  ‘ z o n e

the game’s save system 
purposely prevents you 

from reloading an earlier 
save. live with it.

2 .  n o  g o i n g  b A c k

each playthrough lasts 
an estimated nine hours. 
it’ll take a few to nail that 

perfect run.

3 .  P l A y  i t ,  s A m
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“47 is resolutely 
returning to his 
beloved sandbox 
slaughter.”

Hitman
47 dresses to kill (and thrill) in PS4’s most fashionable sandbox

 Never let it be said you can’t teach an 
old assassin new tricks. Actually, this 
younger-looking 47 seems to be getting 
the same stem cell treatment that took 

20 years off Sam Fisher’s wrinkly mug in Splinter 
Cell Blacklist. Regardless of the badly badass’ age, 
there’s no question he’s more lethal than ever in 
his PS4 debut. There’s also zero doubt Hitman is 
dressing to kill for this current-gen comeback.

No, literally. The level IO showed off behind-closed-
doors at E3 takes place at a fashion show. It’s the 
perfect setting for Hitman’s wonderfully black 
humour and it provides all manner of ingenious ways 
to off your target – in this case, a chap called Victor 
Novikov; the head of a secret spy ring.
 47 has always been at his most thrillingly calculating 
when his levels operate like giant, extra homicidal 
takes on Mouse Trap. When all those devious, 
brilliantly layered little systems combine in a 
whirlwind of murderous serendipity, there’s nothing 
that can quite match Hitman’s deadly playfulness. 
It’s part of the reason the mini sandboxes of Blood 
Money are held up as the pinnacle of the series, 
while the more cinematic, linear approach of 
Absolution proved polarising.

slave to fasHion
Judging from new Hitman’s first episode, 47 is 
resolutely returning to his beloved sandbox slaughter. 
Yes, ‘episode’. The fashion show and a handful of 
other levels will be released through PSN on 8 Dec, 
with more chapters following as downloads before 
the full boxed version hits in late 2016. It may be an 

odd way to launch a modern triple-A, 
but judging by the sheer amount of 
depth in Hitman’s dressy PS4 debut, 
it’s a decision that help you to uncover 
every secret before moving on.

Case in point: in our private demo 
with creative director Christian 
Elverdam we spy no fewer than 26 
different opportunities to whack 
Novikov. Dress up as a bartender 
and poison him! Drop a chandelier! 
Tamper with a garden heater! Rig 
some fireworks! Fiddle with dodgy 
AV equipment! Crush him with a 
loudspeaker! Accidents will happen…

Just as exciting are the online 
Contracts returning from Absolution, 
now bolstered by high-risk live events. 
“Imagine a time-limited target,” 
producer Hakan Abrak tells us. “If the 
target escapes: gone. Forever.” These 
hits could well add new immediacy to 
what should be a killer package. 

  format Ps4 / eta 8 dec / Pub square enix / Dev io interactive

samurai  
Warriors 4-ii
A group of feudal fighters 
suddenly gain the power 
of flight and are rather 
chuffed about the situation. 
They then use said power 
to hunt down, cut and kick 
unruly clouds. Just like  
the samurai of old, then.
format Ps4 eta 2 oct

until DaWn
This morbid build-’em- up 
tasks you with constructing 
the quaintest, most twee 
snow globe village ever – 
well, as twee as it’s possible 
to be with a giant skull in the 
sky. Now shake those poor 
Lilliputians into oblivion!
format Ps4 eta 28 aug

nobunaga’s 
ambition
A man with lovely facial hair 
adopts an eagle that has 
the power to fire lightning 
from its face. Together, they 
team up to woo beautiful 
maidens and set sail on the 
odd naval pirate quest.
format Ps4 eta 4 seP

on 
the  
box
judged only by  
their covers

above Paris is a confirmed episode, signalling 
a return to 47’s European adventures of old.

Throwable melee 
weapons are ace. Eat 
airborne crowbar, 
innocent crew member!
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Tired of waiting for legendary developer 
Valve to unleash a new project? You’re 
not the only one: British studio TT 
Games seems so desperate for another 

edition of Portal it’s gone and made one itself. 

It comes in the form of an add-on pack for Lego 
Dimensions, the new Skylanders-esque toys-to-
life game starring what’s now officially the world’s 
number one toy maker. And during our recent 
hands-on test it becomes clear that this is no mere 
visual nod layered over a rote Lego template – this is 
a short, testing campaign worthy of the Portal name. 

Taking place in a series of test chambers, it 
looks, sounds and unfolds just like the real game. 
Chell’s Portal Gun enables her to zap to otherwise 
inaccessible platforms, of course, but it’s the physical 
Toy Pad that’s the surprise star of the level (a level 
in which Homer Simpson bursts through the ceiling 
on a wrecking ball, we’ll add) by introducing puzzle 
concepts that outshine even Portal’s mechanics.

No, we’ve not gone mad. Trust us. That Toy Pad 
has three distinct panels, each of which glows a 
different colour, and moving models around on these 
pads pushes them through different portals in the 
game. Add in a system where we must actually take 
apart and rebuild Lego models in different ways to 
activate new abilities and this is close to becoming 
an essential title for 2015, whatever your age. 

“homer simpson 
bursts into the 
test chamber on  
a wrecking ball.”

1 The Portal 2 Level Pack 
includes a Chell minifig, 
Sentry Turret and 

Companion Cube models, 
and the all-important Portal 
campaign. Get it. Yesterday. 

2 D’oh! Must… Stop… 
Spending… A Homer 
minifig, Homer’s Car 

and Taunt-O-vision models, 
and a Simpsons adventure 
are inside this Level Pack.

3 No level with this 
one, but the Jurassic 
world Team Pack 

contains Owen and an Asset 
Containment Unit as well as 
a Gyrosphere and raptor.

it may be Lego-ified, 
but the Portal puzzles 
aren’t dumbed down for 
children. it gets tough.

Lego Dimensions
Are you Portal in disguise?

essential add-ons
The extra models you really need buy

  Format ps4/ps3 / eta 29 sep  
Pub warner bros / Dev tt games

above Shooting plain white panels with your Portal Gun opens up… you know how it works.
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As with so many things, it’s  
all about context. Tell someone 
that one of the most interesting 
elements you saw in the gameplay 
demo for a triple-A sequel was 
that a very familiar looking man 

wielded a very familiar looking weapon, but 
that at one point he held it slightly differently, 
and they’ll probably look at you like you’ve 
just asked for their bank details to help release 
funds currently being held captive by a deposed 
Caribbean government.

But this is Dark Souls, a series in which details 
are key – something well-known to anyone who’s 
pored over item descriptions in the hope of shining 
a tiny bit more light on the ever-obtuse (but utterly 
brilliant) narratives. That different way of standing 
is what From Software is calling the ‘ready stance’, 

and it adds a whole new layer to weapon 
movesets. With a straight sword equipped, 
the player character holds the blade in 
both hands up above their shoulder, poised 
to strike. And when they do, the steel is 
swung in an arc from low to high – think 
of an uppercut, only with a massive piece  
of razor sharp metal.

The poor goon on the end of this reflects 
this philosophy of ‘same but different’. He’s 
your classic Souls knight – tall, armoured 
and angry – only this time more agile.  
The blow sends him flying skywards, but 
it’s only with a satisfying parry (we’ll need 
to go hands-on before we know if this has 
been fixed from its slightly borked DSII 
state) that he’s eventually turned to vapour. 

In addition to more knights, we see some fairly 
typical undead-style fodder dispatched, as well as a 
massive dragon sat atop a rampart. There’s always a 
ruddy massive dragon. The beast is skirted around, 
although his fiery breath is used to take out a wave 
of enemies lying in wait down a different path.

Walls of fire
All of this is playing out on the Wall Of Lodeleth, 
and what needs no context to understand is just  
how pretty the whole thing is. From Software showed  
its graphical chops with Bloodborne, but that game’s 
perma-night setting meant it never wowed in the 

way that the best Souls locations 
could. This is a return to the vast 
expanses of Anor Londo and the like: 
the wall is part of a gargantuan castle 
that stretches far into the distance. 

It’s a structure that we’re told  
can be explored completely – in  
fact, every single building exists as an 
actual location in the game. It’s a claim 
that we’ll remain slightly sceptical 
about for the time being, but it’s  
an exciting prospect nevertheless.

deadly dancing 
The demo culminates in a boss 
battle which further showcases Dark 
Souls III’s sinfully sexy visuals – 
the developer is particularly keen to 
promote its new lighting system and 
dynamic particle effects – as well 
as the scale and inventiveness of the 
enemy design. Named the Dancer Of 
The Frigid Valley, the foe here would 
best be described as a 30-foot-tall 
armoured bellydancer wearing a metal 
grille on her face. Have we got your 
attention yet? Oh, she also wields a 
flaming sword. Obviously. 

As she moves lithely around the 
environment, a chapel within the 
castle’s walls, she takes great ranging 
swipes; her weapon steadily setting 
the scenery alight. The spread of the 
flames is glorious – visually that is, 
not for our hero’s odds of survival 
– and it’s not long before the entire 
room is ablaze.

Although only our first showing 
of the game in action, it’s hard to 
know what more we could ask for 
from Dark Souls III. We’re promised 
a, “deepening of the series’ core 
concept,” as well as a return to its 
unique approach to multiplayer. But 
more than anything, it’s a Souls game 
on current-gen helmed by franchise 
creator and bona fide game design 
genius Hidetaka Miyazaki. Death has 
never been quite so appealing.  

dark souls iii
A blast From the past

  format PS4 / eta SPring 2016 / Pub Bandai namco / dev From SoFtware

f a c t r i c k

the plot centres on the hero 
trying to defeat the Lords of 
cinder. How many? Four is 

our educated guess.

1 .  c i n d e r  f e l l a s

we’re yet to be told the 
name of the world, but 

expect hidden connections 
to Lordran and drangleic.

2 .  f i r e  l i n k s

this is the final game that 
was planned before miyazaki 
became From president, but 
more Souls is now expected.

3 .  d a r k  l i f e
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“you end uP 
FigHting a 30-Foot-
taLL armoured 
BeLLydancer.”

 We’ve only seen a melee-focused character build in action so far (no sorcerers yet), wielding three weapons – a straight sword, a katana and a greatsword.

above Fan theories speculate a resurrected Gwyn 
is one of the Lords Of Cinder, or perhaps the 
player character from the original Dark Souls.

Oh-so lonely. It just 
wouldn’t be Souls without 
a whole lot of Norman No 
Mates wandering about.
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Metal Gear Solid V:  
the PhantoM Pain  
Snake sets out to steal the sandbox crown

even more options for completing 
the same mission. This time, there’s 
a chance to see the stealth operative 
cook up yet more imaginative ways to 
take out that nasty Spetsnaz solider. 

First, he buddies up with Quiet; the 
tortured sniper marking foes from afar. 
At one point, Snake throws a sleep 
grenade at a group, which your mute 
pal swiftly shoots in mid-air, sending 
the soldiers to the Land of Nod. 

Next comes a surgical air raid, with 
Venom jettisoning the sneaky stuff for 
an all-out assault. Cautious tranq darts 
are thrown out the window here, as 
Snake dons a Fatman-esque blast suit, 
taking out his foes with a Kabarga-83 
shotgun and a UN-AAM machine gun.

now you c4 Me
Espionage is back on the menu for a 
sniper playthrough, mind. Choosing a 
far-off landing zone, Big Boss recons 
the commander’s village with an 
M2000-D rifle. Gotta love that x8 
magnification for long-distance hits. 

While distant spying is swell, the 
final method of offing the Spetsnaz – 
involving placing C4 on a guard’s back 
and using your booby trapped pal to 
blow up the target – is the best of the 
bunch. Why is it not September?! 

  ForMat PS4/PS3 / eta 1 SeP / Pub Konami / deV Kojima ProductionS 

F a c t r i c k

Quiet is actually anything 
but. While providing cover 
fire, she constantly hums 

over the radio.

1 .  h u M  a n d  G e t  M e

take out waves of bad 
guys by shooting exploding 
barrels with the mounted 

minigun on Snake’s copter.

2 .  b a r r e l  o F  F u n

Snake can use night 
vision goggles with smoke 

grenades to blind foes while 
seeing the chaos perfectly.

3 .  n i G h t y  n i G h t

above It’ll be interesting 
to see how the equally 
mysterious characters of 
Skull Face and Quiet evolve.

“venom SnaKe 
merKS men With 
d-WalKer’S 
onboard minigun.”

Wow. Is ‘Pain’ ever the wrong word 
to have plastered in that title. 
Substitute ‘Joy’ in there instead. 
All the joy. The more we play of 
Venom Snake’s stealth sandbox, 
the more we’re utterly convinced 

you’re looking at the best game on PS4. The 
20-odd hours of hands-on time we’d sunk into 
the dusty climes of Northern Kabul were already 
enough to make us gaga for Hideo Kojima’s open- 
world espionage swansong, and now some post-E3 

demos have pushed us into a frenzy.

You may been dealing with the fifth 
major MGS, but six is the operative 
number headed towards the game’s 1 
September launch. That’s the number of 
distinctly different playthroughs Konami 
demonstrated while running through the 
game’s third mission, A Hero’s Way. First 
a developer made Snake buddy up with 
D-Dog – fetch balls, boy! – then D-Walker, 
to take out a Spetsnaz commander.

By Big Boss’ caved-in eye socket if the 
mutt and ’bot duo aren’t insanely fun. 
We’ve now spent serious play time with 
the pair – D-Walker’s unique take on CQC 
and your wolf pal ‘keeping ’em busy’ by 

mauling guards mean both are invaluable chums.
Just weeks after Konami demoed Snake telling 

D-Dog to bark in order to draw foes away, and then 
merking men with D-Walker’s minigun, it showed 

CQCing guards has come 
a long way since MGS3. Of 
course, you didn’t have your 
own killer robo chum then.
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1The fiery figure during the 
hospital prologue is a dead 
ringer for Snake eater’s 

Colonel volgin. Could the lightning-
loving sadist return to haunt Snake?

3  These bulky tanks remind us 
of Snake eater’s monstrous 
Shagohod. Though we doubt 

you’ll have to enter a ten minute on-
rails chase to defeat these foes.

2It may be subtle, but even 
Mother Base recalls an old 
Metal Gear. In this case, the 

colour scheme is a close match for 
the Big Shell facility from MGS2. 

4This little chap happily 
jumping in the cabin of what’s 
presumably a Metal Gear  

could well be Solid’s twin bro, 
Liquid. It’s not over yet, Snake!

Ghosts of Gears past
Examining MGS V’s little callbacks

Next issue we’re set to 
bring you our biggest 
review in OPM history: 
ten whole pages of MGS!

left This Metal Gear Huey 
emmerich is so pleased with 
really couldn’t look more 
similar to MGS1’s reX.

above The town you find 
the commander in is called 
Shago village. Is this a nod 
to MGS3’s tank monster?
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Look how adorable 
endor’s iconic chase 
sequence is thanks to 
infinity’s endearing art.
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Disney infinity 
3.0 eDition
New Star Wars Play Sets take  
this toybox to the stars and back

  format PS4/PS3 / eta 28 Aug  
Pub DiSney interActive / Dev AvAlAnche StuDioS/vAriouS StuDioS

“breAk cAnon by 
mAking PrinceSS 
leiA Drive into 
the SArlAcc Pit.”

No sooner has Disney fixed Star 
Wars canon by jettisoning the 
Extended Universe, you’re allowed 
to spectacularly break it again 
by making Princess Leia drive a 
landspeeder into the Sarlacc pit 

or staging a fantasy Darth Maul vs Darth Maul 
showdown to determine the baddest Sith in the 
galaxy. (It’s Darth Maul, by the way.)

Not familiar with Disney Infinity? It’s basically a 
collection of game-types incorporating a silly array 
of licensed properties. By placing figures on a special 
base you can beam them to the game in real-time, 
and when 3.0 hits there’ll be 100 to buy and stroke.

Two modes ship with 3.0’s Starter Pack. One is 
Toy Box, an anything-goes open-world in which 
you use tools, weapons and vehicles to create and 
play using whatever character you want. Play Sets, 
meanwhile, are story-driven campaigns which stay 
somewhat tonally consistent (so no Hulk teaming 
with Ewoks). A word of warning for your wallet: 
with characters costing between £5 and £15, it’s best 
to think of this as a platform rather than a game.

ninja warriors
The two Star Wars Play Sets revealed so far are 
about five hours long each. Let’s start with the 
Starter Pack’s Twilight Of The Republic, which takes 
place in the final years of the Clone Wars. Here 
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Left A Force Awakens Play 
Set will drop near the end of 
the year. in the meantime, 
prove Han shot first.

right There are space 
battles in both Play Sets, 
with Anakin taking down 
vulture droids in one.

1The aggressive but loyal Zeb 
Orrelios is a trained Lasat 
warrior parachuted in from 

the Star wars rebel animated 
series, and acts as the muscle.

3ezra Bridger is a cocksure con 
artist turned Jedi; a Padawan 
of Kanan and skilled with both 

a lightsaber and the Force. He is 
rebels’ most balanced character.

2Battle-hardened Kanan Jarrus 
survived the Jedi purge of 
Order 66 and went into hiding. 

when he emerged, he swapped the 
blue saber for ample sarcasm.

4One of the first to rebel 
against the empire, brave 
Sabine wren is a talented 

demolitions expert and graffiti 
artist – hence the tagged helmet.

figures of fun
Four more playable Rebel scum

By collecting legacy coins 
you can use any Star 
wars characters in any 
Star wars Play Set.
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Anakin, Ahsoka, Yoda and Obi-Wan investigate the 
reactivation of a droid factory on Geonosis before 
visiting Coruscant, Tatooine and Naboo. With 
melee masters Ninja Theory (DmC, Enslaved) on 
development duties alongside Avalanche Studios and 
handful of other teams, the Cambridge-based dev 
brings a combat-centric layer to give those lightsaber 
swipes extra bite. Characters effortlessly parry 
vibroblade attacks from Mandalorian guards and 
deflect Droideka blaster bolts. 

Successful combos enable devastating Force moves, 
and each character’s is different. Anakin’s aggressive 
streak sees him pull in hostiles before blasting 
them out in a flash of blue light, while nimble 
Ahsoka employs a Force-assisted lightsaber flurry. 
It’s satisfying how time pauses after each attack 
to emphasize impact, and, as they do in the films, 
lightsabers actually cut droids up. One vertical slash 
finisher cleaves a battle droid cleanly in two.

We ask John Vignocchi, vice president of 
production for Disney Interactive, about the new 
Star Wars cast. “One of the key characters we wanted 
playable was Ashoka, not only because it’s cool to 
have dual lightsabers but also because Ashoka is a 
strong female Jedi and we have such a huge fanbase 
of girl gamers that are playing Infinity. So we wanted 
to ensure for Star Wars they had a great collection of 

female characters they could play [as].”

ace win-Du
That explains Leia’s fearsome karate skills 
in the Rise Against The Empire Play Set. 
This one happens during the original trilogy 
and features her, Luke, Han, Chewbacca, 
and a 2015-PlayStation-exclusive Boba 
Fett among its playable characters, and if 
the last one’s about fighting things, this is 
about messing with them. During the battle 
of Hoth, for instance, you can screw with 
AT-ATs by scaling their legs and hacking at 
oversized AA batteries, tripping them with 
your Snowspeeder’s tow cable, or best of all, 
stealing their top-mounted remote control 
and ramming one into another. Walkers are 

physics-driven, so each collapse is unique.
A Tatooine portion, meanwhile, resembles a literal 

sandbox. Here players can hire a landspeeder and zip 
around completing missions for Obi-Wan (repairing 
Sandcrawlers, collecting batteries), with the ultimate 
aim to rescue the Millennium Falcon. You can 
customise the location like a giant toy set, snapping 
down moisture vaporators and bolting extra bits onto 
hangers, or else just roam around being a general 
(phantom) menace.

With all of Disneydom to pick from, there’s 
more to Infinity 3.0 than Star Wars. Dedicated 
racing mode the Speedway has seen significant 
improvement from Sumo Digital, the studio behind 
underrated karter Sonic & Sega All-Stars Racing, 
which introduces weightier handling and boost-bar-
filling drifts and flips. There’s a killer sense of speed 
across each of the nine tracks, including Wreck-
It Ralph’s Sugar Rush and one themed after The 
Nightmare Before Christmas.

With stiff competition from the similarly pricey 
Lego Dimensions and Skylanders, there isn’t room 
for three victors this Christmas. But ego-free 
collaboration between Star Wars and other Disney 
properties makes Infinity 3.0 hard to overlook. Sorry 
in advance for wrecking your canon, Mr Abrams. 

f a c t r i c k

the £50 Starter Pack 
contains the game, twilight 
of the republic Play Set and 
Ahsoka and Anakin figures.

1 .  b u y  o r  b u y  n o t

Star Wars figures are £15 
each, while Play Sets hover 
around £30. Power Discs 

are £10 for four.

2 .  o r D e r  6 6  o f  ‘ e m

Play Sets aside, all 1.0 and 
2.0 figures and Power Discs 
work with 3.0, but 3.0 items 
don’t work the other way.

3 .  D a r t H ’ s  D o o r

above Not everything in is Star wars-focused. Marvel’s Avengers, Tron, Frozen 
and new Pixar sensation inside Out all feature on the extended 3.0 roster.

above we totally mentioned Boba Fett is a timed PlayStation-
exclusive character, yeah? BOBA. FeTT. Hello, happiness.

above Other Star wars pursuits include podracing, piloting 
Skyhoppers and, of course, the classic Death Star trench run.

“the bAttle of hoth 
enAbleS you to 
ScreW With At-AtS 
by hAcking At their 
giAnt AA bAtterieS.”
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Preview

After praying at the 
altar of PlayStation, 
the gods of q, w, 
e and r have 
been merciful, 
bestowing upon  
you a co-op zombie 
shooter that could 
give Left 4 Dead a 
run for its money 
and a creepy dating 
sim for pigeons…

preview  
round-up

crossing 
souls

 Format PS4/PS Vita 
eta tbc / pub fourattic/
deVolVer / dev fourattic

Having hit its modest 
$45,000 funding goal on 
Kickstarter, this retro rPG’s 
ready to rekindle the spirit 
of ‘80s california with its 
tale of five friends (each  
a playable character)  
who make a mysterious 
discovery outside their 
home town. the art style’s 
really something special:  
if you appreciate pixel art 
you’ll get yourself a massive 
crush on crossing Souls’ 
sunkissed colour palettes 
and detailed animations. 
We’re in it for the five-
strong cast of unassuming 
school kids taking on 
monster boss battles and 
the like, though. reminds  
us of our school days.  

nuclear 
throne

 Format PS4 / eta SeP  
pub Vlambeer  
dev Vlambeer

What better way to learn  
of this post-apocalyptic 
roguelike’s eventual  
PS4 release than via the 
teary-eyed, habanero-
ingesting Sony Worldwide 
Studios boss himself? 
Shuhei Yoshida revealed the 
September release date 
during an episode of Hot 
Pepper Gaming, the premise 
of which requires guests to 
guzzle dangerously hot chili 
peppers while talking shop. 
if it hasn’t been on your 
radar until now, Nuclear 
throne is a top-down 
dungeon crawler/roguelike 
of the highest order, 
boasting Vlambeer’s 
trademark mechanical 
finesse and creativity. 

hatoFul 
boyFriend: 
holiday star

 Format PS4/PS Vita  
eta q3 2015 / pub deVolVer  
dev mediatoNic

So your appetite for pigeon 
dating sims can’t be sated 
by just one release, eh? in  
a somewhat disconcerting 
reflection of the world we 
live in, your demands are 
met. With Hatoful boyfriend 
flying the coop this summer, 
its sequel, Holiday Star, is 
also due a PS4 and PS Vita 
release this autumn. We’d 
tell you the minutiae of its 
gameplay, but to be honest 
nothing’s going to override 
the fact that you’ll be 
pretending to seduce 
pigeons. does anything  
else really matter when the  
core gameplay boils down to 
romancing avians? thought 
not. coo, coo etc.  

soFt body
 Format PS4/PS Vita  

eta tbc / pub zeKe ViraNt  
dev zeKe ViraNt

“You are a beautiful, gooey 
snake,” Soft body’s trailer 
begins, reminding us of that 
one teacher in school our 
parents told us to stay 
away from. unlike said 
teacher though, this twin- 
stick shooter demonstrates 
an imagination worth 
exploring. the fruits of sole 
developer zeke Virant’s 
toils, it’s a kind of bullet hell 
shooter meets Hohokum-
esque journey – a, “bullet 
heaven,” experience, in 
Virant’s own words. as you 
move your soft body (again, 
Virant’s words) through the 
world the environment 
changes around you, forcing 
you into evasive action. 
cross-buy between PS4 
and PS Vita is in, too.  

overkill’s the 
walking dead

 Format PS4 / eta 2016 
pub 505 GameS/Starbreeze / dev oVerKill SoftWare

”What the world really needs right 
now is another zombie shooter,” said 
absolutely no one in 2015. However, 

overkill’s intent to fuse co-op shooter 
with action-rPG and survival horror might 
change all that. Plus, the Payday developer’s 
been experimenting with Vr tech, which 
means you may get the chance to wade 
through gore using Sony’s own morpheus 
headset when the Walking dead releases 
some time in 2016. 
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R
ewind to March 2014,  
and in Berlin’s CCC film 
studios, action is underway 
on Hitman: Agent 47; a 
ground-up movie reboot  
for the eponymous 
character. With Rupert 
Friend now in the title role, 
this is an entirely different 
beast to the critically-

panned 2007 film, although it does share a 
producer, Adrian Askarieh, who picked up  
the rights during Hitman’s heyday, when 
videogame movies were well out of favour. 
He’s now hoping that this film, along with 
the likes of Assassin’s Creed and Splinter 
Cell, will help change public opinion to the 
extent that comic-book adaptations have 
been managing since the turn of the century.

On set, no one will reveal a budget, 
although a publicist explains that it’s, “not 
crazy expensive,” which means that it’s a very 
lean shoot for a film of this scale. Several 
soundstages have been set up to house the 
action, and multiple scenes will be shot 
today. The largest scale set-up involves a fake 
rooftop for a Syndicate International building 
in Singapore (the production will head there 
after wrapping in Germany). On one side of 
the stage, a black, full-scale helicopter is being 
prepped in readiness – it’ll play a key role in 
one of the action sequences. On the other is 
a white door providing access to the ‘rooftop’. 
Green drapes are hung over all four walls of the 
vast soundstage, marked up with white crosses 
to provide reference for the VFX team when the 
skyline is added digitally in post-production.

On the set 
of 47’s box 
office hit

Behind the scenes of Hitman: 
Agent 47 – Hollywood’s newest 

game-to-film sensation

AQ
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Sorry 47 – something 
tells us you messed 
up the stealth section 
in this particular bit…
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Middle It’s a big year for PlayStation’s favourite hitman – the new game is out 8 Dec. 
Left rupert Friend is a natural 47. Right hannah ware and Zachary Quinto in action.

Silverballers? Check. 
Fiber wire? Uh, no sign 
of it yet but he can’t 
have forgotten it…

Fast forward to today and, with Hitman: Agent 47 releasing in cinemas 
on 27 August, we caught up with both Rupert Friend and Hannah Ware 
to shed more light on their roles and discuss the making of the film, 
classic levels from the series and the future of Hitman.

OPM: What can we expect from Hitman: Agent 47?
Rupert Friend: So we find a younger incarnation of 47, and he has a mission 
which is classified, as you’d expect. He teams up with a young woman called 
Katia and they have a connection that I can’t reveal here. Suffice to say, it’s 
very true to the franchise and yet I hope it gives it new life. In my mind 

On the opposite end of the scale spectrum, 
an interrogation room set has been constructed 
on another stage. With some nifty production 
design economy, the room will be re-dressed 
so it can serve as both sides of the one-way 
mirror. As we pass, an Agent 47 stand-in is 
sitting at the table as a camera on a robotically 
controlled arm retraces the scene over and over 
again, as lighting, framing and more is perfected 
before Rupert Friend is ready for his close-up.

Later that day, in a gleaming white office 
interior, Friend and Zachary Quinto prepare 
for a pivotal fight scene. Rehearsing carefully-
choreographed moves over and over at a 
reduced speed, the pair get the routine nailed 
before the cameras roll and they go at each 
other at full pace, the scrap culminating in 
some close-range gunfire. Friend wears the 
iconic black suit and red tie combo, and his hair 
is shaved to a short stubble: the move away 
from the smooth chrome dome of the games 
and the earlier film hints at the grounded, 
grittier tone to which this reboot aspires.

For all the action taking place during the 
day, little is revealed in terms of plot. What 
can be gleaned is that Katia van Dees (Hannah 
Ware), a new character created for the film, is 
being pursued by Agent 47 and Quinto’s John 
Smith. It seems that the dynamics of trust are 
constantly in flux, as Katia is simultaneously 
pursued and protected by the sharp-suited 
sharpshooters. 47’s genetically modified origins 
will be teased throughout the film, as Katia’s 
own origins will also become clear.

While Hitman: Agent 47 isn’t directly 
inspired by a specific videogame plotline, 
the aim is that the action sequences will 
feel familiar to fans, with the stunt team 
pinpointing the game’s, “noir,” cutscenes and 
intelligent kills as key elements that they hope 
to capture. As the ruthlessly efficient shoot 
continues, with Syndicate operatives being 
taken down on all sides, it’s not hard to see 
where the inspiration has been drawn from.

if someone 
asked me if i’d 

like to play 
agent 47 in a 

hitman game the 
answer is a big 
fat yes – using 
motion capture 
to act it out.
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there is definitely a desire to make a 47 that was 
my very own, but still the 47 you know and love. 
So I hope we did that.

OPM: How familiar with Hitman were you 
heading into this project?
RF: I was familiar with the character because he’s 
iconic. I hadn’t been gaming, really, but he was 
familiar in the way that Assassin’s Creed or Call 
Of Duty is familiar. When I got the role, my first 
task as I saw it was to immerse myself in the 
games because this guy began in the games and 
that was important to me. So they actually sent 
me a PlayStation 3 a year and a half ago, and a 
full bundle of games. I got very into Absolution. I 
actually played them backwards – I played 
Absolution first and went back to Blood Money 
and I really loved them.

OPM: Which hit is your favourite?
RF: I really loved when you go to Chinatown  
in Absolution. I just remember seeing the street 
vendors and the big woks and the flames and  
the cooking and the neon feel… I love movies like 
Blade Runner and the way they look: the water 
and the light is such a part of that for me. 

Walking through that world, tailing people, 
realising there were different ways that I could 
complete it and all these red herrings… I just 
thought it was a beautifully drawn, immersive 
crowd scene. As a film actor, crowd scenes are 
some of the most exciting because when they’re 
well done – with that guy who’s making the 
Chinese food at the side, and that vendor, and 
the hooker in the window… – it all adds depth.

If someone asked me would I like to play 
Agent 47 in a Hitman game, the answer is a big 
fat yes. And what I would like to talk about with 
them is the idea of using motion capture to act 
out as much as possible. And then you get to 
play the game with some combination of motion 
controls and camera. You sort of get to ‘be’ the 
guy walking through Chinatown using virtual 
reality… Maybe this is a little bit down the line, 
but that would be so exciting to be a part of!

OPM: This is the second Hitman film in eight years – what makes 
Hitman right for Hollywood?
RF: I think it’s just he’s a complete badass, and there’s something 
very satisfying about that. He’s not a man with a big flowing cape like 
Superman and everyone points to the skies: “Is it a bird, is it a plane?” 
This guy will appear, kill your dog and disappear before you’ve even had 
breakfast. He’s completely shadowy. The fact he can move like water and 
then strike like a stone, or whatever, is very sexy. 

OPM: Apart from immersing yourself in the series did you have to do 
anything else out of the ordinary to prepare yourself for the role?
RF: I don’t know. To me it’s just an imaginative work. I don’t actually 
have kids, but if you asked your kids how you ‘prepare’ when you’re 
playing Cowboys and Indians in the garden, they would just look at you 
like you’re insane. So it’s more like that for me.

OPM: A signature feature of the games is the ability to create traps 
for ‘accidental’ deaths – are there similar hijinks in the movie?
RF: Oh yes! I mean this is a guy who is, as we know, a master engineer, 
so we’re going to see him in situations where he knows the outcome 
of every conceivable millisecond and he’s orchestrating it like a master 
conductor and setting very intricate traps for his enemies and then just 

watching them walk straight into them. That, 
combined with some very badass martial arts.

OPM: Now that the film’s done are you looking 
forward to the new game out on 8 December?
RF: Absolutely! I’ll be very excited to see it. 
I actually thought it was coming out sooner 
than that but I can’t wait. It’s apparently an 
open-world concept, which is very exciting. So I 
hope the franchise of games goes from strength 
to strength. Hitman GO, that little [mobile] 
boardgame they made, was great. The more 
imaginative and the more improbable you make 
this character the better, but this guy is not 
spray and pray, he doesn’t just offload bullets 
into people– he thinks, and that’s what makes 
him exciting for me.    

OPM: Katia van Dees is a brand new 
character to Hitman lore – can you tell us a 
little more about who she is?
Hannah Ware: Of course. 47 seeks her out for 
his latest mission, and she’s going to be a vital 
part in how he can beat his latest opponent 
– but it’s quite unclear for both her and the 
audience as to why she’s so important. As the 
story develops you realise that Katia has some 
intriguing qualities which she doesn’t know 
about herself, but are essential to 47. 

They go on this crazy ride to beat this huge 
agency that goes after Agent 47. There’s a very 
human aspect to the story and it helps uncover 
some qualities that 47 didn’t know he had; 
maybe possible emerging emotions. Clearly you 
don’t get that in the game because he’s very 
sober and economic in his killing technique. 

OPM: Were you familiar with the gaming 
series before you got the role?
HW: I knew about it from some of my guy-
friends – they were really into it. I’m not a 
gamer, so I read it as a movie script and I just 
found Katia’s story really, really interesting, just 
purely from a very human side. And often that 
gets lost in big action films, so I was just really 
drawn to what was going on with her.

And then I said, “Oh, it’s born out of this 
Agent 47 character and this gaming franchise,” 
and lots of my guy-friends’ eyes lit up and 
they went, “We love that game! It’s so stylish; 
it’s so sleek; there’s nothing like it. It’s really 
unique.” So I tried to play it and I was terrible! 
But I realised why someone would make it into 
film, because it’s so cinematic. But I haven’t 
played videogames since, like, Mario Bros, and I 
thought, “Wow, they’ve come a long way! This 
is really good!”

OPM: A lot of Hollywood actors are 
performing videogame roles, too – is that 
something that would interest you?
HW: I don’t know… I love acting that’s telling a 
human story about someone, and I’m not sure 
if you get to do that when you’re purely acting 
in a videogame; essentially you’re a puppet 
walking around in a videogame. I think it’s very 
flattering and very exciting, but I’m not sure it’s 
necessarily my next goal.

HiTMAN
the lIFe aND tIMeS  

OF ageNt 47

n e e d  t o  k n o w

2000
HiTMAN:  
cODeNAMe 47
n Danish studio IO 
Interactive releases the 
very first Hitman game on 
PC and spawns a classic 
series. While most people 
look to Hitman 2: Silent 
Assassin (the series’ 
console debut) as their first 
Hitman experience, many of 
the levels will go on to be 
remade in future games. 

2007
HiTMAN
n French director Xavier 
Gens brings the bald 
assassin to the big screen. 
Timothy Olyphant stars as 
Agent 47, while Olga 
Kurylenko, Dougray Scott 
and Robert Knepper also 
feature in the flop. 

2015
HiTMAN: AgeNT 47
n With the horrors of  
the last film well and  
truly disposed of in classic 
Hitman fashion, the new  
film is a fresh take on the 
franchise. It’s due to, er, hit 
UK cinemas on 27 August.
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Above “I’m a big movie-goer,” says ware. “I always wanted to act in films. there’s 
something to be said about the magic of going on a movie set. It stuck with me.”

“I really enjoyed getting my 
hands dirty, for lack of a 
better word,” says Friend of 
his starring role in hitman.

position your gun when you’re not shooting, not blinking when you fire… 

OPM: Did you get to acclimatise to Berlin and Singapore while filming?
HW: Yeah, absolutely. Berlin’s one of my favourite cities and I was there 
for a good three months. I really got to know it. When you first meet my 
character, she’s a lost soul living in a transitory experience – she doesn’t 
have a home and she’s moving from hostel to hostel around Europe in 
search for this man she thinks will bring some sort of meaning to her life. 

I felt like I needed to experience a different element of Berlin, so I did 
actually go and spend some time in a youth hostel for a couple of nights. 
I knew it would help me with my character, rather than being waited on 
hand and foot. That wasn’t what Katia was experiencing, so I thought it 
would help bring her more to life if I was doing what she was doing. 

OPM: The days of film and game tie-ins 
being sneered at are long over, now – why 
have they gained legitimacy in recent years?
HW: I think it’s like everything at the moment: 
there are such crossovers with how people 
watch lots of entertainment, such as big movie 
directors doing TV now – that would have 
been sneered upon ten years ago, but now no 
one bats an eyelid. And I think it applies to 
games as well – why shouldn’t they be made? 

47 is a very cinematic character: he’s iconic, 
he’s sleek, he’s beautiful and he has very 
specific killing techniques and that would make 
a great movie icon. Like Batman, except that’s 
a comic book… So I don’t see any reason for 
them to be sneered upon, and I think that it’s 
great that they’re not being so now.

OPM: Did you undergo much training?
HW: I had a lot of gun training and a lot of 
physical combat, which were equally challenging 
in different ways. I’d never handled guns before. 
Obviously Rupert is very well versed by playing 
Quinn in Homeland, so I was actually quite 
nervous about doing it in front of him because 
I knew that he could disassemble a gun at the 
speed of light. But once you get into it and 
you start practicing you become very obsessed 
with detail. I got to appreciate this wonderful 
art form and how they make you believable as 
a killer; it’s to do with the economy of how 
you move, how you run with a gun, where you 
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From the makers of Killzone comes Horizon 
dinosaurs. Matthew Pellett explores the 
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Zero Dawn: a far-flung vision of hunting robot 
newest, most exciting universe on PS4…
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 E
very Jurassic Park 
fan should know how 
this one goes: “God 
creates dinosaurs. 
God destroys 
dinosaurs. God 
creates man. Man 
destroys God.” But 
Killzone dev Guerrilla 

Games has put its own spin on the 
rest of that classic Hollywood quote 
for its brand new IP Horizon Zero 
Dawn: “Man creates robo-dinosaurs. 
Robo-dinosaurs eat man. Woman 
inherits the Earth.” 

A brand-new, PlayStation exclusive 
series by one of Sony’s most-trusted 
and respected teams, Horizon Zero 
Dawn paints a gorgeous picture of the 
world more than 1,000 years from 
now. Nature has reclaimed our cities, 
mankind has been reduced to little 
more than a scattered set of primitive 
tribes, and giant robotic dinosaurs – 
a.k.a. the machines – roam the wilds.  

A strictly single-player, third-
person action-RPG, you are outcast 
hunter Aloy. Armed with a compound 
bow and more crafting skills than  
a cube-headed bloke named Steve, 
Horizon sees you tracking and 
hunting specific machines across the 
vast, entirely load-free open-world, 
and using mixtures of stealth, traps 
and face-to-fang combat to harvest 
what you need from their bodies. 

ZEro to HEro
“We felt we had quite an original 
composition and combination of 
elements with the robots and the 
nature, so we also felt like it needed 
an original and strong character to 
go with that,” explains game director 
Mathijs de Jonge of Aloy’s origins.

“One of the directions we were  
very interested in was a character like 
Sarah Connor in Terminator, Ripley in 
Alien or, more recently, Ygritte from 
Game Of Thrones; very strong female 
characters. That’s where we started.” 

And strong she most certainly is. A 
‘kindred spirit’ with the machines and 
a warrior who hunts for materials, not 
sport, you can definitely see those 
shades of Ygritte in protagonist Aloy 
– not just in her wildlings-like garb 
or her bow and arrow, but her ability 
to take control of any situation and 
roll with the punches. Even if those 
punches happen to be administered 
by a metallic paw bigger than her 
entire body. And that paw attached  
to a whopping T-rex-like machine  
called the Thunderjaw – an 80ft long,  
33ft high, very angry hunk of metal.

Yes, mention Horizon to anybody 
who saw Guerrilla Games’ E3 
presentation and that iconic scrap 
between Aloy and the robo-rex is 
what sticks in the mind. And the stats 
don’t stop there: its model contains 

550,000 polygons, and the dino 
boasts 271 different animations, 67 
visual effects and 60+ hit reactions. 

Attacks? How many do you want? 
It has 12 to pick from, including 
lasers, a gatling gun, tail swipes, tail 
stomps and bites. Its Disc Launcher 
alone has three attacks (including a 
360° spin) to gun you down quicker.

More impressive still is the number 
93: that’s how many different panels 
you can shoot off its body, each one 
with its own HP values. Beneath some 
of them you’ll find glowing orange 
cables (weak points, essentially) that 

result in triple-damage when struck. 
We flesh out the fight in even more 
detail on p62, but know that between 
the Thunderjaw’s ability to smash up 
the environment – snapping thick 
trees like matchsticks and obliterating 
mounds of rock as if they were foam 
blocks – with its strength, its own 
various physical defects and Aloy’s 
wealth of skill tree and weapon 
options, the encounter can unfold  
in scores of different ways.

But let’s rewind. HP values?  
Skill trees? Just how deep do those 
role-playing elements of the action-

“we were very interested in 
a character like ygritte 
from game of thrones.”

Senior producer Mark Norris calls Horizon’s land a, “post-post apocalyptic world,” and promises 

The world’s seamless: if you can see it, you 
can visit it without any loading screens.
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RPG genre go? Pretty deep, actually: 
there are full economies to be found 
in the cities of Horizon’s huge world, 
and, “the world is completely open,” 
offers de Jonge, “so you could go 
anywhere and pick up side-quests 
wherever you encounter them.”   

There’s even a levelling bar in the 
top right of the HUD – in our private 
demo Aloy’s half way between levels 
12 and 13, and she can gain more XP 
by completing quests, taking down 
machines or, simply, discovering new 
areas of the map for the first time.

aloy’S wHEElS
As we watch Aloy creeping around 
Horizon’s lush environment it’s clear 
she’s at one with the world. Her 
current quest involves finding the trail 
of, and then tracking, a herd of 

watcher machines will send 
out distress alarms if you’re 
spotted, so stealth and/or 
quick kills will be required.

Dino criSiS
Guerrilla Games on that T-rex sized-leak…

everybody loved Horizon Zero Dawn’s big 
E3 reveal, but it wasn’t the first time we 

saw the game. Concept art and information 
about the dinosaur-hunting role-player 
actually snuck out online as early as last 
September. So now that Horizon has finally 
been unveiled, how does Guerrilla view that 
reveal-shattering breach of information?   

“When something like that leaks,  
you’re not happy,” reminisces managing  
director Hermen Hulst. “And that’s an 
understatement – you really don’t want  
that to happen. But, looking back at it, it’s 
probably the best possible focus test you 

could’ve done. We ploughed through all  
the comments on NeoGAF and whatever 
forums people were chatting about it, and  
it was really great for us to see that people 
loved the idea of robotic dinosaurs.

“It was a limited amount of information, 
and I think the other parts of it were very 
early concept work. You could see that it 
was this game and not something else, but 
it also looked a lot more cartoony. So… it 
happened. We were actually happy with the 
comments on the actual ideas, but we could 
not have gone out publicly at that point. ‘End 
good, all good,’ I would say!”

areas that, “mankind has never set foot into.”

TAP TO PLAY
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stag-like Grazers across multiple areas 
in order to slice the canisters filled 
with green goo from their backs. That 
liquid is an important resource for 
one of the game’s tribes. As she 
moves closer to the mob, we see  
her sliding down angled rock faces, 
crouching and creeping through ferns 
and bushes to remain out of the  
gaze of the velociraptor-like Watcher 
sentry machines, and vaulting over 
boulders to quickly duck out of sight.

To save time during a very busy 
press conference, Guerrilla’s E3 
showing involved running towards  
the Grazers, bow raised, and firing  
at the pack to kill them as quickly as 
possible – the Alphas sticking around 
to protect the rest. Don’t be fooled 

into thinking this is how encounters 
will unfold when you’re playing the 
game, as Aloy’s packing a wide range 
of weapons and tools to help plan and 
execute much smarter strategies than 
simply charging in, indiscriminately 
pinging arrows around the place 
without any further thought.

Holding o brings up the weapon 
wheel. There are four segments in all 
for four different equipped weapons, 
but each segment has a further three 
partitions for different ammunition 
types. In our private demo, Aloy’s able 
to select explosive, armour piercing or 
electric arrows for her bow – that 

3

6

2
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1
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Mock the weak
Targeting the Thunderjaw’s ‘soft tissue’ (i.e. 
orange cabling) enables you to inflict triple- 
damage. The easiest way to get at it is to 
knock the armour plating away first, but 
robin Hood wannabes can fire arrows 
through small holes on the legs to show off.

Spear and Present Danger
“This thing’s been in a fight before,” teases 
senior producer Mark Norris, pointing to the 
tribal spears sticking out of the machine’s 
head. “The Thunderjaw you saw at the e3 
press conference, that’s not a fully powered 
Thunderjaw… it’s already at half health.”

Discy Business
The disc Launcher is one of the 
Thunderjaw’s most devastating attacks, but 
shooting it with armour piercing arrows will 
dislodge the weapon for you to pick it up with 
w and wield it against its former owner. 
Cue plenty of high velocity, explosive attacks.

Belly’s Gonna Get ya
The Thunderjaw’s got two high-value weak 
points: its power core on its side, and its ai 
core beneath the brain plate. of less value, 
but still worth targeting, is its softer belly: 
baseball slide between its legs and trigger 
slo-mo aiming to give aloy a clear shot…

tail in the coffin
The Thunderjaw has five different parts that 
you can shoot off to change the direction of 
the fight, this tail being one of them. “it has 
[tail] kill-swipes,” explains game director 
Mathijs de Jonge. “You could knock off the 
end part so tail-swipes do a lot less damage.”

the Vat that lost the cream
See these vats here? These are more of 
those key detachable items, as de Jonge 
explains: “if you shoot out those canisters, 
its stamina is drained more quickly. it gets in 
a tired state and it overheats quicker, so you 
create more windows to take it down.”

MiSS Dino-FiGHt-E3
a closer look at that epic Thunderjaw battle from e3 2015

aloy’s packing a spear for quiet melee kills – a spear, it should be noted, that has been upgraded  
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final one unleashing a crippling shock 
attack that drains the stamina meters 
of machines, temporarily preventing 
them from fighting back.

roPE-a-DoPE
Of more interest in this particular 
scenario, however, is the ropecaster 
tool. Reminiscent of a crossbow, one 
of its ammo types is an explosive 
tripwire. With the Grazers unaware  
of her presence, Aloy begins to create  
a web of booby-trapped cabling by 
anchoring the metal-tipped rope ends 
into trees and rock.

Trap set, it’s time to execute the 
plan. Given that the herd’s grazing in a 

wide and completely open field, it’s 
imperative not to startle them from 
the wrong position and therefore  
send them galloping off into the 
undergrowth at the opposite end of 
the area. So Aloy selects an explosive 
arrow for her bow, aims a looping  
arc high over the Grazers and triggers  
an explosion. Sure enough, the 
detonation frightens the beasts and 
they charge past Aloy and straight 
into the awaiting ropes, leaving her to 
gather up the fallen canisters once the 
stampede has ended. 

The nature of each encounter 
depends entirely on the machines you 
face. In this instance, the herd’s out in 
the open so a tactic involving multiple 
kills in a short space of time is a must 
lest you want to keep tracking the 
escapees in order to secure the rest  
of the canisters required for the quest. 

The Thunderjaw fight, meanwhile, 
is a longer, more thoughtful battle 
that involves multiple tactics within a 
short space of time in order to unpick 
the puzzle of its armour. The best 
method of taking it down quickly 
involves targeting the power core on 
its right flank and then the AI core  
in its brain, and the ropecaster’s 

tie-down rope ammo comes in handy 
for reaching the latter: tethering an 
injured Thunderjaw to the ground 
with enough rope can cause it to 
topple over, giving you a clear run at 
the weak point on the top of its head.

Patrolling Watcher machines can  
be avoided entirely if you’re stealthy. 
Smart use of long ‘stealth grass’  
and natural cover will see you avoid 
confrontation altogether, although if 
you’re feeling particularly oilthirsty 
it’s possible to stealth-takedown these 
machines from your hiding spot like a 

more-fantastical take on  
the Assassin’s Creed series.

Where did these machines come 
from, exactly? For now Guerrilla isn’t 
saying, but the studio promises we’ll 
find out during the story. “They have 
a purpose,” insists senior producer 
Mark Norris. “They’re symbiants with 
the world of Horizon, and they’re 
incredibly important to you. Aloy has 
a purpose and they have a purpose, 
and perhaps those are intertwined.

“Where did the robots come from? 
Why are they here at this specific 
point in time? How are they powered? 
Why do they look the specific way 
they do? Those are questions you will 
answer when you play Horizon.”

witH GrEat PowEr…
Whatever the tale behind the 
machines’ genesis, Aloy’s clearly going 
to need to adapt in order to survive 
the threat they pose. Trained up as a 
master craftsman, Aloy can build new 
gear with the kit she scavenges. 

“The weapons are a combination  
of natural elements found inside  
the environment and parts from the 
different machines in Horizon Zero 
Dawn,” continues Norris. “You 
combine them for weapons, ammo 
and outfits – you can see on Aloy 
herself the machine parts she uses.”

This doesn’t necessarily mean 
you’ll have to spend hours inside 
crafting menus, by the way. In the 
middle of a scrap, you’re able to 
gather up materials knocked off the 
bodies of machines and use quick-
crafting to instantly replenish ammo 
reserves. Bringing up the weapon 
wheel slows down (but doesn’t stop) 
time, and provided you’ve got the 
right materials you can craft new 
ammunition with the face buttons: 
tapping q builds a single arrow, while 
hitting r creates a batch of five.

 It therefore pays to search the 
carcasses of all dead machines to 
harvest parts, whether they’ll be rolled 

“if you’re feeling oilthirsty 
it’s possible to stealth-
takedown select machines.”

with machine parts. Her bow and outfit, too, are also covered in bits of dinosaur exoskeleton to increase their strength and add other effects.

Crafting and equipping new arrow types can drastically tilt the flow of battles in different ways.

HorizoN zero dawN
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directly into new kit or simply sold or 
traded with one of the game’s tribes 
for other materials. And it also pays 
to go searching – we’re promised 
mysterious loot will be waiting in 
areas mankind has never visited.

“We are a role-playing game, and 
that means there is loot,” underlines 
Norris. “And there’s a pretty good 
amount of it!

“This game is very much exploring 
what primitive humanity might mean, 
and what its ability to survive against 
overwhelming odds might look like in 
a world filled with high technology.” 

 
GuErrilla tacticS
To get that technology just right, 
Guerrilla itself has to drastically 
change the way it develops its games. 

“We’ve made a new layout for  
the entire design team,” says game 
director de Jonge. “For example, we 
have one group that is made out of 

different disciplines – we sit together 
and they only work on the robots. 
Previously the disciplines were more 
in isolation. Of course, we always  
tried to have as much co-operation as 
possible, but now we know this game 
really needs people to sit together to 
really work on the biggest elements.”

“We always joke here that  
Mathijs has set up the world’s most 

sophisticated robo-team,” chips in 
Guerrilla’s co-founder and managing 
director Hermen Hulst with a 
chuckle. “That includes robot 
designers and robot animators and 
robot concept artists… It’s an entire 
wing here at the studio that he’s been 
toying around with.”

External hires have been important 
to the project as well, with the 
Amsterdam studio hiring lead 
cinematic, quest and technical 
designers from The Witcher 3 
developer CD Projekt RED. Fallout 

New Vegas fans, meanwhile, should be 
delighted to know that its lead writer, 
John Gonzalez, is now heading up the  
story to Horizon Zero Dawn. 

It means that Guerrilla isn’t just 
sprinting head-first into an unknown 
genre for the studio and hoping it all 
works – it’s hiring the best people 
who’ve proven their talents across the 
defining role-playing games of the 
past few years.

 
coME Dino witH ME
The result of all those changes? 
Horizon is without question the most 
exciting new exclusive franchise – 
and both Sony and Guerrilla aren’t 
coy about the fact that this is a series 
rather than a one-off – to emerge 
from Sony since The Last Of Us. 

More importantly, it’s one that 
exists in a genre atypical of exclusive 
games. Vast role-playing adventures 
are usually the stuff of multiformat 
releases, not console-exclusives, but 
Sony is investing in a world that looks 
set to overshadow all others when 
it’s released next year. And given 
that 2016’s lineup currently includes 
Uncharted 4, The Last Guardian 
and Ratchet & Clank, Horizon is 
something truly, truly special.   

“mysterious loot will be 
waiting in areas mankind 
has never visited before.”

Horizon’s world features 
changing weather systems 
and a day/night cycle for 
fresh tactical approaches.

Machines come in all shapes and sizes – the winged Stormbringer will provide a notably different challenge to the epic Thunderjaw scrap.

HorizoN zero dawN
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oPM: Horizon Zero Dawn was conceived 
out of a studio-wide pitching process 
after you wrapped up work on Killzone 3, 
and is actually a combination of a number 
of ideas from the team. what happened 
during that time? 
Hermen Hulst: We decided it was time 
for something new for the studio, so we 
sent out a brief to the entire team here at 
Guerrilla Games [for a new IP], and that 
brief was really quite wide. There were 
certain requirements, one of which is that 
– and it’s an interesting one – it should 
be a game that makes sense for Guerrilla 
to do. So not so much a puzzle game or 
a racing game. But then, the question is 
what is a game that ‘suits’ Guerrilla from 
a development perspective? From a core 
capabilities and a skillset perspective? 

So we received a wide range of 
concepts back from the team. There 
were probably about 35 or 40 that we 
reviewed, and we looked at certain trends 
in them and certain core elements, and 
we decided to take some of that forward 
into a prototyping stage. We actually, at 
that point, still took a couple of concepts 
further, but the Horizon concept was, 
even from very early on, already appealing 
to all of us and so we decided to 
concentrate on that.

oPM: as the MD of Guerrilla Games, what 
decisions and factors do you consider 
when green-lighting a new project?
HH: So this concept really originated from 
within the studio, so it starts here – the 
creative process is led by the studio. We 
make a game that we really want to make, 
but we’re not oblivious to the publishing 
factors and the commercial realities. 

One step back; we’ve always 
attempted to make really 
interesting universes, and we’ve 
always wanted to make beautiful 
games. And with Killzone, that 
was in the destroyed beauty – 
that gritty kind of beauty. This 
time, we just wanted to make 
a game that was beautiful. And 
that’s it, just beautiful, period. 
So we had certain internal desires and 
we wanted to do something different, 
something that was more open.

Obviously we speak with the publishing 
side of the PlayStation business as well, 
and we have formal phases that we must 
go through. But again, it’s a process that’s 
led by the studio first.

oPM: an open-world rPG is quite the 
change for Guerrilla – how heavily have 
you had to recruit for this project? we 
know of witcher and Fallout veterans 
joining your ranks…
HH: In many ways, however different 
Horizon Zero Dawn is from the Killzone 
series, there are also a lot of similarities. 

We are still after fantastic graphics and 
we are after technical combat. But, yes, 
there are certain elements that are new  
to this studio. 

An open-world, for instance, required a 
huge effort from our technology team to 
get the systems ready. But also the game 
design elements such as RPG mechanics 
and story writing for this kind of game 
are very different and more difficult and 
demanding than for games that are more 
linear. So in those areas we have been 
very proactive in our recruitment effort. 

oPM: you were first out of the blocks on 
current-gen with Killzone Shadow Fall – 
what did you learn from that project and 
how much more are you wringing out of 
PS4 for Horizon?
HH: It’s been a huge, huge benefit for the 
studio when starting… Although, well… 
we actually commenced on the Horizon 
Zero Dawn project before we commenced 
on Killzone Shadow Fall. So I was going 
to say it’s been a huge benefit that we 
started with a mature engine, but the 
mature engine came into existence whilst 
the development of Horizon was ongoing! 

But nevertheless, because we were 
working on Shadow Fall, of course, to 
obviously have an engine ready at launch 

of PlayStation 4 was a boon to us. That 
said, I recently had a conversation with 
Michiel van der Leeuw our technical 
director about the challenges on this 
project, and I believe that the challenges 
that we have on Horizon Zero Dawn – 
specifically the open world nature of this 
game, but also the artistic and graphical 
fidelity that we’re after and that people 
expect from us off the back of our past 
games in the Killzone series – getting all 
that to work has probably been... 

No, not probably! It has been a much 
bigger challenge to the team and to the 
studio than getting a PlayStation 4 engine 
ready at launch of PlayStation 4.

oPM: Do you treat the dinos almost like 
puzzles, Shadow of the colossus-style?
HH: When you see a demonstration like 
you saw at E3, you can imagine in the 
heat of the combat it’s fairly difficult 
to read exactly how to take on these 
enemies with all this weaponry and the 
combat abilities that they have. But we 
will provide you with the tools to prepare 
yourself for battle… that’s what I can say 
about it at this point! 

oPM: Horizon’s an action-rPG, but when 
people hear the letters rPG they think 
of the witcher or of Skyrim. is Horizon 
offering that same role-playing depth?
HH: I guess you’re wondering where 
we are on that spectrum of, on the one 
side more action-orientated games like 
Assassin’s Creed, and on the other hand 
you have your Elder Scrolls and these 
kinds of series. 

I think we’re in-between. We have 
elements in both directions, and that 

probably puts us somewhere in 
between. It’s really difficult to 
talk about how deep the role-
playing experience is without 
being able to show it yet, 
because people start speculating 
on it too much. Once we have 
something to show we’ll talk 
about it in more detail.

oPM: and finally – you’ve killed innovation 
in enemy design, right? How can anyone 
ever top robot dinosaurs in the future 
when it comes to building new enemies?
HH: [Laughs] It seems that way! I’ve 
seen a lot of chatter about dinosaurs 
and robotic dinosaurs being the new 
zombies that we’ve seen so much of in 
recent years – it’s very appealing and it 
seems to go down very well with people, 
which is great for us. What I like about 
these enemies is that there is plenty of 
opportunity for a lot of variety and a lot 
of depth in the gameplay. We can do with 
it whatever we want. We’re only bound 
by our own creativity, which is fantastic 
for our development team.

“we actually began the 
horizon zero dawn 

project before 
killzone shadow fall.”

ZEro tHEorEM
Guerrilla Games’ co-founder and 
managing director Hermen Hulst 
on the genesis of Horizon and the 

attraction of robot dinosaurs
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Our essential buyer’s guide is here to lead you through the remaining 
year’s biggest games, with tips on where to get the best bundles, the 

sexiest special editions and the unmissable pre-order bonuses 

The Pre-
Order: 2015

H
ere’s a shocking piece  
of information for you: 
retailers want your cash. 
Bad. In this age of 

pre-order offers hitting you 
from every corner of the web,  
all the major supermarkets and 
every second shop on the high 
street, it can be increasingly 
tough to work out exactly where 
you should put your precious 

pennies and pounds down. 
That’s where our comprehensive 
buyer’s guide comes in. 

Over the following pages we’ll 
guide you through the rest of 
2015’s most important and 
exciting PS4 titles. We cover all 
the must-have special editions 
and where to get the most 
worthwhile pre-order bonuses, 
then point you in the direction of 

the best deals that will net you 
some awesome collectibles to 
make your mates hate you. And 
really, that’s surely the point of 
pre-ordering a super-rare 
collector’s edition: to rub your 
pals’ faces in it. So clutch your 
credit card close and join us as 
we take you through the rest of 
the year’s essential PlayStation-
based pre-orders…
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03 05
Assassin’s Creed  
Syndicate Big  
Ben Edition
ETA  

23 OCT The day, sir? Why, it’s ‘Time To Fork Out 
Loads Of Dosh On Assassin’s Creed’ Day! 
No self-respecting fan of hooded hitmen 

could pass up the opportunity to own a special 
edition shaped after one of London’s most iconic 
landmarks. This Big Ben Edition comes with a truly 
blinding box; the game’s soundtrack; an insanely 
detailed 30cm tall figure of stabby new hero Jacob; 
Syndicate’s season pass and a premium, embossed 
hip flask. Hooray: drinking! The slightly cheaper 
Charing Cross Edition lacks the season pass,  
but still comes in a spiffing box with all the other 
bonuses – though its figurine is a smidge smaller. 
Pre-ordering either also gives access to two 
exclusive single-player missions that unlock on 
launch day – an hour of content in all.

Metal Gear Solid V:  
The Phantom Pain  
Collector’s Edition
ETA  
1 SEP  Though the MGS V Collector’s Edition may 

have sold out in the UK, those lucky enough 
to have pre-ordered in time can look 

forward to one hell of a conversation starter.  
Aside from that absurdly awesome 24cm replica of 
Snake’s bionic arm, the premier version of Kojima’s 
stealth opus comes with a steelbook, map, plus a 
Blu-ray doc and trailers. Don’t be sad if you missed 
out, though. The standard ‘Day One’ version still 
shares some of the same nifty treats as the 
Collector’s Ed such as bonus weapons, three extra 
cardboard boxes and, best of all, an in-game hat 
shaped like Metal Gear REX. Pre-order and receive 
exclusive goodies that include the Windurger S333 
Combat Special pistol, a cardboard box with ‘rocky 
terrain’ camo and an XP boost for MG Online. 

WhErE To Buy UPLAy SHOP  PriCE £119.99  urL BiT.Ly/
SyNDiCATE_PRE  oThEr VErSionS CHARiNG CROSS EDiTiON 
(£74.99), GOLD EDiTiON (£69.99), SPECiAL EDiTiON (£49.99)   
PuB UBiSOFT  DEV UBiSOFT

WhErE To Buy (COLLECTOR’S EDiTiON SOLD OUT)  oThEr 
EDiTionS: DAy ONE EDiTiON  PriCE £41.99  urL: BiT.Ly/MGS5_PRE  
PuB KONAMi  DEV KOJiMA PRODUCTiONS

04
until Dawn Steelbook Edition
ETA  

28 AUG Want to chase Hayden Panettiere around 
with a large kitchen knife while dressed in 
a super-sinister clown mask? Wonderful. 

Well, first you should seek professional 
psychiatric counselling. Second, you should totally 
pick up this rather fetching Steelbook Edition  
of Supermassive’s upcoming scare ‘em up. 
Pre-order this Game exclusive to bag yourself  
a bonus scene, which revolves around a young 
couple called Matt and Emily. Matt and Emily are 
going to die horribly, aren’t they? Still, at least 
Until Dawn’s box will look stylishly metallic and 
sexy up on your shelf when all the teen homicide 
kicks off. After all, nothing screams class and 
exclusivity like some art of cracking ice and a 
delicious blood smear. 

WhErE To Buy GAME  PriCE £54.99  urL BiT.Ly/UNTiL_PRE   
PuB SONy  DEV SUPERMASSiVE GAMES 

WhErE To Buy GAME  PriCE £219.99  urL BiT.Ly/ROCK_PRE  oThEr VErSionS FENDER 
STRATOCASTER GUiTAR SOFTWARE BUNDLE (£109.99)  PuB HARMONiX DEV HARMONiX

WhErE To Buy AMAzON  PriCE £47.99  urL BiT.Ly/BATTLEFRONT_PRE   
oThEr VErSionS DELUXE EDiTiON (£64.99 – PS STORE)  PuB EA DEV DiCE

01
rock Band 4 Band-in-A-Box
ETA  
6 OCT  Become a rock god in the comfort of your own living room while forcing 

your poor neighbours to call the police on your plastic guitar-bashing 
antics. Worries over a night in the pokey can wait, though: you need to 

sort your Rock Band 4 pre-order first! Game has secured the rights to sell the 
definitive bundles of Harmonix’s strumming sensation, and pre-orders for 
either the Band-in-A-Box edition or the Stratocaster version will net you 
access to 30 exclusive tracks. Songs span tracks from Anarchy Club, Death Of 
The Cool, Freezepop and Tijuana Sweetheart. Lord, we feel old. While the 
cheaper £109.99 bundle only comes with the wireless Fender Stratocaster 
guitar, the Band-in-The-Box supplies said axe, a drum kit and a USB mic. 

Star Wars Battlefront
ETA 

20 NOV For many, DiCE’s megaton online shooter enjoyed the strongest 
showing at E3 – read more about Battlefront’s brilliant two demos 
in our extensive hands-on over on p32. There’s a galaxy worth of 

reasons to pre-order, too… Alright, maybe there’s just one, but it’s Death 
Star-sized. Reserve your copy and you’ll be given early access to the Battle 
Of Jakku DLC; the massive fight that results in that downed Star Destroyer 
seen in The Force Awakens trailer. Those who pre-order can start playing 
the new map on 1 December, while the rest of the great unwashed have to 
wait until 8 December. The online Deluxe Edition, meanwhile, rewards you 
with instant access to Han Solo’s Blaster and exclusive emotes.

02
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10
Just Cause 3 
ETA 
1 DEC  Why should you 

pre-order this 
murderous 

Mediterranean 
sandbox? Just Cause. 
Thank you! you’re too 
kind. While bombing around Medici with a grappling 
hook and wingsuit may be Rico’s preferred method 
of ludicrously suicidal travel, those who pre-
purchase his third adventure can choose to rule the 
roads or sea in style with the Weaponised Vehicle 
Pack. This pre-order bonus provides a buggy with 
mounted machine gun, a shiny sports car with even 
more mounted firearms on the bonnet, and  
a speed boat complete with rose petal-firing love 
cannons. Order at Game, and you’ll also get access 
to the exclusive, extra explodey Bloodhound RPG 
launcher. Want more? The Collector’s Edition even 
has a replica grappling hook. Fancy.

WhErE To Buy GAME  PriCE £44.99  urL BiT.Ly/JUST_PRE  
oThEr VErSionS COLLECTOR’S EDiTiON (£79.99)    
PuB SqUARE ENiX  DEV AVALANCHE STUDiOS

11
Fallout 4 Pip-Boy Edition 
ETA 

10 NOV Only available at Game in the 
UK, stocks of Fallout 4’s 
insanely rad Pip-Boy Edition 

sold out quicker than an irradiated 
pint of lager at Moriarty’s Saloon. 
The life-size replica of the series’ 
iconic wrist gadget would be reason 
to consider auctioning your kidneys 
on its own. When you factor in the 
Pip-Boy can also house most smartphones – 
allowing you to interact with the game in real-time 
from the comfort of your wrist thanks to Fallout 4’s 
mobile app – you’re looking at 2015’s most 
must-have collectible. if you missed out on the 
Pip-Boy Edition, pre-ordering the vanilla version at 
Game still gives you access to the retailer’s Fallout 
4 Club, which in turn rewards you with a limited 
edition Vault Boy bobblehead.  

WhErE To Buy (PiP-BOy EDiTiON SOLD OUT)  PriCE £99.99   
oThEr VErSionS STANDARD EDiTiON (£42.99)   
urL BiT.Ly/FALLOUT_PRE  PuB BETHESDA SOFTWORKS  
DEV BETHESDA SOFTWORKS

06 07 08
Destiny: The  
Taken King  
Collector’s Edition
ETA 

15 SEP Be a champ and pass us a towelette, will 
you? We heart the Collector’s Edition of  
The Taken King so much we’re actually 

dribbling. Getting the best shooter on PS4 with  
all three major online expansions in one bundle  
is gravy, but it’s the delights in Cayde-6’s intel  
Cache that have sent us wrong. Beautifully drawn 
collector’s cards covering relics and artifacts  
from Bungie’s universe; a gorgeous, poster- 
sized weapon schematic; a handsome steelbook;  
the Modified Treasure island Book with a letter  
straight from the Tower’s Hunter Vanguard; and  
an oh-so-strokable Strange Coin replica. Hands off, 
Xur! All that and three exclusive shaders, emotes 
and Exotic class items for your Guardian – these 
can also be bought through PSN for those who miss 
the Collector’s Edition. 

FiFA 16 Super  
Deluxe Edition
ETA  

25 SEP Open wide and prepare to eat all the 
football. Go on, eat it. if you love Ultimate 
Team your inner card-collecting nut is 

going to implode over this beauty. The Super Deluxe 
Edition of FiFA 16 comes with £90 worth of FUT 
Jumbo Premium Gold Packs – you’ll receive one 
pack for 40 consecutive weeks – while you start 
with Messi, Agüero and Courtois as loan players  
for your first five FUT matches. The mere Deluxe 
Edition comes with £45 worth of Gold Packs,  
but no little Lionel, Kun or Thibaut as free loanees. 
Those who pre-order the Super Deluxe Edition also 
get early access to the ‘KO’ and ‘Bailando Robot’ 
celebrations. you’re sooo getting punched if you 
ever try that last one against us online. 

WhErE To Buy GAME  PriCE £79.99  urL BiT.Ly/DESTiNy_PRE   
PuB ACTiViSiON  DEV BUNGiE

WhErE To Buy PLAySTATiON STORE  PriCE £79.99  urL BiT.Ly/
FiFA_PRE  oThEr VErSionS DELUXE EDiTiON (£62.86 – AMAzON), 
STANDARD EDiTiON (£44 – AMAzON)  PuB EA SPORTS   
DEV EA CANADA

WhErE To Buy PLAySTATiON STORE  PriCE £49.99  urL BiT.Ly/
UNCHARTED_PRE  PuB SONy  DEV NAUGHTy DOG

09
rainbow Six Siege  
– Art of Siege  
Edition
ETA 

13 OCT Poison gas grenades! 
Walls that turn into 
Emmental as soon as 

you shoot them! Angela Bassett! There’s already 
plenty to be pumped about in the standard version 
of Ubi’s upcoming tactical shooter, but the Art Of 
Siege Edition takes thing to a whole different, 
terrorist-busting level. Pre-order this version and 
you’ll get a steely collector’s box for your game, a 
damn-near Bible-thick, 120-page tactical guide, and 
a gold weapon skins DLC pack. Pay a little extra for 
the Gold Edition, and though you’ll miss out on those 
collectible goodies, you will get the game’s season 
pass thrown in – and trust us, with Rainbow Six’s 
online ambitions, there should be a lot of DLC. 
Pre-ordering gets you into the closed Beta, too. 

WhErE To Buy AMAzON  PriCE £55.99  urL BiT.Ly/RAiNBOW_PRE  
oThEr VErSionS GOLD EDiTiON (£64.99), STANDARD EDiTiON 
(£47.99)  PuB UBiSOFT  DEV UBiSOFT MONTREAL

uncharted: The  
nathan Drake  
Collection
ETA  
9 OCT  Chances are you’re currently counting 

down the millions of agonising milliseconds 
until Uncharted 4: A Thief’s End arrives 

next year. Stop! Do something proactive to ease  
the pain of that wait and pre-order The Nathan  
Drake Collection through PSN now. Those who 
pre-purchase Nate’s remastered trilogy on the  
PS Store get an exclusive golden AK47 and golden 
92FS pistol, seven single-player skins for your 
favourite fortune hunter, and a PS4 Dynamic 
Theme. your PS4’s dashboard is going to be sooo 
hot. Even if you’ve caned Drake’s classic PS3 
adventures, this lovingly crafted current-gen 
reboot is still worth another look thanks to new 
PS4-exclusive trophies and a fresh camera mode 
where you can pause and pan any time you want. 
Stop zooming in on his pecs! 
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12 14
Call of Duty Black  
ops iii Juggernog  
Edition
ETA  
6 NOV  Of course it comes with a fully functioning 

mini-fridge. Remote cars and working  
night vision goggles may be all very well 

and good, but we’ll take the practicality of the 
Juggernog Edition’s main attraction over all those 
past COD collectibles any day. Based on the in-game 
Perk-a-Cola machine, this frosty unit holds twelve 
12oz cans. Sadly this Game exclusive had sold out 
at the time of writing, but don’t be glum – there are 
still plenty of goodies to gorge on. if you go one 
version down, the Hardened Edition gets you a 
concept card, bonus map and a steelbook. Better 
yet, everyone who pre-orders the game will get 
access to a multiplayer Beta that kicks off 19 
August. Oh, and did we mention PS4 players get 
access to the Beta before other formats?

Disney infinity 3.0: Play Without Limits 
Special Edition 
ETA  

23 AUG This is the Special Edition you’re looking for. Move along… to your 
nearest bank and withdraw a chunk of cash to splurge on Disney 
infinity 3.0’s killer PlayStation-exclusive pack. Buy the Play 

Without Limits bundle at zavvi and you get the game; the Twilight Of The 
Republic Play Set that comes with Ahsoka Tano and Anakin Skywalker 
figures; the Rise Against The Empire Play Set, which packs in Luke and 
Leia toys and a Disney infinity base. Oh yeah, and a Boba bloody Fett 
figure. yes, the galaxy’s most feared bounty hunter is exclusive to 
PlayStation for the holidays. Hell. yes. Pre-order now to get a Toy Box 
Takeover Expansion piece, too. 

Tearaway  
unfolded
ETA  

11 SEP Too. Much. Cute. if  
the nuclear levels  
of adorable Media 

Molecule already hits you with 
in Tearaway Unfolded weren’t 
enough to send you over the fawning edge, then 
some super sweet pre-order bonuses should do 
the job. Pre-purchase the game on the PS Store 
now and you can look forward to getting a gold leaf 
for Atoi’s headband, Sackboy and Baby Wendigo 
papercraft models and four custom decorations 
– which span Lemmings, The Order: 1886, No Man’s 
Sky and Gravity Rush. you’ll also get the game’s 
soundtrack, and our personal fave, a costume 
based on Journey’s Traveler. Those are some 
cute-ass robes. As far as bonus digital content 
goes, Unfolded is one of the more generous 
packages we’ve seen. 

WhErE To Buy zAVVi  PriCE £104.99 urL BiT.Ly/DiSNEy_PRE oThEr VErSionS STARTER PACK (£49.99)
PuB DiSNEy iNTERACTiVE STUDiOS DEV AVALANCHE SOFTWARE

WhErE To Buy PLAySTATiON STORE  PriCE £34.99   
urL BiT.Ly/TEARAWAy_PRE  PuB SONy  DEV MEDiA MOLECULE

13
PES 2016 20th  
Anniversary Edition
ETA  

18 SEP To celebrate two 
decades of the 
computer screwing you 

over in Master League, Konami is 
releasing a PS4-exclusive 20th 
Anniversary Edition of PES 2016. 
This lovely looking steelbook 
version (it’s gold!) is exclusive to Amazon and 
comes with a raft of digital extras for the game’s 
rapidly improving myClub career mode. Plump for 
the full £70 version and you’ll get Neymar for your 
your myClub side; a player from UEFA’s 2014 Team 
Of The year (please don’t let it be Di María); 10,000 
GP to spend over 20 weeks; 20 recovery items; five 
player contracts and 1,000 myClub coins. The 
cheaper Day 1 Edition gives you Neymar as a loanee 
for ten games, ten recovery items and 10,000 GP 
over ten weeks. 

WhErE To Buy AMAzON  PriCE £69.99  urL BiT.Ly/PES_PRE  
oThEr VErSionS DAy ONE EDiTiON £44.86 (AMAzON)   
PuB KONAMi DEV PES PRODUCTiONS

WhErE To Buy (JUGGERNOG EDiTiON SOLD OUT) oThEr 
VErSionS HARDENED EDiTiON (£69.99), STANDARD EDiTiON 
(£46.99) urL BiT.Ly/COD_PRE  PuB ACTiViSiON  DEV TREyARCH

15 BEST oF ThE rEST
nBA 2K16 Michael Jordan  
Special Edition
This Game-exclusive edition gets you 30,000 
virtual currency, enables you to access  
the game four days early and comes with  
a Michael Jordan poster. No word on any  
Space Jam DLC yet. We live in hope…
ETA 29 SEP  urL BiT.Ly/NBA_PRE

need For Speed Deluxe Edition
Go for the special version of EA’s racer to 
bag yourself the Performance and Styling 
pre-order packs, a ‘tricked out starter car’ 
and lifetime discount on future DLC. 
ETA 30 NOV  urL BiT.Ly/SPEED_PRE

hitman Digital Pre-order
A healthy chunk of Agent 47’s new episodic 
adventure hits before Xmas – we predict his 
targets will get more than coal. Pre-order on 
PS4 and receive an exclusive static theme. 
ETA 8 DEC  urL BiT.Ly/HiTMAN_PRE

Mirror’s Edge Catalyst
Eyes on 2016 already? 
Pre-order Faith’s sequel to 
get the exclusive Speed 
Runner Kit, which comes 
with a Projection Shader to 
alter your look and a 
unique Runner Tag for 
online leaderboards.
ETA 23 FEB  urL BiT.Ly/
MiRROR_PRE
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With the Final Fantasy VII Remake, Kingdom 
Hearts III and World Of Final Fantasy on the way, 
OPM quizzes the men behind Square-Enix’s gems 

As with so many of Square 
Enix’s Japanese games, 
Kingdom Hearts III’s 

announcement was preceded by 
years of speculation, spin-offs 
(eight of them since KHII) and 
dizzying amounts of bureaucracy. 

Was a true threequel doomed  
to sit on an eternal back-burner 

while Square’s resources pooled 
towards Final Fantasy XV? For a 
while it seemed so.

The very fact that you’re 
reading about it here does 
somewhat give the ending of that 
story away, though. With original 
director Tetsuya Nomura back at 
the helm, the long-anticipated 

Disney-infused action-RPG is on 
its way to the good ship PS4, and 
Nomura sees the series like his 
own child. A child with an almost 
unnerving enthusiasm for Disney 
universes, roller-coaster rides and 
shape-shifting heroes, that is. 
Here’s what the legendary 
developer has to say…

H i p  T o  B e

Format PS4 ETA TBC Pub Square Enix Dev Square Enix

KIngDOM HEARTS III



…on players coming into KHiii cold: 

“It’s my brainchild, my creation. It’s almost like my child, so it’s as if I’m raising my 
own child when I work on the Kingdom Hearts franchise. I doesn’t just see it as a 

product, but more as something very special to me.”
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…on what it means to finally  
be making a true Kingdom  

Hearts sequel:

…on being the daddy of Kingdom Hearts:

“It’s actually a sort of personal rule I 
have that proper numbered titles are 
always going to be on a console, and 

spin-offs are going to be on a handheld. 
Developing for a console requires a lot of 

development time as well as the 
resources, and I wanted to have my 

development team gain experience of 
being quick on their feet and developing 
in a very fast-paced situation, but still 
have that experience and skill to bring 

high-quality in the optimum time 
possible. They’ve done multiple rounds 
of that now. It’s sort of like… it’s not a 
test, but more like we’ve got finished 
products and [people] able to finish 

products. [The spin-off titles] were a way 
of getting experience under their belt. 

So through all those different spin-offs 
we’ve been able to put out, we are now at 
that time where we’re ramping up for a 
console release, something that is a lot 
more challenging in terms of the time 
and the resources that are needed. The 

quality is different because it’s on a 
platform that is capable of such high-

quality processing compared to a 
handheld. So now that [my team] has the 
experience, the bar is raised very high. As 

a team and myself, we feel that we are 
prepared and that we’re ready to take on 

this challenge.”

…on choosing the  
best Disney worlds for 

the game: 
“It’s actually sort of a collaborative event. 

Team members put together ideas on 
what worlds they want to include, but 

more importantly what kinds of gameplay 
they want to include. So they will develop 
documents that lay out what kind of fun 
element that they want to include into 
each of the worlds and propose a whole 
bunch of ideas to me. Then I review the 
different ideas and see which would be 
most fun to include, which would be 

interesting and then build the story from 
there. And then I’ll flesh it out to make 
sure it fits into the world of Kingdom 

Hearts. Now, in terms of which world I 
prefer – of course, I’ve been saying this 

for a while now but it’s The Pride Lands, 
which is the Lion King world. That’s  

been my long-time favourite. This is one 
of the only worlds where Sora actually 
turns into a four-legged lion. And of 

course, throughout the series he’s turned 
into a Mermaid or was able to fly, 

but he was still just generally 
‘Sora-shaped’ – so it’s very 

drastic and dramatic to see 
him on all fours  
and being in The  
Pride Lands. I’m  

not able to say what  
worlds I like that are not 

included in Kingdom Hearts 
though, sorry!” [Laughs]

…on how close  
to completion the  
game is currently: 

“For the most part we’ve established the 
ground foundations, like the basic 

systems and mechanics of what’s going to 
go in the game. Development of that is 
pretty much close to complete. But of 

course, since this is an HD title, it’s now 
building the resources, and development 

of the ‘mass’ elements of it, like mass 
production of the areas and the actual 

things that are going into the game. Other 
elements, including the mini-games and 

other various smaller items; their 
progress is very varied… some of them 

are polished and very close to final state, 
but at the same time some elements are 
still in the planning phases and I haven’t 

laid out the groundwork yet. But the basic 
structure of what’s going to go in the 
game is set, it’s now a matter of mass 
production of the different elements.”

…on Kingdom Hearts iii’s  
Disneyland-inspired roller-coasters: 

“I like those different attractions! I’ve ridden many 
different kinds of rides. In terms of where and in what 

opportunities these attractions will show up, if you 
fulfil certain criteria it’ll trigger what we call the 

‘Attraction Flow’. You’re given the choice to execute 
certain moves and, depending on the place and 

situation, it’ll dictate what is available to players.  
So it’s not something that you have a list of things  

to choose from; it’s more dependent  
on a place or situation.”

“Players that are jumping into Kingdom 
Hearts with this newest iteration will 
have various different ways to find out 
information on the different story plot 
points that happened in the previous 

games. The HD remix kind of collected 
together some of the key plot points for 
people who are jumping into this series 
new with KHIII, to understand the plot 

points of the story itself. We’re hoping 
that that will help. In terms of gameplay, 
we’ve kept it consistent throughout the 
series so even if you’re not familiar or 
comfortable with an action game, we 

make the gameplay very exhilarating and 
fun to play. It should be something that 
even new players will enjoy when they 

come to Kingdom Hearts III.”



Format PS4 ETA TBC Pub Square Enix Dev Square Enix

FInAl FAnTASy VII REMAKE
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…on the  
original FFVii’s  

enduring popularity:

“The original game was 
the first time in Final 
Fantasy that all of the 

creation of characters and 
environments was 

rendered in 3D. It was a 
time of big changes when 
we went from sprites to 
something more lifelike 

and in 3D, and it was just 
such an iconic moment. 
And we just packed so 

much playable content for 
players to experience, I feel 

that maybe that’s one of 
the great reasons that that 
game had such an impact 
on fans. We were able to 

create a new game-playing 
experience. And on top of 
that, the characters. Not 
only the transition of 2D 
to 3D polygons, just that 
their personalities were 

more drawn out, they were 
more human and you can 

attach emotionally to 
those characters.” 

…on playing  
the waiting game: 

“Actually, the discussion of doing the 
Remake has been a long one. Even 

internally it came up and it went away, 
and it was kind of an up-and-down 

ongoing discussion that was going on. 
So now that we’ve finally announced it, 

I’m just looking forward to getting 
through with it. The gravity of this 

game… it’s just such a large title. Not 
only the expectations, but the 

production of it too. [I’m looking 
forward to] finishing it as quickly as I 
can, getting the final product out and 

delivering it to the fans.”

…on picking  
the right moment: 

“There are more and more titles being 
announced by Square Enix on 
PlayStation 4, so we figured 

[announcing] it now would be a good 
boost to our portfolio. And in terms of 

why it was time to start production: 
you may have seen three names come 

up in the trailer: Mr Kitase, Mr Nojima 
and myself. The availability of these 

three key members finally aligned, and 
we were able to see a window in which 

we can start production with these 
creators, so it made it possible for us 

to move forward with the project.”

S o it’s the dream 
Remake – the most 
beloved PlayStation 

JRPG of all time, rebuilt 
from the ground up in 

Square Enix’s best 
graphical clothing 
to revitalise a 
timeless story. 

Confusion – and a certain 
amount of consternation – arose 
at Sony’s PlayStation Experience 
in Las Vegas last December when 
Square took to the stage and, at 
first, appeared to be announcing a 
widely requested Final Fantsy VII 
Remake, only to clarify that it  
was using PSN to re-release a port 
of the high-def PC game. 

As disappointing as that reveal 
was, the story got its happy 
ending at E3 2015 when Square 

decided it had been working 

on a true remake of Cloud Strife’s 
story after all. The HD PC-port is 
still coming to PS4 this winter, 
presumably to keep us warm until 
the proper Remake can be 
wrapped up at some distant point. 

Tetsuya Nomura, the Square 
veteran who’s also helming 
Kingdom Hearts III, returns to  
the game he helped create back  
in 1997 in a directorial capacity.  
He’s got all the answers, and we  
meet him with great big bags 
overflowing with questions…
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…on the games  
of e3 2015: 

“Horizon and Ghost Recon 
Wildlands piqued my 

interest. With Horizon it’s 
the battle, being in that 
combat situation and 

getting that sense of you 
being there. The 

immersion of it is very 
interesting because when 
I’m creating games I think 

of what to do in the 
combat or battles first. 

And in terms of GR, I was 
just impressed and amazed 

at how are they going to 
achieve that open-world 
situation and how it’s 

going to turn out.”

…on the influence of 
2005’s FFVii Advent 

Children movie: 

“We’re creating new reference designs 
that are applicable to the Final Fantasy 
VII Remake, but of course the world 

depicted in Advent Children is 
definitely a good reference to take  

a look at. But we don’t intend on 
utilising the 3D models of 

Advent Children as is because, 
well, it’s a different 

technology, and it’s actually 
been almost ten years since 

Advent Children was first released. 
We would probably use it as 

maybe a visual reference, but not 
exactly as you saw there.”

…on changes to the 
combat system: 

“We are bringing dramatic changes to 
the Final Fantasy VII Remake so we’re 

hoping that you’ll look forward to 
additional information that 

we’ll be able to release 
when the time comes. 

And of course, that being 
said we want to clarify: 

we’re not going to be 
changing it into a 

shooter or something 
like that. We are 

going to be bringing 
dramatic changes, but 

we want to make 
sure it’s still 
recognisable.”

…on winging it: 

“For me and the whole development team that worked on Final Fantasy VII, we were 
experiencing creating a game in 3D for the first time, so we didn’t know what we were 
doing. We were sort of learning as we went. We were building that experience with so 
much passion and [putting] so much thought and effort into it that if you ask anybody 
else on the staff, they have a special place in their heart [for it]. It’s such a tremendous 

creative process and was a very special moment for me.”

After almost two decades 
since the original, here’s 
hoping the Remake can 
live up to its legacy.



Format PS4/PS Vita ETA 2016 Pub Square Enix Dev Square Enix
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…on the FFVii remake: 

“Yeah! I personally worked 
on Final Fantasy VII. I 

worked on the Gold Saucer 
and many other parts in 

the game, and so I’m very 
happy about that too. Very 

happy that it’s coming 
back and that [the 

characters] have returned.”

WOFF follows two siblings 
who have dropped into a 
FF character-filled world 
called Grimoire.

While the main series of 
numbered Final Fantasy 
sequels has been  

striving for increasingly realistic 
visuals since FFX (enormous 
quivering flans and giant 
sentient cacti notwithstanding) 
and, later, real-time combat, 
World Of Final Fantasy’s game 
director Hiroki Chiba wants to 
move in a different direction. 

Cute ‘chibi’ character design, a 
monster-collecting system and 
turn-based Active Time Battle 
combat from the FF games of old 
are the order of the day for this 
new spin-off, but its cheery visual 
complexion doesn’t mean WOFF 
is exclusively targeting a younger 
audience. Featuring characters and 
enemies from the entire series 
(including a certain Mr Strife) 

married up to that old-school 
battling, there’s a considerable lure 
for the hardcore fans, too. 

Developed for a simultaneous 
PS4 and PS Vita release, WOFF’s 
collection element and handheld 
capability give it a whiff of 
Monster Hunter. But with XV and 
VII Remake in the pipeline, where 
will World Of Final Fantasy fit in? 
We question Hiroki Chiba…

…on transitioning from  
FFXiii’s mature tone to a  

child-friendly title: 
“It is very challenging in a way to make that 

transition, and as you can see from the images 
the theme of this game is to be fun and 

enjoyable. But this is why producer [Shinji] 
Hashimoto asked me to take on the scenario for 
this game, for World Of Final Fantasy. There was 

a specific order from him to still keep that 
darkness [from previous Final Fantasy titles I’ve 

worked on] and the heaviness of a story that Final 
Fantasy is known for, and so it is still in there – 

[The darkness] is definitely in this game.”



…on WoFF’s old school focus: 
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…on possible sequels: 

“There are many elements 
and many monsters across 
the span of Final Fantasy 
– I really want to put all 

those in there, but it’s very 
difficult, so I would love  
to be able to do a series 

where I pull from different 
Final Fantasy games.”

…on standing out  
from other monster 

collection games: 
“Even within Square Enix we have Dragon 
Quest Monsters, and compared to that we 

believe World Of Final Fantasy has a 
stronger RPG element and feel to it, 

especially when travelling or embarking 
on adventures. That is very strong in this 

title. As well as collecting monsters, I 
believe that strength would probably be  

the uniqueness [of WOFF].”

…on monster-stacking and retro combat: 

“You actually form a tower with the monsters that you 
collect, and the stats and abilities of those monsters 

will change depending on the formation of the 
tower. The easiest example would be if you have 
three monsters that have a fire ability and you 

stack them up on top of each other, it’ll create a 
Firaga. The battle system utilises a familiar 

Active Time Battle system that Final Fantasy is 
really known for, and players will be able to 

decide if they want to play with a more classic RPG 
style, or if they wanted to they could try on a newer 

style that will be included in the game.”

“For the characters, like Cloud Strife and the Warrior Of The Light, I decided to 
choose what kind of characters to use based on the game system for one, but also if it  

fitted within the story [of World Of Final Fantasy] or not. 
Now, for the monsters, it’s not just the most famous ones. Of course I would choose 

from those as well, but I also considered the game balance and made sure it fits within 
there: what kind of monsters would be needed to perform specific tasks, and also what 

would be interesting maybe to form a tower, so [for instance] this monster will be 
more interesting with this monster.”

…on cherry-picking the best of the series:

…on developing for pS4 and pS Vita together:

 “For PlayStation Vita, to be able to have 
it on-hand and to just walk outside and 
play it anytime, anywhere… I 

wanted that kind of play style. 
But I also wanted the specs  

of PS4 because of all the 
monsters that I want to have 
in there. PS4 is the hardware 

[that allows us] to freely form 
the towers with any of the 
monsters. And it does take 

time to go and collect all the monsters in 
the game and befriend them, so I wanted 

users to be able to choose if 
they wanted to get outside or 
not, and that’s why I decided 
to go with PlayStation Vita 

[as one platform]. There’s also 
the Cross-Save feature 

between PS4 and PlayStation 
Vita – I believe that it fits in 

very well with the game.”

“This game has the title ‘World Of Final 
Fantasy’. It’s a pretty big title to have, 
right? And so I want to put as many 

Final Fantasy elements in there as 
possible. There are elements from the 
post-Final Fantasy X games and also 

from spin-offs, but if we tried to include 
everything then it’s dozens of titles [to 

draw from], so I can’t do that! I’m trying 
my best to put as much as possible in 

there. I want that Final Fantasy feel in 
the game, like walking around the world 
map, going on airships… I’m trying to 

put in all of those good pre-FFX 
elements in there that we have not really 
seen lately. The battle system does use 

the ATB system. Players will be able to 
play with a classic style ATB system, 

or they can select a more modern 
playstyle [instead].”
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10 incredible
the kind of phenomenal 
experience rarely seen in  
a console generation.

9 Outstanding
Unreservedly brilliant – this 
should be in every collection.

8 Very gOOd
a truly excellent game, marred 
by just a few minor issues.

7 gOOd
a great concept unfulfilled or 
the familiar done well, but still 
well worth playing.

6 decent
fun in parts, flawed in others, 
but more right than wrong.

5 aVerage
what you expect and little 
more, this is for devotees only.

4 belOw aVerage
any bright ideas are drowning 
in a sea of bugs or mediocrity.

3 POOr
a seriously flawed game with 
little merit on any level.

2 awful
disgraceful: the disc would be 
more beneficial as a coaster.

1 HOrrific
own this and you’ll be swiftly, 
justifiably, exiled from society.

OPM scOres

gOld award
awarded to a game that’s 
brilliantly executed on every 
level, combining significant 
innovation, near-flawless 
gameplay, great graphics 
and lasting appeal.

editOr’s award
not at the very highest 
echelon, but this is a game 
that deserves recognition 
and special praise based on 
its ambition, innovation or 
other notable achievement.

82 gOd Of war  
iii reMastered
angst factory Kratos puts his scowl on 
one more time for gow iii’s remaster.

Gold  
award

editor’s  
award
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Format PS4
Eta Out nOw
Pub SOny
DEv SOny Santa 
MOnica/wHOLESaLE 
aLGORitHMS

GoD oF War III 
rEmastErED
PS4 books a deity with destiny in gorgeously gory port

KRATOS ANGRY! KRATOS SMASH! 
Neither the Ghost Of Sparta nor this 
1080p remaster do subtlety. They’re 
both furious beasts that only know one 

thing: how to murder literally everything that 
comes on your screen. Harpies? Those wings 
are getting fried up Kentucky-style tonight. 
Cyclops? Should have gone to Specsavers… 
and replaced those ill-fitting bifocals with a 
bazooka to put Kratos down. Zeus? Prepare 
to have that crown shoved somewhere you’re 
really not going to like. GOW III only does 
killing. Thankfully, it does it exceedingly well.

Did you skip PS3’s trilogy-capping, R-rated take 
on Greek mythology? Here’s a refresher: you 
play a fallen deity in a thrillingly brutal action-
adventure. He wants to kill his dad; the King Of 
Olympus. Between Kratos and Zeus lies a mythic 
mountain. Now, go scale it and gut your pop 
like a holy mackerel. Like its anti-hero, GOW III 
doesn’t do shades of grey. Instead, you get shouty 
cutscenes and 37 shades of spurting claret.

 But what about those of you who helped 
Kratos put an end to the Olympians back in 
2010? What’s changed in this PS4 redux? The big 
upgrades are a sparkling jump up to 1080p from 

the sub-HD of the original, 
while the action now happily 
skips along like a centaur 
commander at a smooth 60fps. 
At its best, Kratos’ combat-
heavy journey to the top of 
Mt Olympus looks every 
agitated inch the modern PS4 
blockbuster, which says it all 
for the savagely pretty quality 
of his five-year-old engine. 

canDID camEra
If those sort of tech tweaks are 
often a given in current-gen 
remasters, at least the addition 
of a spiffy camera mode shows 
an added layer of enthusiasm. 
Press the left side of your 
DualShock 4’s touchpad to 

Kratos loves a 
QTE. Especially 
when breaking 
a titan’s face. 

bring the snap-happy features 
up, where myriad frames and 
filters await.

The only slight downer 
comes with the game’s semi-
fixed camera angles, which 
severely limit just how much 
panning you can do in your 
custom snaps. Though at least 
a zoom function lets you peer 
at the exquisitely detailed 
monster models like never 
before. The odd blurry texture 
is worth it to see a Chimera 
shanked up close and personal.

As for the game itself, it’s 
still resolutely great. While 
there may not be any additional 
content here, the core appeal 
of Kratos’ combat and sheer 

@oPm_uKolymPus GamEs

“dEcaPitatinG EnEMiES On 
tHE back Of a Giant titan? 
nOw tHat’S a tutORiaL.”
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scale of his surroundings still 
delight. There are few combos 
in all of games quite as stabbily 
satisfying as that iconic Plume 
Of Prometheus – r, r, w, 
in case you’d forgotten. Oh, 
and decapitating skeletons on 
the back of a 936ft titan? Now 
that’s how you do a tutorial.

This is a game of 
tremendous momentum –  
it rattles along at a blinding 
tempo, never pausing among all 
the eviscerations. Like Naughty 
Dog, Sony Santa Monica gets 
how to do pacing. The result 
is a breathless concoction of 
ferocious fights, decent puzzles 
and brilliant bosses. Cave in 
Hercules’ fat head with the 
Nemean Cestus gauntlets to 
remind yourself some games 
still excel at giant brutes.

anGEr IssuEs
What hasn’t aged as favourably 
is Kratos himself. As a 
character, he feels harder to 
rally behind now than in 2010. 
In an age of Ellies and Joels, the 

fact he’s such a suffocatingly 
monotonous arse is hard to 
take. Game narratives and 
characters have come a long 
way since the early PS3 days 
and, in this form, Kratos feels a 
mite uncomfortable on PS4.

GOW III’s core systems are 
still amazing – other than 
Bloodborne, this is my fave 
melee system on PS4. Yet its 
star feels like a last-gen relic; a 
committee-approved throbbing 
ball of hate. If you missed this 
first time out or are keen to 
relive the violence, you’ll find 
a big budget Ray Harryhausen 
dream gone bloody. But if 
there’s to be a God Of War 4 
– and I pray there will be – an 
evolution is required.

v e r d i c t

the opm breakdown

t h e  f i r s t  f i v e  h o u r s …

1 take the fight to Olympus in an epic opening encounter against 
Poseidon and his watery Hippocampi. 2 Plummet to the pits of the 
underworld, but quickly receive a gift in the blades Of athena 3 Meet 
Hephaestus and drink in Rip torn’s booming delivery. 4 fight a cyclops 
for the first time, then promptly remove the poor blighter’s eye.  
5 cross paths with Hermes. Hmmm, those are some fancy shoes…

1 32 4 5

right Just look 
at that extra 
irritated, extra 
baldy, Full HD 
mug. Beautiful, 
don’t you think?

below Watch 
out for the 
Chimera’s lethal 
goat/lion/snake 
combo. Cheater.

above Hercules is one of the series’ best realised boss scraps. Punch him!

t r o p h y  c a b i n e t

vEn
G

E
a

n
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E 
co

mPlEtE

hIt man

Ey
E 

canDy

bronze
Perform a 1,000 hit 

combo to earn this pot. 
best unlocked in the 
first scrap after you 

get the claws Of Hades.

silver
collect all Gorgon Eyes 

and this trophy is 
yours. keep your 

peepers peeled for 
those hidden chests.

gold
beat the game on any 

difficulty. Poor Zeus and 
his stoved-in head 

would be so proud of 
little kratos.

kratos slices his way onto 
PS4 in bloody style with a 
pulsating action-adventure that 
has endured the test of time 
admirably. Pity the Spartan and 
his story are so underdeveloped 
by comparison. Dave meikleham

7% Staring  
up in awe  
at a titan’s 
mansion-sized 
nostrils. bless 
you, cronos!

17% using the 
Hyperion Ram  
to bounce 
minotaurs off 
against walls.

17% Smiling like 
a loon at the 
evergreen combat 
system. kratos 
still packs a punch. 

6% Riding a 
monster to kill other, 
smaller monsters. 
circle of life, innit? 

w h a t  y o u  d o  i n …  g o w  i i i  r e m a s t e r e d

40%
Sucking up red 
orbs to upgrade 
Kratos’ joyously 

homicidal 
moveset.

13% wiping out 
the main players 
of Greek myth. So 
long, Poseidon.

c o m p e l - o - g r a p h

Do a very bad 
thing to Helios.

Get robbed in 
the River Styx.

Play a huge 
jukebox.

Spend an age 
hitting Zeus.

TimE0 11 hours

Ride Gaia.

a l s o  o n  p l a y s t a t i o n  3

When we reviewed GOW III on PS3, we 
said, “This is God Of War as you know it 
(brilliant), raised to a technical level that 
even the recent and superb HD refit of 
the first two games won’t have prepared 
you for.” Apt eh? Even if you don’t own a 
PS4, the PS3 version is now super cheap.
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i n f o
Format ps4
(download only)
Eta out now
Pub metanet 
software
DEv metanet 
software

N++
You wait forever for a plus, then two come along at once

a little known fact about N++: it was 
originally supposed to be a PS4 
launch game back in the retro year of 
2013, but it’s taken almost two extra 

years to finish it off. And within seconds of 
booting up the game it becomes blindingly 
obvious that N++ has been under the coding 
knife for far, far longer than originally planned. 

Not in a bad way, I should emphasise. This isn’t 
a, “clearly it’s had lots of bumps on the road to 
release,” two-year extension, or a, “this is out 
24 months past its prime release window and 
now it just feels dated,” situation. Rather, it’s one 
of those fabulous instances where all the extra 
gestation time has resulted in every single detail, 
be it the tiny direction-change animations or the 
way you cycle through different colour themes 
for every stage to mix things up, feels polished 
and refined to the point of absolute perfection. 

Take the main menu screen. A place of tedium 
in most other titles, it’s not only home to teasing 
replays of levels you’ve yet to experience, but it’s 
housing the most satisfying pop-up option tabs 
I’ve seen. And yes, you’d be forgiven for thinking 
I’m destined for the loony bin after being excited 
by some poxy menu tabs. But before you dial for 
those white coats, I put this challenge to you: 
play N++, squeeze p or i in the main menu 
and then try telling me you don’t want all your 

other games to steal Metanet’s 
user interface innovations. 

oN thE Plus siDE…
Am I really rambling on 
about menus? Let me press 
w and start over. That reset 
philosophy is the crux of N++ 
– it’s about throwing yourself 
into a situation, maybe doing 
something wrong, hitting 
the suicide button (or simply 
watching your limbs race each 
other to the opposite sides of 
the screen if a mine’s done the 
grisly work for you already) and 
going at the problem again. 

Sliced down to its most 
basic kernel, N++ is about 
negotiating your stickperson 
past traps and enemies to the 
end of five consecutive 2D 
levels to complete an episode. 

There are 63,335 
pieces of gold in 
total in N++’s levels.

Along the way you’ll need to 
brush the exit switch to open 
the door and, if you want, 
collect optional gold nuggets to 
extend your timer.

Things start off simple 
enough with levels designed to 
teach you your basic moveset 
and to help you get comfortable 
with your inertia, but it’s not 
long before different enemies 
are introduced, each crueller 
than the last. 

More painful still are the 
twisted maze designs that seem 
impassable until you discover 
previously unimaginable 
acrobatic abilities. You use only 
the D-pad and q to control 
your ninja, but momentum plus 
(-plus?) unique level geometry 
equals an incalculably wide 
range of physics-based moves. 

@PellokiPlaystatioN PlusPlus

“it’s about throwing 
yourself into a situation, 
failing and hitting reset.”
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Then, after 25 increasingly 
tricky, ultimately gruelling 
episodes, you realise you’ve 
finished the Intro tab and the 
game can begin proper. 125 
levels down, only 2,235 left…

Fast though the escalation 
of brutality may feel, the 
difficulty curve is exceedingly 
well-judged. First you’ll just 
want to finish an episode. Then 
the goal becomes to do so 
while nabbing every gold piece. 
After that you’ll target death-
free runs, your playthroughs 
becoming more and more 
elegant as you perfect your 
flowing style in the process. 

Ultimately, leaderboard 
domination is your aim, with 
the scores to beat always visible 
when you dive into an episode. 

Time to hit w again and go 
back to the start once more. 
That bit about it taking two 
years to finish off N++? It’s not 
quite true. N++ isn’t done yet. 
Although there’s no sense that 
the game is incomplete while 
playing, the Deathmatch mode 

we previewed last year, for 
instance, is still yet to arrive.

Metanet’s still making more. 
People who buy N++ early 
will see their game effectively 
doubling in size, for free, at an 
unspecified future point. People 
who wait will find N++’s price 
will increase to reflect the new 
breadth of content.

Not that it’s small as is – it’s 
huge. Not that you must hold 
out for new levels, either – a 
stage editor with online sharing 
gives rise to infinite content 
possibilities. Even without the 
promise of more yet to come, 
N++ is a monumental game. 
The ultimate, unflinching test 
of skill, it’s proof that some 
delays are well worth the wait.

v e r d i c t

the opm breakdown

5% flicking 
through the 
swish menus 
wishing metanet 
made operating 
systems.

5% swapping 
between themes 
while trying to 
decide if you love 
the hot pink one 
or hate it.

9% torturing 
your friends  
by deliberately 
setting enemies 
on them.

5% being so 
focused on 
avoiding enemies 
you forget long 
falls are deadly.

1% actually 
finishing a level in 
a decent time with 
all the gold pieces.

w h a t  y o u  d o  i n …  n + +

75%
Dying. Then 
restarting. 
Dying. Then 
restarting.

right From 
this height that 
drop is deadly. 
And you can’t 
slide down that 
angled ceiling…

below Actually 
one of the 
easiest maps in 
the entire game. 
Seriously.

above Most levels have risk/reward elements to them for extra gold.

t r o p h y  c a b i n e t
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bronze
Kill yourself by hitting 

the ceiling too hard. an 
abundance of deadly 

boost pads means it’s 
easier than you think…

silver
beat an episode from 

the middle row of 
levels without dying. 

this one will take some 
serious practice.

gold
use a rocket to kill 
another player five 

times in a single 
multiplayer race. you 

great big troll.

more game than you can shake 
a stickman at (with more still 
to come), n++ joins the likes 
of resogun and towerfall 
ascension at the very pinnacle 
of psn’s best downloadable 
experiences. matthew Pellett

h o w  t o …  c o m p l e t e  e v e r y  r a c e

1 obviously you want to win races – not just for glory, but to take 
control of a rocket and hunt down your friends (and avoid them doing 
the same to you). 2 episode difficulty does ramp up pretty fast, 
however. if you’re absolutely convinced of impending failure, hit options, 
scroll down to ‘we suck’ and select it. 3 the game will tell you that you 
do, indeed, suck, but it’ll also begin wiping enemies and mines from the 
level every two seconds, giving you a clear run to the exit. the shame!

1 2 3

s e c o n d  o p i n i o n  s t i c k l e r  f o r  d e t a i l s

m u lt i p l a y e r

local multiplayer is n++ 
at its most hilarious – 
with extra players  
by your side, swears 
become laughs and 
pressure becomes 
excitement. Competitive 
races and puzzle-based 
co-op levels star, and 
there’s enough to keep 
you going for weeks.

The challenge soon ramps up to test both  
your digital dexterity and your logical problem 
solving skills, with the sheer number of levels 

included sure to keep you busy for a good while. I 
particularly enjoy the local co-op mode, where even  
the best laid plans quickly descend into chaos amid a 
shower of exploding ragdoll limbs! iain wilson
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Tembo The  
badass elephanT
Performing for peanuts in this irrelephant platformer

When the evil PHANTOM military  
force invades Shell City, it falls  
on one man to save everyone –  
a man who’s actually an elephant. 

After getting the call, Tembo, as with most 
’80s action heroes for some reason, leaves 
early retirement for one last job, tying on a red 
headband and painting black streaks under his 
eyes to show he means business.

Unlike his lumbering real-world equivalent, 
Tembo has a mean turn of speed. Holding  
r sends him on an unstoppable trample that 
powers through vehicles, infantry and solid 
rock, and combining this with jump makes him 
spin and slice through the air like a certain blue 
hedgehog. Tembo can also fill his trunk with 
water and dowse flaming obstacles.

Over nearly 20 stages the aim is to smash glass 
enclosures holding civilians and whisk them to 
safety on Tembo’s back while collecting golden 
peanuts and sucking down peanut butter for 
extra lives. There’s plenty of scope for humour  
in the concept. Well, obviously, because you’re an 
elephant commando. Pushing a bowling ball down 
a hill and flattening a string of soldiers sees a 
sign pop up reading ‘Strike!’, and after using your 
trunk attack to return tennis balls lobbed from a 
mini-boss, a crowd cheers. Animations are great, 
too – riders fling their arms up in joy when you 

bound along, and comic book 
onomatopoeia trails foes you 
send soaring with ‘Eeeeeeee!’ 

TrunkaTed
Trouble is, a ludicrously 
harsh collectible gate delays 
you accessing these levels, 
and you’ll have to revisit 
previous ones several times to 
mercilessly hunt down every 
enemy. This goes against the 
speed of Tembo – he’s meant 
to be Rambo, not the T-101. 

Repetition is inevitable given 
forking paths that limit what 
you can see in a single run. It 
forces players to comb through 
a ten minute stage they’ve 
already beaten because they 
overlooked a handful of items, 
especially when this could have 
easily been made optional, is 
simply an excuse to stretch out 
the game’s running time.

Compounding the issue, 
Tembo is a fussy beast to 
control, with no middle ground 
between bounding or plodding 
resulting in a frustratingly 

inconsistent pace. Also, tying 
r to both dash and dash-
jump – in which you barrel 
diagonally left or right, unable 
to alter movement until you 
land – leads to needlessly 
difficulty in later sections when 
you’ve got to dodge obstacles. 
If you’re even an inch off the 
ground when you press the 
button, you’ll perform an 
entirely different manoeuvre.

Tembo is at his hectic best 
swatting choppers out of the 
air, launching from cannons  
and smashing through buildings 
with screen-shaking impact. 
Unfortunately, as levels get 
too clever for their own good, 
Tembo forgets what makes his 
game fun. Which is kind of 
ironic for an elephant.

@GameGriffindumbo selecTa

v e r d i c t

Barrelling full-force 
into a sequence of 
PHANTOM goons is 
Tembo’s best bit.

Wonderful visuals mask a messy, 
unnecessarily frustrating stomp 
that, while enjoyable in its early 
stages, soon gets bogged down 
by restrictive rules and a finicky 
control setup. ben Griffin

FormaT PS4
eTa Out nOW 
pub Sega
dev game Freak
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Eta Out nOw 
Pub Bandai namcO
DEv cOdemaSterS

F1 2015
The lightest, most driveable model yet

there’s an air of the lacklustre hanging 
over Formula One at present. Whatever 
feats of heroism those behind the 
Silver Arrows manage to summon, they 

can’t quite permeate the Mercedes protective 
bubble, nor inject any meaningful drama 
into the parade of drip-down production 
car technology. 2015, like last year, won’t be 
remembered as a vintage year for the sport.

Some of that drizzly atmosphere has rubbed off 
on Codies’ always-faithful, never-perfect gaming 
counterpart. Despite offering huge graphical 
improvements with F1 2015 as it makes its long-
awaited jump to current-gen hardware, not to 
mention delivering the best handling model  
in the series to date, something feels missing.

In truth, it’s a lot of things. As the UK studio’s 
had to downsize, its ambitions for the F1 series 
have followed suit. The list of omissions from 
previous iterations is not just sizeable but full of 
things anyone who’s been playing since the series 
began with F1 2010 will genuinely miss. Career 
mode and its rags-to-riches narrative. Split-
screen multiplayer. Co-op championships. Safety 
cars. Historical cars. Scenarios. It’s all cast aside 
from this year’s slimline model. 

Diehards will remember that the first thing 
you did in F1 2010 was attend a press conference 
and stated your career ambitions; the contrast 
between that game and F1 2015’s quick race/
championship/multiplayer setup (albeit with the 
option to race in 2014 or 2015 cars) is startling.

Still, the driving. There’s 
nothing missing from the 
driving. Framerates remain 
smooth even with the whole 
field in view, maintaining a 
sense of speed and litheness 
at all times. Yep, even those 
traditionally sluggish sections 
like the Montreal chicanes 
that throw up cherry blossom 
like confetti, or the rainy 
crest of Eau Rouge at Spa 
Francorchamps: silky.

button mashEr
Meanwhile, there’s a notable 
change in your car’s behaviour 
under braking that more 
accurately reflects what would 
happen if you drop the anchors 
at 170mph and then saw at 
the steering wheel to adjust 
your line (y’know, one of those 
race-destroying spins). The low, 
honking 2015 engine needs a 
soft touch on corner exits too, 
although this year’s cars are 
easier to hang the back end  
out in and then recover. 

Crucially, cars feel less 
like they’re on rails than 
ever before, and downforce 
discrepancies between the 

imperious Merc and the 
impotent McLaren are tangible. 
AI drivers, meanwhile, exhibit 
none of the forlorn resignation 
of their real life equivalents. 
They’re better than ever at 
finding gaps, pushing you off 
line and muscling through in  
a (just about) fair fashion. 

But is that enough to 
counterbalance such a dearth 
of features? For a time, it is. 
Unlike Rory McIlroy PGA 
Tour (p94), which employs 
the same ‘mechanics above all’ 
philosophy, F1 2015’s throws 
up a lot of interesting, varied 
racing by the nature of the 
sport it simulates. 

The fact remains though that 
it isn’t as interesting or alluring 
to race as a real driver over one 
season than it was to create the 
fantasy of your own unique, 
team-hopping career.

@PhilIwaniukall mErc, no Play

v e r d i c t

Not even a torrential 
downpour can wrongfoot 
the fluid framerate on 
offer in Codies’ latest.

Long-standing features are 
stripped, and missed, but the 
quality of racing once again 
saves the day. a solid bedrock 
for PS4 iterations, if lacking 
long-term appeal. Phil Iwaniuk
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The Swindle
Stealing your way through the Age of Steam 

life is cheap. One minute you’re sneaking 
past security cameras and truncheon-
waving robots with £10,000 in your 
pockets, the next you’ve slipped and 

fallen into a spike pit and lost every note of 
your ill-gotten haul. Wait, no, life is expensive.

That’s the pressure at the heart of cyberpunk 
stealth-platformer The Swindle – your thieves 
are expendable, dying in a single hit and easily 
replaced, but money, not to mention the time it 
takes to get it, isn’t so easily written off. Every 
burglary, success or fail, costs you a day, and 
you’ve only got 100 to get enough cash and 
equipment together to pull off the ultimate heist: 
stealing Scotland Yard’s breakthrough artificial 
intelligence, ‘The Devil’s Basilisk’, before it can be 
activated. Fail, and its prodigious machine-brain 
will end crime in Victorian London – including 
your illicit empire – for good. 

And make no mistake, succeeding will be 
no mean feat. In fact, it may feel damn-near 
impossible. Though your spoils can be used to 
upgrade your robbers’ tools and abilities, the 
game never lets you feel like you’re keeping 
up with the steady escalation of new security 

measures, robots, and traps. 
The skill comes not just in 
learning the ins and outs of the 
systems at play, but in knowing 
your own limits. You’re free 
to end each level whenever 
you like, so it’s up to you to 
make the call that you’ve got 
enough cash and shouldn’t 
gamble for more. With layouts 
procedurally-generated, you’re 
constantly evaluating the 
dangers of each new situation 
you find – and struggling 
against your own greedy urges.

STeAlTh RiSK
At its best, The Swindle is 
a huge thrill, its deceptively 
basic stealth and platforming 
mechanics keeping things pacey 
and tense right up to the end 
of each job. At its worst, it’s 
frustrating, stumbling over the 
line between difficult and cruel 
and overwhelming you with 
new enemy types you don’t 
have the time to fully unpick. 

The capricious randomisation 
system shoulders much of the 
blame – without the guiding 
hand of a level designer, in rare 
cases it can spit out genuinely 

impossible scenarios: vaults 
that literally can’t be broken 
into, or rooms that can be 
entered but not exited, trapping 
you inside. On the one hand 
there’s a novel sense that some 
challenges are to be avoided 
rather than overcome, and 
there’s skill in identifying 
which ones those are. But at 
the same time it’s hard not to 
feel disheartened when you 
arrive at a house only to find 
out you can’t even enter it. 

For those who can shake off 
the odd dispiriting moment, 
however, there’s a genuine rush 
to The Swindle’s heists that’s 
hard to dismiss, and those 
looking for a stiff challenge  
will find a surprising amount of 
variety and depth underneath 
its simple appearance. And hey, 
no one ever said getting rich 
would be easy, right?

@robinlvalentineiMPeRFeCT CRiMe

v e r d i c t

Despite the Victorian 
aesthetic, The 
Swindle’s heists feel 
decidedly cyberpunk.

It’s a little too brutal for its  
own good at times, but if you 
can roll with the procedurally-
generated punches you’ll have 
a blast with this stripped-down 
sneak-fest. Robin Valentine 

“succeedIng wIll be no 
mean feat. It can feel 
damn-near ImpossIble.”

i n f o
FoRMAT ps4
AlSo on ps3/  
ps vIta
eTA out now 
Pub curve dIgItal
deV sIze fIve games
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i n f o Format PS4 also on PS3 Eta Out nOw  
Pub telltale GameS DEv telltale GameS

talEs From thE 
borDErlanDs s1E3 
– CatCh a riDE
the blast of us

sending you down one of two distinct 
and divergent paths depending on 
your decision at the end of episode 

two, this is telltale’s most ambitious serving 
of episodic adventure yet. 

It’s also the hardest to write about, 
because if I even allude to anything from ep 
two I’ll be stoned to death for spoiler-related 
offences. lay down your rocks of justice 
for a moment though, and I’ll do my best. 
this being the mid-point in the series, it’d be 
easy for ep three to fall victim to dithering 
while telltale’s writers set up the really 
meaty stuff for the finale.1 In reality, it’s the 
opposite as Rhys and Fiona feel closer to 
finding the vault than ever. You’ll feel a sense 
of almost over-familiarity with the broader 
strokes such as the surprise entry of a 
new foe and the obligatory ‘searching for 
something in a big room until an unexpected 
thing happens’ chapter. However, as always, 
tFtBl’s top-notch writing saves the day.2

the last Of us fanboys and girls will need 
to take their calm pills before witnessing the 
reunion of troy Baker and ashley Johnson 
as Rhys and ultra-endearing robot Gortys, 
respectively. Johnson instantly falls in line 
with the incredibly high standard of comedic 
delivery upheld from the start of ep one. 

this, along with telltale’s wonderful 
scripting, will bond you to the B’lands brand 
even if Randy Pitchford personally breaks 
into your house just to leave the fridge 
door open so all your food goes off. How ep 
three’s branches will meet again 
without negating the weight of 
your decisions remains to be 
seen, but it’s been a hell of a 
ride so far. Phil iwaniuk

FootnotEs 1 there are two episodes to go, and telltale games 
tend to be back-loaded. 2 It’s all the more impressive for pulling off 
that self-aware humour so many other mediums get wrong.

i n f o Format PS4 also on PS3 Eta Out nOw  
Pub PQuBe DEv mIleStOne

motoGP 15
minor changes, clear difference

to be blunt, a surface-level inspection 
reveals milestone’s new bike sim to be 
virtually identical to last year’s motoGP 

14. However, the feeling of sterility that 
hampered the series’ PS4 debut has been 
reduced considerably, which obviously makes 
this season’s knee-sliding sim a lot more 
fun. the bikes always looked great, but the 
tracks have caught up a bit this year. Seeing 
white fluffy clouds and blue sky reflected 
across still-wet asphalt is dreamy, and some 
filters and colourful grandstands give 15 a 
more naturalistic look.1 60fps would have 
been nice, but at 30fps it still feels punchy.

the bike handling is as excellent as ever, 
with controllable, dependable moto3 bikes 
providing a gentle(ish) intro to the game 
before you make your way up through moto2 
to motoGP, where the sensation of power 
under your trigger finger is incredible.

new for this year, you can start up your 
own team and develop your bike, attracting 
sponsors, customising your livery and saving 
up credits for a better machine. these 
creds work separately to the returning 
‘data package’ tokens that you can spend on 
upgrades. However, upgrades don’t improve 
performance even half as much as a better 
bike, nor do they carry over from one bike  
to another, so they feel a little pointless.2 

the fact remains that bikes have a more 
fragile relationship with the road than cars 
and therefore require more care, precision 
and understanding to control. that doesn’t 
mean universal fun, so be warned. even so, 
this is a much more enjoyable game than 
Ride – even just learning a track 
is rewarding. 15 may still have a 
whiff of PS3-era design about it, 
but it’s easily the best bike sim 
on PS4. Justin towell

FootnotEs 1 It’s not perfect. no real track dries in uniform 
patches all the way down one side of a straight… 2 You only need to 
complete a lap in a new session to earn a token, too. 

i n f o Format PS4 Eta Out nOw  
Pub KOcH medIa DEv cYanIde InteRactIve

tour DE  
FranCE 2015
two wheels not all bad

like a topman-clad approximation of 
Russell Brand hip-thrusting his way 
towards a hen party, tour de France 

2015 will repel many more than it seduces 
– but for those who are seduced, the 
attraction is magnetic. 

thus, if the annual parade of the world’s 
most emaciated athletes grinding over 
nightmarish alpine and Pyrenee ramps 
does nothing for you in real life, cyanide’s 
impenetrable and wayward game translation 
won’t change your attitude a jot. However, 
if like your humble reviewer you’re a fan, 
you’ll look past its vast, glaring shortcomings 
because a) there’s a surprising amount of 
tactical depth and long-term reward on offer 
and b) this is all we’ve got. like it or lump it.

It’s a hard sport to simulate. It’s subtle, 
slow-burning (le tour lasts three weeks), 
and host to many sub-competitions at once. 
cyanide’s approach is to give you control of 
one rider at a time, conserving energy1 and 
choosing your time to strike based on the 
rider’s speciality.2 It’s as successful as such 
a non-videogame compliant sport will allow. 
visuals that at least acknowledge it’s no 
longer 2005 might have helped, though.

this year’s improvements? more realistic 
(i.e. less forgiving) collision detection in the 
peloton. You’re no longer able to saunter 
through the pack at will, so positioning is 
much more important than it’s ever been. 
there’s a new time attack descent mode 
as well, but that only underlines the sub-
par bike handling on offer. It’s a slapdash 
attempt at the annualised sports 
franchise, but tdF keeps luring 
me in because, in spite of itself, 
it conveys and rewards a love 
for the sport. Phil iwaniuk

FootnotEs 1 each rider has three resources to manage: overall 
freshness, mid-stage stamina and a sprint gauge. 2 It’s realistic 
enough that riders reflect the traits of their real-life counterparts.
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i n f o
Format PS4
Eta Out nOw 
(DOwnLOAD OnLY)
Pub DAYbreAk GAme 
COmPAnY
DEv DAYbreAk GAme 
COmPAnY

PlanEtSiDE 2 
MMOre than we bargained for

okay, imagine if you ever actually met 
King Kong, like, on the way to the 
shops or something. Without the 
wide panning shots of a masterly film 

director to call upon, chances are you’d hardly 
drink in the grandeur of this magnificent beast 
so much as get a mushful of gorilla toenail 
action. Some things are simply too big to 
absorb with our measly human abilities of 
perception. This ludicrously large scale, free-
to-play sci-fi shooter is one such thing.

With four gigantic, war-scarred maps to shoot 
your way across – each one capable of housing 
thousands of combatants – and the average 
pitched battle practically billowing out of your 
telly with hundreds of players, tanks, military 
people carriers and choppers, it’s impossible  
to jump right in and feel like you have even  
the barest grasp of just what is going on.

The tutorial mode does a passable job of 
teaching you the basics of Planetside. This button 
shoots, it says, almost condescendingly. This one 
slots your face into iron sights. This one does 
a melee. “Yes, yes we know all this," you yawn 
at the telly. But make the most of this tutorial 
while it lasts, because you’re booted out of the 
player-capped starter zone forever once you reach 
Battle Rank 15, and when that happens it’s like 
the game has balled your preconceptions of what 

a multiplayer shooter could be 
into a giant fist and boofed you 
square in the gut.

in thE army now
And it hurts at first. We’ve all 
been trained via the medium 
of COD and Battlefield to run 
around, possibly thinking of 
team objectives for the latter, 
but primarily concerning 
ourselves with staying alive 
long enough to string some 
kills together. In Planetside 
2 you are effectively useless 
on your own. Sure, you can 
take up a sniper point and get 
some tasty XP for easy kills. 
But when you’re up against an 
army of a hundred or more, 
there’s only one way that battle 
is going to end – with you as 
a spicy blend of future jam and 

Friendly fire is always 
turned on, so expect 
some trolling idiots to 
rock up now and then.

Johnny Plenty-Mates tutting 
at your corpse and waving his 
virtual finger.

To be effective in the battle  
for Auraxis (the world on which 
you’re waging multiplayer war) 
you need to function within 
a group, whether that be a 
smaller band of players tackling 
minor outposts, or a vast force 
flooding across the map with a 
bevy of tanks flanking you for 
cover and a rush of blood to 
the head so powerful it could 
blow out your scalp.

There are some major 
caveats, though. First up, 
the pure number of players 
we’re talking about here 
has necessitated that the 
meat-and-potato shooting 
on offer can feel sluggish by 
design. Think the slow, more 

@GmaniacallivinG it larGE

“when YOu’re uP AGAinSt 
100 SOLDierS, there’S OnLY 
One wAY it’S GOnnA enD.”
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considered turning circles of 
Killzone over the neck snapping 
360s of its contemporaries. 
It doesn’t help that there’s a 
distinct lack of punch to the 
perfectly functional, though 
ultimately uninspiring, arsenal 
of weapons and upgrades to 
peruse and equip.

war nEvEr EnDS
The second big ‘hmmmmm’ to 
expel hits me some ten hours 
in. I realise that I’ve taken, lost, 
retaken, defended and then 
lost again the same fortified 
outpost. The constant nature of 
Planetside 2’s war, the very fact 
that it never truly ends, robs 
you of any sense of closure. 

The only thing which 
remotely resembles a scorecard 
is the post-death totting up of 
your XP. It’s one of the most 
in-depth stat screens you 
could want, but somehow can 
never replace the ‘job done’ 
satisfaction that comes with 
an irrefutable victory. It’s an 
endemic problem which is 

utterly unique to Planetside 
in my mind, and that’s partly 
because the game itself is doing 
something so standalone.

A signifier of that: it takes 
me (and my war-hardened 
team) a good full hour of 
intense battle to take Mao 
Station. After it’s all over 
and the dust settles on our 
however-temporary victory, 
we can hear the whoops of 
shared glee as strangers, in 
rooms all over Europe, celebrate 
together through proximity 
chat. It might not tick all of 
the boxes, but Planetside 2 has 
turned up to the PS4 party 
with an entirely different list of 
priorities. A list it’s impossible 
not to be thankful for.

v e r d i c t

the opm breakdown
right Each 
class boasts 
a unique skill. 
Infiltrators can 
turn invisible, 
for example.

below There’s 
a story in here, 
but you wouldn’t 
know it without 
a good Wiki.

above Landscapes are visually varied, but they’re not phenomenal looking.

A totally fresh proposition with 
admirable, unprecedented scale. 
Stick with Planetside 2 through 
the confusing early stages and 
the fudge-coated shooting and 
you’ll see what i mean.
matthew Sakuraoka-Gilman

5% reading 
your death 
screen stats and 
going, “i was on 
your team!”

20% nailing a 
strategic point 
and then racking 
up the kills.

10% Deciding 
which battle looks 
winnable before 
spawning in.

15% reading 
your death screen 
stats and going, 
“Awwww yeah.”

w h a t  y o u  d o  i n …  p L a n e t S i d e  2

40%
Turning up your 

background 
music of choice 
and charging  
into battle.

10% trying to 
discern the 
difference 
between two  
near-identical  
assault rifles.

S t a t  p a c k

Number of 
continents to 

pick your spawn 
point from. Yes, 
we said actual 

continents.

Cost (in pounds) 
of an optional 

premium 
membership 

each month. (It’s 
still F2P though.)

Number of 
players’ lives in 

your hands each 
time you pilot a 
Galaxy airship. 
No showing off!

15 8.994 11
The Battle Rank 

you need to 
achieve in order 

to leave the 
relatively small 
tutorial map.

 big battLeS
You might be a relatively small cog in 

the grand machine, but working 
together soon becomes an essential 

tactic for success.

friendLy fire
everyone looks too similar to one 

another so there’s plenty of 
accidental, violent unfriending on the 

battlefields of Auraxis.

L o v i n g / h a t i n g

c o m p e L - o - g r a p h

First big 
battle.

Another 
map?!

Tutorial woes.

 It never 
ends…

TImE0 20 hours

Earned a  
mech suit.

i S  i t  b e t t e r  t h a n ?

there’s more of PS2, 
but Destiny has the 

shooting fundamentals 
down to a capital, 

Guardian-shaped ‘t’.

no

CCP’s eVe-linked, 
first-person shooter 
effort had plenty of 

scope, but isn’t 
particularly fun.

we’d love to see a 
battlefield with PS2’s 
scale. but bF boasts a 
depth to its shooting 

that Planetside 2 lacks.

noyeS
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i n f o
Format PS4 
also on PS3
Eta Out nOw 
Pub Square enix
DEv Square enix

Final Fantasy Xiv: 
HEavEnswarD
Square Enix’s reborn MMORPG gets its first expansion

Don’t mistake it for mere DLC; 
Heavensward is a big, old fashioned 
PC-style expansion. A huge chunk 
of extra content that feels way more 

like an actual sequel by today’s measures. 
Nine huge all-new areas make up the realm 
of Ishgard, three fresh character classes, extra 
raids, bosses and, perhaps most importantly, 
the ability to fly on the back of a fat chocobo.

This ‘sort of sequel’ vibe is continued by the 
fact that in order to actually access the new 
Heavensward content, you’ve got to finish the 
main A Realm Reborn questline first, which isn’t 
a short or easy task. So anyone new to the game 
won’t be able to play Heavensward right off the 
bat. That may seem a bit odd, as most MMO 
expansions have a spread of new content for new 
and old players, but since its phoenix-like rebirth 
Final Fantasy XIV is anything but a traditional 
take on an MMO. It’s a ‘proper’ Final Fantasy 
game that just happens to have loads of other 
players roaming around the same world. 

Heavensward continues right on from where 
A Realm Reborn’s rich storytelling finished 
off: a tale of dragons and wars being waged 
for thousands of years by people with more 
demanding haircare needs than Nicki Minaj. 
Fairly standard Final Fantasy stuff, but for an 
MMO it is impressive. Lavish cutscenes and set-

pieces – rarely found elsewhere 
in the genre – are used to push 
the story along to great effect.

knigHt liFE
The new character classes – 
Dark Knight, Machinist and 
Astrologian – fit into the strict 
Tank/DPS/Healer framework 
that is the backbone of the 
combat in A Realm Reborn, all 
offering a fresh take on these 
base archetypes. Astrologian  
in particular is quite unique, as 
you use abilities to pull random 
cards from a Tarot-esque deck, 
some providing you and your 
team well-needed buffs, while 
there’s a chance you’ll pluck 
one card from the pack that,  
er, completely screws you over. 
That’s always a hoot.

The new areas are anywhere 
between 50% and 100% bigger 
than anything found in ARR, 
with far more places to explore 
and discover thanks to the 
new flying mounts. It’s also 
oozing with piping-hot pretty 
for your peepers. Find your 

way to an elevated position 
and look around you – there’s 
a stunning view to behold in 
almost every direction.

Square Enix has been 
very generous with A Realm 
Reborn’s free updates, and as 
the first paid content drop, 
Heavensward justifies itself 
with aplomb. There’s so much 
other stuff to mention – 
airships for Free Companies 
to build, new abilities for 
existing classes and plenty 
more besides – but there’s just 
not enough space to talk about 
them. It’s a shame that there’s 
a considerable barrier to entry 
if you’re a new player, but if 
you’re already well into FFXIV: 
ARR, this is everything you’ve 
been waiting for.

@andiheroClouD ninE

v e r d i c t

You can take to the 
blue skies of Ishgard 
once you’ve acquired 
a black chocobo.

a confident first expansion 
for FFxiV: arr. there’s little 
here for newcomers, but for 
those already playing this is an 
essential update to PS4’s finest 
MMOrPG. andi Hamilton
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i n f o
Format PS4
Eta Out nOw 
Pub PSyOnix
DEv PSyOnix

rockEt LEaguE
All together now: the referee’s a tanker!

remember the day in the school holidays 
when you and your mates invented 
the Best Game Ever? That variant of 
tag played with a rugby ball, where 

the floor was lava and you had to get to the 
paddling pool? We’ll never get bored of this, you 
all vowed, making concrete plans to spend the 
next five-and-a-half weeks playing it morning 
through night. This is what we live for now.

Psyonix’s car/football crossbreed summons 
many of the same feelings. Your debut in one 
of Rocket League’s surprisingly comely arenas is 
a revelation of simple pleasure. It’s a motorised 
game of playground footy, the ball perpetually 
ensconced in a mob of jostling pursuers as it’s 
nudged to and fro on a Speedball-esque pitch. 

Matches are 3v3 by default, but the 
adventurous can search for anything from 2v2 
to 4v4 encounters, or go Mono-a-Mono with 
a single opponent. All configurations create 
absolute chaos, but generally the fewer the cars 
on the pitch, the more free-flowing the game. 
‘Rush keeper’ arrangements are hastily agreed 
when the ball lollops its way into your team’s 
half, otherwise you’re all playing free roles. 

One second you’re Marco 
Maserati, barging folks and 
seeing off danger from your 
own goalmouth; five seconds 
later you’ve used a speed boost 
to zoom up to the opposite 
end and have become Edinson 
Pagani, launching yourself at 
Andrés Fiesta’s crosses with a 
tap of q to get airborne. 

SPykEr StrikErS
For a long time, you’ll flap and 
flail like Nicklas Mercedes-
Bendtner. You’ll misjudge 
jumps, use your boost at the 
wrong time, score own goals 
and nudge goal-bound shots 
from teammates harmlessly 
wide. It’s frustrating to a 
degree, but then you look 
around and remember you’re 
playing footie with a van. 

It isn’t supposed to be 
FIFA, and though you’ll find 
something approaching finesse 
after hours of play, matches 
will always resemble pinball 
more than a Premier League 
clash, but they’re consistently 
thrilling for the sheer number 
of ridiculous misses and high-
scoring encounters generated. 

After a non-start on launch 
day when its servers fell over 
immediately upon its induction 
into July’s Instant Game 
Collection for PlayStation 
Plus subscribers, online play’s 
remained fairly stable since. 
Matchmaking can take a while, 
but it’s worth it once you’re in. 
At the time of writing, it’s one 
of the most fun things you can 
do with a PS4 for free.

But like the Best Game 
Ever you and your comrades 
never did go back to like you’d 
promised, the bubble does 
burst. After days of solid play 
with no long game to keep in 
mind, my interest’s starting to 
wane. And when Rocket League 
departs from Plus, there’s a 
danger its online community 
will, too. Until then, embrace 
your inner Car-im Benzemas 
and enjoy it while it lasts.

@Philiwaniukgtr-JEn robbEn

v e r d i c t

the perfect PS Plus offering – 
intoxicating fun for a few weeks, 
dependent on a large online 
community, and full of instant 
gratification. its novelty value 
does fade, though. Phil iwaniuk

“gameS will alwayS 
reSemble Pinball mOre 
than a fOOtball match.”

Spare car/footie puns: 
Koenigsegg Aguero, 
Steve McLaren and  
Robin Van Persie.editor’s  

award
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i n f o Format PS4 also on PS3/PS Vita Eta out now  
Pub Bandai namco DEv SPike chunSoft

J-stars victory vs
might as well Jump

J-Stars Victory VS is a bit like a 
wrestling game. Superficial similarities 
include bombastic characters and 

flimsy narrative, but more crucially, your 
enjoyment is directly proportional to your 
investment in the source material. 

if you’re into anime, J-Stars Victory VS is 
a triumph. characters1 feel like they’ve been 
ripped from their respective shows and 
dropped effortlessly into the game. Goku is 
all chipper fireballs and spirit bombs, while 
Jonathan Joestar is louche but lethal. it’s 
difficult to find a suitable analogy illustrating 
what a big, geeky thrill this is: think Skinner 
from the X-files oil-wrestling Benjamin Sisko 
from deep Space nine, and you’re close. as 
well as the joy of seeing them brutalise each 
other, there’s an adventure mode which 
folds in a story, offering enjoyable bobbins 
like toriko sailing a flying ship with Son Goku.

in keeping with the subject material,2 all 
the stages have destructible environments. 
fireballs lance through buildings and 
concrete crumbles as characters smash 
into walls. it’s not just standardised rubble, 
either. one level is a plump allotment of giant, 
juicy vegetables, which get sliced like an 
infomercial for a thuggish food processor. 
as well as looking great, it helps make the 
cast feel even more ferociously powerful. 

it’s chaotic stuff. this often adds to 
the fun, but does get frustrating. Locking 
on to enemies often results in you being 
blindsided by opponents (despite the helpful 
warning alarm) and there’s a slight sense 
of struggling against the elements: you have 
an idea of how a fight should 
work, but getting there can be a 
struggle. when it goes the way 
you want, though, Victory VS is a 
bold, enjoyable mess. matt Elliott

FootnotEs 1 of which there are a total of 52, pulled from 32 
series of the weekly Shonen Jump manga. 2 the game was greenlit 
to celebrate the 45th anniversary of Jump – hence the big roster.

i n f o Format PS4 Eta out now  
Pub deco diGitaL DEv deco diGitaL

PnEuma:  
brEath oF liFE
Pneuma Pneuma yay?

say points were doled out purely for 
lofty ambitions, Pneuma would be 
troubling the upper tiers of our PS4 

hall of fame. they aren’t, of course, so 
unfortunately for developer deco digital its 
game must be judged rather more harshly.

it’s like this: you’re a god. no, scratch 
that – you’re the God, the still centre of the 
spinning universe, all-powerful and pretty 
pleased with himself. You know the sort. 
awakening in the realm you’ve created 
but have no memory of, you find yourself 
navigating room after decadent room1 of 
switch-based puzzles that – and here’s the 
clever bit – illustrate many of humankind’s 
greatest questions. Being something of a 
loudmouth deity,2 your vocalised musings do 
much of the extrapolation as to what a room 
full of switches has to do with the construct 
of time, and therein lies the problem. 

most puzzles are well-designed, relying 
on switches that activate/deactivate when 
you look at or away from them, which 
is a novel approach. But while they do 
occasionally summon a sense of Portal 
2’s deviously convoluted design, they also 
occasionally summon those difficult years 
immediately post-half-Life in which every 
sub-par shooter felt obliged to throw in a 
few clumsy head-scratchers. Very rarely 
do they adequately convey the philosophical 
quandary being discussed.

Just over an hour in length, Pneuma 
draws out deserved enthusiasm from you 
through its first half, followed by increasing 
frustration as the wheels start 
to fall off the wagon. mad props 
for the concept, deco, but next 
time let’s remember that God is 
in the details, eh? Phil iwaniuk

FootnotEs 1 Visually, Pneuma’s quite arresting. environs bend 
and take form before you. 2 Your omnipotent lead’s voiced by chirpy 
Brit Jay Britton, who adds welcome levity to proceedings.

i n f o Format PS4 Eta out now  
Pub ea SPortS DEv ea tiBuron

rory mcilroy  
PGa tour
a good walk spoiled

Golf is the dark Souls of sports. have 
you ever actually tried to play it irL? 
it’s like trying to stitch up the stab 

wounds you’re bleeding out from while your 
hands are gaffer taped inside two giant 
foam fingers. Plaudits are due to ea tiburon, 
then, for translating every nuance of the 
world’s trickiest pastime. 

the core golf is, as you’d expect after so 
many iterations, sublime. especially so when 
you fully embrace the ‘tour’ control set1 and 
thus need to refine the linearity and speed 
of your left stick-waggling to fighting game 
standards of perfection. if a shot’s physically 
possible in reality, it’s possible here with the 
right amount of finesse, aim, and club choice. 
it’s easy to fluff a bread-and-butter drive 
into the rough, which makes it all that more 
rewarding when you don’t.

the problem comes with everything 
outside of the core golf. Specifically: where 
is it? as we’re seeing increasingly with 
sports titles from the ea fold (nhL and 
madden spring to mind), modes we’ve 
previously known and loved are now 
conspicuous in their absence. outside 
your PGa tour journey2 there are only two 
real diversions: novelty courses such as 
Battlefield 4’s Paracel Storm map, and an 
18-hole ‘night club’ mode featuring power-
ups and neon colours. Both are fine, but 
they’re a sub-par (bogey?) replacements for 
the content and depth we’re all used to.

Sometimes mechanics aren’t enough, and 
that’s especially true in golf simulators when 
your interaction’s so repetitive 
by necessity. to endure, rory 
mcilroy PGa tour needed to 
offer something to distract  
from that issue. Phil iwaniuk

FootnotEs 1 also available are ‘3-click’ and ‘arcade’ control 
methods, which offer simplified input schemes. 2 in which your 
user-created golfer levels up and eventually becomes a legend.
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v e r d i c t

Below Lady lacks 
the aerial skill 
of Nero, but her 
bazooka makes 
up for her shoddy 
demon-juggling.

 Look, you’re not getting 
dessert until you’ve had 
two more bites of your 
HD remake, alright? 

No matter where you turn 
this year, it seems Capcom 
is attempting to force-feed 
a last-gen (or older) redux 
down your throat. Resident 
Evil; Resident Evil Zero; The 
Mega Man Legacy Collection 
– eat all the high-def 
remasters! Thankfully, this 
prettied-up PS4 Dante is 
worth the fuss. Just.

Much may have changed since 
ye olde darken days of 2008, 
but these demon hunters 
haven’t lost their strut. Dante 
and Nero’s energetic melee 
combat slides off the screen 
with a forceful graze thanks 
to top notch restoration 
work. Presentation is extra 
shiny, with the 1080p facelift 
bolstered by an oil slick smooth 
60fps that never falters. The 
textures may be plain, yet in 
motion, Devil May Cry 4 is 
every bit as luxuriant as the 
son of Sparda’s mop top. 

Perhaps I should be kind 
and rewind, though. Never 
played this seductively stabby 
actioner? Then think of DMC4 
as a cross between Resi’s 
(mostly) static camerawork and 
Bloodborne’s strafe-favouring 
swordplay, spliced with a little 
automated gunfire courtesy of 
gaming’s most badass pistols. 

For hardened vets who’ve 
been there, done that and 
slathered the T-shirt in 
Berial’s blood via that bobbins 
endgame quiz show, a raft of 
small updates make this worth 
a second sniff. The option to 
choose five different monster 
slayers – Dante, Nero, Lady, 
Trish and Vergil – straight 
from the bat is most welcome. 
The addition of the previously 
PC-only Legendary Dark 
Knight mode is also a boon; its 
increased waves of merciless 
foes offering a tasty challenge 
for those who think the series 
went soft after DMC3. 

get your jump on
Still, you don’t have to stare 
too hard to spot the grey ends 
among the blinding bleached 
locks. While the game runs 
nicely, the underlying seven-
year-old animations can feel 
prehistoric – how stiff is 
the double jump?! DMC4’s 
shameless structure (half of  
the game is backtracking) 
stings, too. Yet though Dante 
may be getting on a bit, his 
core scraps remain spry  
enough to win the day.

A polished port brings old school 
Dante’s sexy, slashy action to a 
new generation. While the game 
feels padded and the animation 
creaky, DMC4’s crisp combat 
wins through. Dave meikleham

i n f o Format PS4 eta Out NOW  
puB CAPCOM Dev ACCeSS GAMeS

DeviL may Cry 4: 
SpeCiaL eDition
The Devil’s in the details

@opm_uKnero queSt

@OPM_UK

I hate you so much right now! I hate you 
so much right now! Ahhhhh… Sorry, I 
was channelling a touch of Kelis there. 
That’s not to say you don’t once again 
happen upon me in a thoroughly hateful 
mood. Meiks is FuriouS, FLuStereD 
anD FoCuSeD on splattering you face-
first with a gobful of moany-moutheD 
venom once again. This time, I’m out 
for that ugliest of creatures: the self-
entitled gamer.

So me, basically. I’m everything that’s 
wrong with gaming! No matter what I 
get, I always want more. Wrong me in 
even the teeniest fashion, and terriBLe 
whiny wrath shall be wrought over 
NeoGAF for all eternity. Publishers are 
evil! DLC is money-grabbing! everything 
should be free! Gimme. Gimme. GIMMe!

Have key triple-A 
launches in the PS4 
era been beyond 
reproach? Hell no.  

the debacles of Battlefield 4, Assassin’s 
Creed unity and Driveclub all left a 
worryingLy SLimy Stain on the 
industry that has irrevocably dented 
the trust between certain publishers 
and once slavishly loyal fanbases.

Such is the quick fix 
nature of firmware 
updates and day one 
patches, though, some 

gamers can’t be satiated fast enough. 
the Witcher 3 was delayed, then had the 
BraSS-BaLLeD gaLL to have launch 
day lag? Give me all the DLC free!
Batman: Arkham Knight’s online 
leaderboards down for 14 minutes? I 
want 70% off the season pass! Metal 
Gear Solid V has micro-transactions, 
then refuses to grow legs so it can 
follow me to the toilet and wipe my 
agitateD arSe? Burn it to meiKSy’S 
highLanD heLL. You get the picture. 

Sure, the culture of ‘patch that sh*t 
later’ has let gamers down. But do we 
really have to be such scornful prats 
about it? Surely a little less entitlement 
and a little more patience would benefit 
us all. Now Bugger oFF, BaBieS.

Dave’S meiKLe-
hammering 
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Elder Scrolls 
Online: TU 
Sinking time into The Elder Scrolls’ new MMO 
outing? The PvP mode is where it’s at…
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multiplayer modes put 
through their paces  
by our team of expertsonline tests

what we’re 
playing now

Battlefield 
Hardline
Phil iwaniuk delves 
back into the world of 
dirty cops ‘n’ robbers
The reason I love 
Battlefield Hardline so 
much is that it lets me 
rack up some serious 
points, cynically and 
irritatingly, without ever 

pulling the trigger of the weapon in  
my hand. You go on killing sprees?  
This engineer goes on repairing 
sprees, son. Watch those ‘Vehicle 
repair: 10’s add up over the course  
of an entire round spent welding the 
glove box of a sedan shut. You drop 
cops? I revive fallen friends like a 
necromancer in a balaclava. Come  
at me, bro. My blowtorch is ready.

destiny
Matthew Pellett learns 
that what he hasn’t 
been playing is coming 
back to bite him hard…
It may seem like I camp on 
Destiny, but for the last 
couple of months I’ve  
had to step away – first 
because of issue 111’s 
Metal Gear Solid V world 

exclusive (those 16 pages didn’t write 
themselves!), then last month’s E3 
special. I’m back in the game now,  
and I’ve made a horrifying discovery –  
I’m too late to the party for Trials Of 
Osiris. 9-0 victories are just a fantasy, 
so I’m resigned to the fact that I’ll 
never, ever make it to the Lighthouse.

ssX
dom reseigh-lincoln 
gets piste up and 
carves his way to 
snowboarding glory
Psst, wanna know a 
secret? I’m one of  
those weirdos who’s so 
desperate for a proper 
PS4 snowboarding sim 
that I’m still playing EA 

Canada’s totally bodacious (that’s 
dude talk for ‘excellent’) revival on 
PS3. I’m not the only weirdo either 
– the RiderNet online community isn’t 
quite the populated piste it once was, 
but there are still a dedicated few of  
us who carve sick (another dude word 
for ‘excellent’ – we snowboarders are 
such a cheerful lot) lines down Alaskan 
slopes and the like in search of 
Tricky-infused hi-scores.

098

review

A
nd so, after many a fetch 
quest and countless clashes 
with the monsters and foes 
of greater Tamriel, you’re 
finally ready for a new 

challenge. As if by magic, a quest pops 
up in your journal. Cyrodiil? Why, you 
haven’t swung a sword in those parts 
since the Oblivion days. An Alliance 
War? An actual dust-up against other 
human travellers? Never heard of it… 

No need to beat yourself up too much 
– Tamriel Unlimited’s best kept secret 
is… er, kept pretty well. Buried within 
the ever-obtuse menus of TESO’s first 
foray into the MMO mould lies Alliance 
War, the PvP flipside to the single-
player-with-witnesses base game. 
However, keep in mind you won’t even 
have access to the lands of the 
Emperor until you hit level ten. Holding 
back such a sizeable chunk of the map 
might sound stingy, but it’s for good 
reason – most of the NPCs you’ll 

encounter while roaming 
Cyrodiil sit around the 
level 12 mark so that cap 
is there to ensure you’ve 
had ample time in Tamriel 
proper before seeking 
glory elsewhere.

“Wait, NPCs? I thought 
this was PvP?” I hear you 
cry from atop your 
Crown Store-bought 
steed. PvP it might be, 
but this isn’t your 
traditional competitive 
mode. Rather than 
throwing you into a 
deathmatch-style arena 

à la Destiny’s Crucible, 
Alliance War creates a 
series of missions that 
combine tower defence, 
large scale battles with 
human players and NPCs, 
and good fashioned 
role-playing quests. 

Rather than one 
persistent world,  
Alliance War is broken 
into separate campaigns 
that see the three main 
brotherhoods battle over 
the titular Elder Scrolls. 
The real meat here is 
split between the four 

Elder Scrolls Online: TU
A throne-stealing war hidden in plain sight

IT OffERS THE kIND Of 
LARGE SCALE SMACkDOWNS 
THE ‘SOLO’ CAMPAIGN CAN 
ONLY DREAM Of.

i n f o

forMat PS4 
PuB BETHESDA  
dev ZENIMAx ONlINE
review 112, 5/10
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Warfare missions are 
the centrepieces here 
– just look at all that 
fantastical carnage! few games embrace co-op as 

whole-heartedly as Magicka 2. 
Not only can you play through 

its entirety in four-player local 
co-op, you can also marry up with 
three online buddies – or even a 
combination of couch conjurers 
and internet enchanters. You can’t 
drop into someone else’s game 
mid-session, but you can at least 
duck out without ending everyone 
else’s fun assuming you aren’t 
the host. Pieces Interactive hasn’t 
gone to half-measures in making 
this a communal experience.  
Just as well, since gameplay’s built  
from the ground up for friendly 
fire japery and constructive 
element-combining. Early bugs 
have been ironed out post-release, 
which means both story and 
survival modes are pretty  
reliable sources of co-op calamity.

With mix-and-match local and 
online co-op options available, 
it’s easy to find a gang to enjoy a 
session of good-natured trolling 
with Magicka 2. Phil iwaniuk

i n f o

v e r d i c t

forMat PS4 
PuB PARADOx INTERACTIvE  

dev PIECES INTERACTIvE
review 112, 7/10

Mirroring its solo component, 
online play’s been stripped 
down to its bare bones 

in F1’s PS4 debut. like, really 
stripped back. You’ll find no lobbies 
here, for example. In their place 
are a series of race scenarios 
– ‘Beginner sprint’, ‘Hardcore 
weekend’, etc. – with pre-
determined driving assists, race 
distances, AI opponents and the 
like. There’s a custom option to set 
up your own race conditions too, 
but then you’re waiting for others 
to join your specific race. The pre- 
baked scenarios are a nice idea, 
since nobody really enjoys sitting 
in a lobby watching the host toggle 
traction control on and off for 
three mins, but they’re undermined 
by long matchmaking periods and 
frequent connection errors. Not a 
great start for Codies on PS4.

The bare bones approach to 
online multiplayer isn’t in itself 
problematic, but it’s compounded 
by technical issues under its 
current-gen hood. Phil iwaniuk

i n f o

v e r d i c t

forMat PS4 
PuB BANDAI NAMCO  
dev CODEMASTERS

review 113, 7/10

Why such an engaging mode is so well 
hidden is anyone’s guess, but with the 
ability to gain XP and gear that carry 
over to the base game, AW is TESO’s 
brightest spot. dom reseigh-lincoln

v e r d i c t

mission types: Scouting (recon), Bounty 
(kill, kill, kill) Battle (destroy resources) 
and Warfare (actual proper battles for 
keeps). Battle and Scouting are by far 
the best of the bunch, offering the kind 
of large scale smackdowns the base 
game can only dream of.

Each version of Cyrodiil is split into  
a web of Keeps, most of which can be 
won, lost and defended by one of three 
Alliances. You can buy siege weapons to 
protect your own Keeps and repair kits 
to fix both your artillery and the walls  
of your base. Defending and attacking 
these strongholds with hundreds of 
players pitching up in the same battle  
is a sight to behold, especially if you’re 
doing so in a party of friends. The only 
real downside here is how long it takes 
to log into a campaign – the busier ones 
made us wait as long as 25 mins at a 
time but, hey, the best rides always 
have the longest queues.

Entertaining for a spell

In need of some mid-
season upgrade packages

Magicka 2

f1 2015

Points Mean Prizes
Alliance Points are a currency unique 

to Tamriel Unlimited’s PvP mode. kill 
enemy players, heal your allies and 

capture keeps to earn enough and 
you can purchase new artillery 

to protect your own bases.



empty your wallets 
now with the latest 
downloadable diversionson the store

EvolvE – Hunting 
SEaSon two
The complicated 
post-release support 
continues for Evolve 
courtesy of this second 
‘Hunting Season’, which 
includes a new monster 
and four new hunters. 
Assault class addition 
Lennox is one such 
newblood – just look at 
her badass mech suit.

trialS FuSion – 
awESomE lEvEl 
max
There are two ways to 
sell you this new DLC 
from RedLynx. One: 
30 new levels for your 
favourite motorcross 
frustrate-’em-up. Two: a 
cat carrying a huge gun 
riding a unicorn over 
those 30 tracks. Either 
way, you’re probably in 
by this point.

batman: arkHam 
knigHt – batgirl: 
mattEr oF Family
The first proper DLC 
drop for Arkham Knight 
adds another playable 
member to the Bat 
family. Set prior to 
Arkham Asylum, you’re 
Barbara Gordon in 
her pre-Oracle days, 
battling the Joker and 
Harley Quinn while 
locked in the Seagate 
Amusement Park.

dlc

£19.99

£3.99

£5.79
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D
espite the police force in 
Battlefield Hardline’s universe 
arming themselves to such an 
absurd degree they now have 
all but nuclear warheads in 

their holsters, the streets still aren’t 
safe. Small gangs of crims with names 
such as ‘U_inDaNutz’ and ‘Kratos1996’ 
are wreaking havoc in the ‘hood, and 
there’s only one solution as EA and 
Visceral see it – give everyone more 
guns, more maps and a new mode.

Battlefield’s DLC model has long 
followed a tradition of four to five 
substantial content drops spread out 
over a year, and that continues with 
Criminal Activity, the first of four 
planned expansions for Hardline. Top of 
the list are four new maps: Backwoods, 
Code Blue, The Beat and Black Friday, all 

of which sound like cop 
dramas you’d find on 
your TV at 5am after 
falling asleep drunk on 
your sofa.

Also on offer is new 
game mode Bounty 
Hunter, in which you 
collect the dog tags  
of your enemies once 
they’re dead to score 
points, and recover 
those of your fallen 

comrades to… look, it’s 
Kill Confirmed from Call 
Of Duty, alright? Throw  
in three new weapons,  
two new vehicles, some 
masks and extra 
gadgetry and you’re all 
kitted up. It’s more petty 
larceny than multiple 
homicide, but Criminal 
Activity does at least 
offer a fresh slant on the 
cops ‘n’ robbers fantasy.

expansion

Astebreed
Mech-based arcade 
shmup with more than 
a hint of Zone Of The 
Enders. You play a 
little boy in charge of 
death-dealing machinery, 
because reasons.

riptide Gp2
Remember the days – 
about, ooh, 20 years 
ago – when futuristic Jet 
Ski racing games were 
actually pretty common? 
Where are your mates 
now, Riptide GP2?

stArliGht inception
So you want to play Elite: 
Dangerous, but only have 
a PS3 at your disposal? 
A cruel fate, dear friend, 
because this one isn’t 
even nearly halfway 
there. Sorry about that.

sAmurAi WArriors: 
chronicles 3  
This PS Vita excursion 
promises to be the most, 
“strategically rich,” title in 
the series ever. So… more 
chopping down thousands 
of identikit men, then?

KunG-Fu live
Here’s an odd one. Using 
the PlayStation Camera, 
be your own avatar in a 
distinctly rickety-looking 
2D brawler. Or don’t, 
and spare yourself the 
indignity. It’s up to you.

£11.99

£11.59
  
 

£4.49 £13.99 £32.99 £11.49
  
 

SmALL GAnGS Of CRimS 
BEARinG nAmES SuCH AS ‘u_
inDAnuTz’ ARE wREAKinG 
HAvOC in THE ‘HOOD.

Visceral’s first content drop gives you new toys in the ‘hood

Battlefield Hardline – 
Criminal Activity

also on psn
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 The film is based on the 
Mark Millar comic book  
The Secret Service.

S
o many films fail to do justice 
to their stellar trailers (think 
The Soloist and Inherent Vice, 
among countless others). 
Kingsman is a rare example 

of the opposite; what appeared over  
90 seconds to be a frothy, throwaway 
attempt at a kid-friendly spy movie is in 
fact a smart, funny, knowing take on the 
genre that’s a rollicking good time from 
start to finish. And only let your kids 
watch it if you want them to grow up 
thinking it’s okay to shove broken bits  
of pew into the necks of churchgoers.

The setup? Moderately chavvy  
yet gifted teen Eggsy is down on his  
luck. Only when he discovers that his 
departed dad was a super-spy and is 
invited to follow in his father’s footsteps 
do things start looking up. It may sound 
hackneyed, but Matthew Vaughn and  
his cast carry it off magnificently: the 

script is sharp, the 
action thrilling, and it’s all 
refreshingly self-aware.

Events kick into a 
whole new gear in the 
second half, although any 
discussion is a minefield 
of spoilers. I can say this 
much: said gear is both 
unexpected and brilliant, 
like suddenly discovering 
that your Vauxhall Corsa 
can go fully Chitty Chitty 
Bang Bang. It’s not 
changing the cinematic 
landscape, and the 
Academy won’t come 
calling, but (one coarse 
misstep towards the 
climax aside) Kingsman 
is a triumph. I spy a 
franchise… Joel Gregory

Kingsman: The 
Secret Service
Born into supremacy

blu-rays

coming soon

Far From 
The madding 
Crowd 
A remake of the breathless 
1967 treasure of British 
cinema, without the same 
wild camerawork.

a LiTTLe 
Chaos 
Two talented landscape 
gardeners fall in love while 
designing the Palace Of 
Versailles. Directed by Alan 
‘Severus Snape’ Rickman.

JordskoTT 
season one 
Compelling Scandi drama 
with a mythical twist as a 
detective returns to her 
home town hoping to solve  
a missing child case.

The waTer 
diviner 
Russell Crowe’s directorial 
debut takes Saving Private 
Ryan and relocates 
to Gallipoli as a father 
searches for his sons.

CindereLLa 
Kenneth Branagh’s 
traditional take on the 
well-known fairytale is 
bolstered by fine turns from 
Cate Blanchett and Helena 
Bonham Carter.

humans 
season one 
Brit sci-fi drama in which 
handy household synthetic 
folk transform modern 
life. Upside: fewer chores. 
Downside: might kill us.

geT hard 
Wealthy fraudster 
Will Ferrell employs car 
washer Kevin Hart to 
toughen him up for a stint  
in San Quentin. Let’s leave  
that there, shall we?

ChiLd 44 
Tom Hardy sets out 
to solve a string of grisly 
child murders in Soviet 
Russia, equipped with a 
deeply suspect accent.  
Sadly without a Bane mask.

The duFF
If you didn’t know 
DUFF stands for ‘designated 
ugly fat friend,’ you’re 
probably someone’s DUFF. 
Competent, if familiar, high 
school comedy.  

run aLL nighT 
In a shock turn of 
events, Liam Neeson’s once 
again on the blower with 
mobsters and discussing 
the whereabouts of loved 
ones. Because Liam Neeson.

10 Aug

10 Aug

10 Aug

17 Aug

17 Aug

17 Aug

24 Aug

24 Aug

24 Aug

31 Aug
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lice Howland, linguistic 
professor at Columbia 
University, has early onset 
Alzheimer’s. At first it 
manifests as an elusive word 

in the odd sentence; an awkward pause 
in a lecture. Before too long, Alice’s  
life as she knows it is no longer 
sustainable. Her family rallies around, 
trying to leave residual quarrels on the 
back burner, all offspring aware that 
they too have a high chance of 
developing the disease.

It’s a heavy synopsis. But Richard 
Glatzer and Wash Westmoreland’s Still 
Alice never asks for sympathy, nor does 
it employ any cheap string arrangement 
tricks as Alice (Julianne Moore) and her 
loved ones struggle to maintain a sense 
of normalcy amid the rapidly changing 
parameters of her condition. Glatzer 
himself was diagnosed with ALS in 2011 
and passed away this March, and his 
evident will to remain capable of doing 
what he loved is mirrored by Alice. Her 
confidence in her own faculties drains 
visibly and heartbreakingly, but armed 
with a career’s worth of academic 
understanding of language she’s at 

least able to employ a 
few tricks to help keep 
her mind working that 
little bit longer. 

That Julianne Moore’s 
performance is the 
driving force of the  
film isn’t the least bit 
surprising, of course. 
Nor is it that she won  
a Best Actress Oscar  
this year for it – the  
fifth consecutive leading  
lady gong awarded  
to characters  
suffering with some 
form of illness. 

However, Kristen 
Stewart’s remarkable 
portrayal of wayward 
daughter Lydia would 
have been much harder 
to predict. Not every 
scene fascinates,  
but in its steadfastly 
unsentimental portrayal 
of a debilitating illness, 
Still Alice is a rare 
success. Phil Iwaniuk

Still Alice
Still moving, still pragmatic, still memorable

music

There aren’t many in 
the business who can 
convey as much in a 
look as Ms Moore.

Slayer REPENTLESS
FormaT TRACK eTa OUT NOW PriCe £0.99

The title track from Slayer’s forthcoming 11th album 
– and their first since the death of founding member 
Jeff Hanneman – is a tribute of sorts to their fallen 
comrade. It’s hardly sentimental – a gnarly thrash as 
uncompromising as a Viking burial. slayer.net

Mac DeMarco ANOTHER ONE
FormaT ALBUM eTa 7 AUG PriCe £7.99

Live it’s not uncommon to see Canadian singer-
songwriter Mac Demarco cop off with his bandmates, 
or tear out an unlikely Limp Bizkit cover – but beneath 
the prankster exterior we find of songwriter of 
uncanny talents. macdemarco.bandcamp.com

lucy roSe
WORK IT OUT
FormaT ALBUM eTa OUT NOW  
PriCe £7.99 

A pixie-like Surrey 
schoolgirl who used to 
sell her own tea from 
her merch stand, there’s 
something rather twee 
about Lucy Rose. But her 
second album is a step 
into darker territory, 
‘Our Eyes’ showcasing 
a harder, wiser voice. 
lucyrosemusic.com

owl cIty MOBILE 
ORCHESTRA
FormaT ALBUM eTa OUT NOW  
PriCe £7.99 

Another collection of squeaky-
clean pop tunes from wide-
eyed Minnesota electronica 
prodigy Adam Young. Last 
time out he had Carly Rae 
Jepsen along for the ride 
– this time it’s soul dude Aloe 
Blacc (who sings on standout 
track ‘Verge’) and grown-up 
boy band Hanson (who get 
nostalgic on ‘unbelievable’). 
owlcitymusic.com
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Sharing is caring. On those 
grounds, it’s this doctor’s 

policy to divulge each patient’s 
medical history in their entirety  
to all and sundry – it never  
hurts to get a second opinion. If I  
hadn’t been so loose-lipped as to  
Chris Redfield’s proctology exam 
results, for example, that nice lady 
on the bus wouldn’t have pointed 
out the need for urgent, life-
saving surgery. 

On to the business at hand – 
getting another player involved in 
your game via the magic of Share 
Play couldn’t be much easier, 
whether you’re looking to let 
someone take over and dive  
into your solo experience or 
experience couchplay multiplayer 
from different locations. Simply 
hold down the Share button on 
your trusty DualShock 4 and 
select the option called ‘Start 
Share Play’. You’ll be taken to  
a party creation screen.

If you’re the one with the 
game you want to share, 

you’ll need to host the party.  
When you’ve both joined, select 
the ‘Share Play’ option in the 
top-right of the party menu  
and you’ll see the option to ‘Give 
Controller To Visitor’, then ‘Allow 
The Visitor To Play As You’. In the 
words of a certain Austrian bicep 
factory-turned-politician, “Do 
eeet.” Your buddy now has control 
of your PS4 remotely and can  
pop inside your game and play,  
even though they don’t own  
it. They don’t even need a Plus 
subscription – although as the 
host, you’ll need to have one. 

Lest we forget the terrible  
tale of the troll who deleted  
a much-too-trusting Destiny 
player’s high-level Guardians  
in front of his eyes, it’s worth 
mentioning Share Play’s only 
recommended with people you 
actually, y’know, trust.

Okay, before we finish  
up proceedings, let’s back 

things up a little. Remember when 
I told you to select the ‘Allow The 
Visitor To Play As You’ option? 
Well, in the words of a certain 
Austrian bicep factory-turned-
politician, “I lied.” Or at least, I only 
told you one of the possibilities 
you can choose from. 

This time, you’ll need to select 
‘Play A Game Together’ to have 
your friend join you in a nice 
multiplayer game – you’ll both 
need Plus subscriptions for this 
one, but it’s a great way to unlock 
online multiplayer in games such 
as Towerfall Ascension that don’t 
otherwise offer it. 

However, do keep in mind that 
certain games have blocked the 
use of the Share Play feature – 
boo! – so if you’re having trouble 
getting a certain PS4 title up and 
running, that might be the root 
cause of your dismay. 

Get social with Share Play
One controller, two players, no problem 

doctor 
playstation
Our console medic 
fixes your game woes 
with actual science

Your mate happens 
to be really good 
at getting through 
tricky sections 
of single-player 
games. How to 
harness their 
power remotely 
from your sofa? 
How indeed…

If you’re prepared to put up with 
720p gaming and some minor 
streaming artefacts, Share 
Play unlocks online multiplayer 
opportunities that would 
otherwise be impossible. Handy 
if you’re stuck on a certain bit.

STEp 3 
Play 
together 
with one 
coPy of  
the game

STEp 2 
hand 
over your 
controller, 
virtually

STEp 1 
Start  
the Party

next monththe verdict
Our esteemed 
medic pokes 
around PS4’s 
new media 
player feature. 
Get him a 10GB 
MKV, stat!

the problem



Platinum Club
Mr Trophy channels chaos theory for pots in Lego Jurassic World
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Mr trophy
Iain Wilson’s PSN ID is 
Wilbossman, and his 
trophy cabinet is  
bigger than yours.

Platinum x 62

Silver x 1,387

Gold x 346

Bronze x 5,740

join the 
club

Hey! What’s 
the hardest 

trophy you’ve 
snagged? Tell 

us at opm@ 
futurenet.com 

Complete The Visitor 
Center level for ‘Decided 
Not To Endorse Your 
Park’. Go, Rexy!

H
old on to your blocks, 
gentle readers. You’re 
about to find out life 
(and a hell of a lot of 
hoovering up adorable 
collectibles) will find a 

way to reward you with another 
plat for your ever-expanding 
trophy cabinet. Like all Lego 
games, you best brace yourself 
for copious grinding 
and diligent brick 
collecting in Jurassic 
World, but in terms of 
pure skill, this is one  
of the easier platinums  
Mr Trophy has covered.

First order of 
business: plough through the 
game’s 20 story levels. Doing so 
will earn you a delicious gold in 
the form of 65 Million Bricks In 

The Making. You’ll also want  
to be extra obsessive during 
stages, whacking every 
destructible Danish object  
in sight to build up that stud  

total to earn a True 
Survivor rating. Bag 
your first of these for 

Something Has Survived, then 
get one on all 20 levels for 
Survival Expert. So many 
smashed little bricks…

With the story in the 
brachiosaurus bag, it’s time 

to get down to the very serious 
business of ticking off Lego 
Jurassic World’s 15 gazillion  
side–quests. You’ll want to  
roam both Isla Nublar and Sorna  
to collect all 20 red bricks for  
One Big Pile Of Bricks; finish the 
game’s 20 races to unlock Must 
Go Faster; find the 20 photograph 
points for Observe And Document; 

rescue 20 workers to make Send 
The Helicopters ping and heal  
ten sick dinos to get What Lysine 
Contingency?. We need a lie down.

Now, if you’re paying extra 
close attention to that list of 
imaginary pots, you’ll no doubt be 
terrified by Spared No Expense. 
This silver trophy demands you 
collect *gulp* 65 million studs. 
And yes, that amount of effort for 
a piddling silver is indeed, “one big 
pile of sh*t.” Still, it’s not quite the 
Herculean task it first appears.

You can make your stud-
sucking life so much easier by 
collecting certain red bricks that 
act as stud multipliers. You’ll find 

the x2 multiplier around the back 
of Jurassic Park’s Visitor Center 
– use JW’s Barry to open the 
maintenance door, then Ian 
Malcolm to light a flare to find  
the brick in the darkness. 

As an extra slice of hoop-
jumping, you then need to actually 
buy the red brick from the 
Innovation Center near Jurassic 

World’s main street.
With the majority  

of collection trophies 
done, you should be 
close to obtaining  
a 100% rating, thus 
earning Next Time  
It’ll Be Flawless!. 

Of course, some cheeky 
character-specific trinkets  
remain to be found. Not Machine 
Compatible is cute – try to make 
Grant work a computer in JP III’s 
Breeding Facility level to unlock 
this. And we love The Human 
Piece Of Toast – pair Jophery 
Brown with Tim Murphy in Free 
Roam, then give the kid a Taser 
shock. Once you make 49 pots 
ping, the Life Finds A Way plat  
will finally be yours. Lego Jeff 
Goldblum would be proud.

AND YES, THAT AMOuNT OF 
EFFORT TO uNLOCk A PIDDLING 
SILVER TROPHY IS INDEED ONE 

BIG PILE OF SH*T.

NExT ISSuE Mr Trophy plunges into 
Gotham’s criminal underworld hunting 
Batman: Arkham knight’s Platinum.
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info
pub ea
Dev PeoPle Can Fly/
ePiC Games
releaseD 2011, Ps3
get it now £13.49, 
amazon

neeD to know
it makes a cameo 
in Kristen Wiig flick 
Bridesmaids.

lead actor steve 
Blum voiced Jack  
in the lost game.

Fox news labelled 
it the, “worst game 
in the world.”

1
2
3

Likeable badass and lead 
man Grayson Hunt did a 
masterful job of kicking 
shooter conventions  
right in the cojones.
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■ Brucie was right all along: points mean prizes. ■ Some weapons were actually conventional. Some… ■ No online multiplayer = no sales, apparently.

 T
he most common complaint 
in gaming? shooters are 
dull, boring, repetitive and 
utterly forgettable. year 
after mind-numbing year, 
boil-in-the-bag Battlefield 
follows cookie cutter Call 

of Duty past the zillion dollar sales 
mark, while innovation in the genre 
remains conspicuous by its absence. 

But the truth is we have no real right 
to complain; this is a situation brought 
entirely upon ourselves. in 2011, 
developer People Can Fly produced the 
funniest, silliest, most original genre 
entry in a decade, if not longer – and it 
dribbled off the shelves like woodlouse 
flavoured ice cream. in Katie Hopkins 
fronted packaging. in fact, we’re not 
sure that even manages to sum up how 
criminally poorly Bulletstorm sold. 

The Polish developer has never 
publicly revealed what it cost to make 
its masterpiece in vulgarity, but it was 
likely chump change in comparison to 
the yearly spend on those ubiquitous-
like-paracetamol heavyweights lining 
the shelves. even so, it lost money. if 
that’s the second greatest gaming 
travesty of recent times, the first is its 
knock-on effect: what should have been 
a bankable series of visionary blasters 
was ruthlessly dismembered after just 
one memorable entry.

But perhaps that’s the way it wanted 
to go out. not with a simple bang, but 
in a puddle of guts, gizzards and gore, 
limbs flung in all directions and head 
popped like an overripe watermelon. 
in death, as in life, nothing about 
Bulletstorm was normal or ordinary. 
While it bought plenty of new ideas to 
the table, its spectacularly creative, 
always outrageous kills were what truly 
separated it from the mostly sterile 
competition. ingeniously, they played 
directly into gameplay too: the more 
preposterous the kill, the more points 
added to your score.

Fire a flare into an enemy’s head then 
let it explode: enlightenment – 50 points. 
impale two enemies at once with the 
magnificently named Penetrator: Drilldo 
– 100 points. you get the idea… 

Clearing screens of enemies to reach 
the next plot point was satisfying, yet 
felt like an afterthought with all the 
murderous possibilities flooding your 
synapses. no action sequence or area 
ever slipped into a grind. Fling an enemy 

into a hungry fly trap: Feeder – 100 
points. Flush him down a toilet instead: 
Die-arrhea – 150 points. 

Death throws
in a rarity for videogames – shooters 
especially – the humour stretched 
beyond the kills and into its script and 
set-pieces, Grayson’s wisecracks as 
deadly as his weaponry. in one scene 
you approach a decimated yet eerily 
silent area where ransacked buildings 
loom over shells of empty cars. The 
destructive domino effect triggered by 
Hunt casually kicking over a neon sign 
– sign hits canister, canister explodes, 
cars burn, cars explode, falling rubble 
preludes collapsing building – is laugh-
out-loud funny even before he places 
the glacé cherry on the chuckle-filled 
Bakewell with a single line: “Hey, at least 
we don’t have to whisper any more.”

our sudden switch of tense there, 
from past to present, is entirely 
deliberate. That moment, like so much 
of Hunt’s intergalactic fable, still plays 
out as humorously today as it did four 
years ago. While its graphics mightn’t 
hold up to 2015 standards, everything 
else does: a revenge-centric storyline 
which never leans on cliché; space-
based backdrops overflowing with 
colour and flair; and genuinely likeable 
nPCs who help rather than get in the 
way. it’s a one way, all-expenses-paid 
ticket to smashablanca. 

While we only got to enjoy a single 
shade of Gray, his, and Bulletstorm’s, 
excellence remains forever etched in 
black and white. so what happens when 
Bulletstorm is left by the wayside, never 
to return? Heartbreak – 0 points.

Every month we celebrate the most important, 
innovative or just plain great games from 
PlayStation’s past. In this issue, we look back at the 
gore-gushing shooter doomed to be one-and-done 
despite packing in more innovations than most…

H u n t  d i s b a n d e d

Bulletstorm
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impaLe two foeS  
at oNce witH tHe 
peNetrator? driLLdo 
– 100 poiNtS.



Billed as ‘The Horror Issue’, OPM #48 
aimed to chill your blood with all things 
grisly, including the dark future of Rage…

You’ll spend 
Your time plaYing 
with the BurnleY 
Clarets or w 
rooniY. isn’t that 
the BoY equivalent 
of CarrYing  
around a knoCk-
off handBag?

1 

Guess the four games, 
and their scores, from 
these review quotes

Name 
that game

opm TIme macHINe 

5 yeaRs aGo

Above Nasty-looking guns? Monsters with faces 
even mothers would struggle to love? Yes, Doom 
co-creator John Carmack and id Software certainly 
tapped up two familiar elements for open-world 
shooter Rage, but it still managed to surprise us…

Far left Our horror 
heroes hall of 
fame celebrated 
Isaac Clarke, Jill 
Valentine, DMC’s 
Dante and more.

Left Our War-
hammer 40,000: 
Space Marine 
feature carried 
footnotes which 
explained aspects 
of the series’ deep 
lore and history.

Answers
1.  this is football management,
issue #46, 5/10
2.  dyad, issue #79, 7/10
3.  everybody’s tennis, issue #48, 8/10
4.  rampage: world tour, issue #9, 7/10

it’s exaCtlY 
like the film the 
prinCess Bride, 
exCept it’s mainlY 
aBout tennis.

3

it harmonises 
movement and 
musiC into an 
experienCe that’s 
part guitar hero 
and part wipeout. 
Your tone-deaf 
unCle tam need  
not applY.

2

if You 
suBsCriBe to the 
dailY mail, steer 
Clear. You’ll onlY 
Come over all 
outraged when 
edinBurgh Castle 
goes Boom.

4

Below left Despite packing sharp suits and a smokin’ 
soundtrack, Mafia II fell short of made man status. 

Below right News brought a brief break from the 
gore, with Joss Stone heading up a new Bond game.
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B
ack in my teenage years I 
briefly dated a guy who was 
really into his Final Fantasy 
– no, I mean really into it, 
especially VII. He wrote a 

novel-length piece of Final Fantasy VII 
fan fiction that I had to read. He drew 
pictures of all the different characters 
and sent them to me to put on my wall. 
I forgot to take them down. 

Perhaps it’s because I then spent 
years of my life under the gaze of a 
crudely drawn Sephiroth, but I harbour 
a deep hatred of all things VII. Imagine if 
a game was announced in 2015 about 
someone unironically named ‘Cloud 
Strife’? Oh wait, that actually happened 
at E3 and everyone wept tears of actual 
joy. Take off those rose-tinted nostalgia 
glasses though, and you’d be as excited 
as I wasn’t when Mr Strife and his 
stupid, big sword strolled into view.

Because what’s actually good about 
Final Fantasy VII? No, really? Everyone 
seems to insist the plot is the best part 
of the whole thing, but that’s a pretty 
damning indictment in my view. The 
story unfolds like the most convoluted 
Japanese soap opera imaginable, 
albeit one played out by functionally 
identical androgynous waifs. You can 
at least ignore most soaps on the telly, 
but this one forces you to participate 
for upwards of 30 hours. Look, all I’m 
saying is that if someone says, “It gets 
good a few hours in!” then logically 
they’re not talking about a quality game, 
and that statement applies to every 
instalment in the Final Fantasy series. 

Listen, I don’t have to justify myself 
to you: it all sucks. The word ‘chocobo’ 
sounds like an off-brand cereal, Tidus’ 
laugh from Final Fantasy X was born in 
the very depths of moogle hell itself and 
no one, and I mean no one, can agree 
on how to spell ‘Aerith’. 

Alright, fine! That relationship did end 
terribly. Are you happy now?

who?
Alice Bell once 
went out with an 
overzealous Final 
Fantasy fan. This 
experience in 
no way coloured 
her opinions on 
big swords and 
emotional cutscenes 
for years after.

Don’t like it. Never tried it. Every month we force 
one of our team to play their most feared game

iNfo
pub SquArE
Dev SquArE
releaseD 1997
get it now PSN, 
£4.00 (PS1)

■ “Come with me on a physical and emotional journey. Let’s retread discovering the true meaning of 
heroism together!” Said every single Final Fantasy protagonist ever. And you think I’m kidding…

The word 
‘ChoCoBo’ SoundS 
LIke An oFF-BrAnd 
CereAL To me.

what?
The acclaimed ‘90s 
JrPG Final Fantasy 
VII remains one of 
the most fondly-
remembered games 
in PlayStation history. 
now it’s getting a full 
remake for PS4, and 
everyone is losing their 
minds over it. well, 
almost everyone…

 DoN’t makE mE play! 

fiNal 
faNtaSy Vii
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Don’t Starve
Gather up resources and the unravelling 
threads of your own sanity in this merciless 
survival sim from Klei Entertainment. Don’t let the 
cute animation fool you – Don’t Starve will make you 
suffer. And you’ll love every moment of it.

9

DeStiny
Blurring the lines between single-player 
shooting and co-op camaraderie, Bungie has 
created an epic MMO hybrid built on incredibly fluid 
firefights. An essential experience with friends  
and the perfect platform for PS4’s social features.

the LaSt of US remaStereD
This modern masterpiece just gets stronger 
with age, like a full-bodied stilton. A starkly brutal, 
emotionally honest take on the end of the world, 
Naughty Dog’s stealth shooter is quite simply one of 
the best written, most wryly paced videogames ever.

2

8 towerfaLL aScenSion
You haven’t lived until you’ve enjoyed a four-
player free-for-all in this instant couchplay 
classic. The solo campaign is fine by itself, but almost 
nothing beats the arrow-grabbing, death-defying 
last-second kills of local multiplayer’s mayhem.

minecraft
Bigger, better and blockier than ever before  
on PlayStation, this iconic build-’em-up benefits 
massively from PS4’s additional power and gives you 
a creative playground 36 times the size of that on 
PS3 in which to build. Or lob TNT around, if you want.

reSogUn
Capturing everything that made the shoot-’em-
ups of old so compelling and combining it with a 
sumptuous voxel-based visual presentation, Resogun 
should come with a health warning that reads ‘This 
game will consume your every waking moment’.

7

6

bLooDborne
PS4’s first truly great, entirely bespoke 
exclusive. With the finest third-person melée 
combat in all of gaming, drool-worthy art design 
and the most twisted monsters in the biz, this is a 
gorgeously Gothic must-have. Be warned: it’s tough.

4
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1 granD theft aUto v
The magic of our favourite PS3 game’s reappearance on current-
gen hardware isn’t in the improved textures, shinier cars or even the 
brilliantly executed new first-person mode. It’s in the way each addition 
and improvement combines to enthral and seduce you all over again to 
sink another blissful 50 hours into Los Santos without it ever feeling like 
a re-run. Also: an unhealthy dose of first-person cat-stomping.

fLower
All the magic and wonder of That Game 
Company’s ethereal PSN smash is preserved 
and polished as it makes its way to PlayStation 4. 
Unless you’re anthophobic you now have no excuse 
not to frolic amongst its petals.

nba 2K15
Quite simply the best sports simulator on 
current-gen, and by some distance, too. NBA 
2K15 goes beyond its predecessor’s incredible 
benchmark for quality (and quantity) in every single 
respect. This is model annualised release behaviour.

rayman LegenDS
As if this beautifully animated platformer 
wasn’t attractive enough, now it’s on PS4 and 
pulling our heartstrings all over again. Bursting with 
humour, colour and plenty of gibberish, this is the 
definitive version of a platforming heavyweight.

broKen age:  
the compLete aDventUre
If Grim Fandango’s return reminded us of all the 
bounties ‘90s adventure gaming had to offer, Broken 
Age demonstrates how far the genre’s master 
Double Fine has come along in the years since.

metro reDUX
Meet two post-apocalyptic shooters that would 
rather focus on character over carnage, with 
thoughtful pacing that borrows from the half-Life 
playbook. Running at a slippery smooth 60fps, this 
tag team FPS package is a truly stupendous port. 

10

13

14

15

far cry 4
So many eagles. Not the face! Ubisoft puts 
on one hell of a Really Wild Show in its frosty 
sandbox shooter. Often gorgeous, with an endlessly 
entertaining arsenal, there are few games on PS4 
where it’s this fun to aimlessly muck around. 

11

12batman: arKham Knight
Rocksteady sends the Bat out with a bang. A 
compelling, cathartic story adds new layers to 
the Dark Knight, while PS4 allows Gotham to blossom 
with a truly amazing engine. The stealth still sings, 
the fisticuffs are fab and the Batmobile is brilliant. 

5
NEW!



Dragon’S Dogma
a good three years on and phil iwaniuk’s 
still got hardcore pawn on his mind
Brave and exhilarating in its strangeness, 
Capcom’s sadly overlooked RPG was by no means 
perfect but won me over via the multitude of 
ways it let me be a dick. Throwing maidens off 
cliffs, designing a posse of strikingly grotesque 
‘Pawn’ followers to do my bidding, clambering 
all over majestic boss enemies as a gesture of 
disrespect… Top-notch trolling!

virtUe’S LaSt rewarD
Jonny turner keeps the pS vita fires 
burning with this puzzle/chat mash-up 
This PS Vita interactive novel has to be my all-
time favourite game. Few other titles can claim to 
have over 20 different endings, each significantly 
impacting the overall story. It’s perfectly suited 
to the handheld format as well, and the escape 
room puzzles are fun, challenging and always 
a treat. Rarely do games elicit such a range of 
emotions as this gem from Spike Chunsoft.

finaL fantaSy vii
avalanche Studios producer omar Shakir 
shows his love for an unknown Jrpg
I’ll definitely start with the Final Fantasy series –  
I love all those games, but in particular I’m a 
huge Final Fantasy VII fan. I absolutely love that 
game. I played the hell out of it back in the day – I 
was definitely one of those hundred-hour guys, 
even before hundred-hour guys existed. Thinking 
about playing that game takes me right back to 
my old dorm room.

The games that we – and you –  
hold in the highest regard
T e a m  O P M

R e a d e r

D e v e l o p e r

Few oTheR TITleS Can 
ClaIm To haVe oVeR 20 unIque 
endInGS To ChooSe FRom.

■ It might not be the most original of choices, but avalanche 
Studios’ Shakir still has a soft spot for Cloud Strife and company.

mEnagE-a-JEuX  

 personal picks
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DrivecLUb
A coming together of fanatical graphical detail, 
a pleasing handling model and social features 
you’ll actually appreciate. The competition isn’t 
exactly fierce on PS4 for Evolution Studios’ current-
gen racer, but it crushes the rivals nonetheless.

ShoveL Knight
Everything you know and love about 8-bit 
platforming – the stiff sense of challenge, 
razor-sharp controls and artisanal pixel 
arrangements – showered with plenty of new school 
additions such as checkpoints and skill upgrades.

finaL fantaSy Xiv:  
a reaLm reborn
It took three goes to finally make the FF MMO 
fans have always wanted, but A Realm Reborn is the 
one that finally nails it. Vast, complex and a marked 
step up in visuals, this is PS4’s premier online world. 

peS 2015
Fluid, fresh and exciting, Pro Evo finally jogs 
on from the sidelines to replace the erstwhile 
dominant FIFA with better animations and passing. It 
offers a masterful football experience that captures 
the beautiful game in all its gorgeous glory. 

baStion
Artful isometric hacking, slashing and 
storytelling set amid a crumbling world you’re 
gradually rebuilding. By hacking and slashing, obvs. 
If you’ve ever wondered what it would be like to have 
an unseen voice narrate your life, this is your game.

StriDer
hot off the heels of DuckTales: Remastered on 
PS3, Capcom strikes retro gold once again with 
this slice of frantic side-scrolling action. Cling  
to any surface and cut any enemy in half through  
levels teeming with power-ups and secret paths.

oLLioLLi 2:  
weLcome to oLLiwooD
A 2D arcade skateboarding score-chaser, this 
sequel’s added difficulty comes in the shape of more 
tricks and key abilities, but it never feels out of place 
or unfair. To think it was given away free on PS Plus...

24

22

25

21

17

the binDing of iSaac: 
rebirth
Who’d have thunk digital childhood trauma could 
be so entertaining? This ace procedurally-generated 
dungeon crawler is fiendishly funny and scorchingly 
difficult. It also boasts a hugely endearing art style. 

niDhogg
Two minimalist fencers do battle deep within 
the belly of Nordic folklore, unwittingly providing 
PS4 with another couchplay classic. Much like 
the mighty Towerfall Ascension, Nidhogg hides 
formidable depth beneath retro visuals. 

DiabLo iii: roS –  
ULtimate eviL eDition
Never has dungeon-slashing looked so good. 
Thanks to the addition of the Crusader character  
and the Reaper Of Souls expansion content, this is 
the definitive edition of one hell of a hack-’em-up. 

16

19

23

18

20
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Metal Gear Solid 4:  
GunS of the PatriotS
The most gleefully playful and imaginative 
stealth game ever. Whether you’re watching a 
monkey slurp soda or revisiting the site of the PS1 
original, no game honours its past so poignantly.

7

8

heavy rain
From controversial purveyor of interactive 
cinema, David Cage, comes this psychological 
thriller that plays like no other game on the system. 
So many games promise real consequences to your 
actions, but none deliver like this masterpiece. 

13

the WalKinG dead:  
SeaSon one
With the first season of this episodic zombie 
franchise now drawn to a close, it stands among  
the best downloadable games ever with emotional  
ties and tangible consequences for your actions.

12

aSSaSSin’S Creed ii
Undoubtedly the finest entry in one of PS3’s 
foremost franchises, this is the realisation of 
all the promises made in the original. An engaging 
lead character, open-ended hits and diverting side-
missions are what this series should be about.

15

red dead redeMPtion
A near-perfect open-world fusion of engaging 
storytelling, truly compelling characters and  
a living environment ripe for experimentation.  
No sandbox since has got us quite so invested,  
and the bold ending still resonates to this day.

unCharted 2:  
aMonG thieveS
The game that sparked a million mancrushes, 
with a perfectly pitched script, crunchy combat 
and set-pieces like no other. In three words: 
unprecedented. Unequalled. Uncharted.

the laSt of uS
PS3’s premier developer proves a misbehaving 
pooch can learn new tricks in this extraordinary 
apocalyptic adventure. Blending intense horror, 
ferocious shooting and a wonderful script, this  
is one of the most emotive games in history.

2 Call of duty 4:  
Modern Warfare
Simply the finest COD ever made. From that 
nuke to Captain Price’s mesmerising ghillie suit 
stealth mission, few games can match Modern 
Warfare’s thrilling scripted spectacle.

9

Journey
This charming two-hour voyage crafts an 
incredible, immersive narrative and a genuine 
emotional connection using little more than near-
silent figures, marvellous sand physics and floating 
pieces of cloth. A remarkable and unique experience.

5

BatMan: arKhaM City
The most compelling bit of Bats action money 
can buy… that doesn’t involve Heath Ledger’s 
Joker. Thanks to an acutely detailed open-world 
chunk of Gotham, Rocksteady’s classic is simply  
the best superhero game ever made.

103

darK SoulS
Akin to nothing else you’ve ever played.  
It may be as impenetrable as an Amish girl’s 
undercrackers, but persevere and there’s a  
brutal and beautiful challenge within that you  
will never, ever forget. 

14MaSS effeCt 2
While Bioware’s trilogy-ender sends Shepard 
out in fine style, it’s the middle slice of the 
delicious sci-fi sandwich that remains its best.  
A brilliantly scripted action-RPG, the closing  
‘suicide mission’ provides an incredible finale.

BioShoCK infinite
Perhaps the best narrative team of the entire 
generation brings one of its finest series to 
a staggering climax. The original game would be 
well deserving of a place, but the mind-boggling 
revelations here run a whole lot deeper.

Braid
If you want to make the argument that games 
are art, then Jonathan Blow’s Braid is the 
place to start. An achingly beautiful hand-drawn 
style combines with brilliant but brutal time-bending 
puzzles to create something truly special.

11

112
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Grand theft auto v 
No game could live up to the pre-release hype that surrounded 
Rockstar’s latest open-world effort, and yet somehow expectations 
were surpassed by the phenomenal final product. The largest entry in 
the series is also one of the most ambitious games ever, but its fusion 
of thrilling missions, entertaining characters and scathing satire looks 
effortless. There can be no better way to bring a generation to a close.



metal gear solid  
hd collection
Two of PlayStation’s finest 
adventures scale down beautifully, with 
enough cutscenes to fill a transatlantic 
flight. Even less excuse not to play, then.

uncharted:  
golden abyss
Drake proves he’s just as adept at 
adventuring on the go. A prequel story 
that’s classic jungle action, and crammed 
full of typical Uncharted charm.

Persona 4: golden
This thoughtful and unique JRPG 
epic gives you another stab at high 
school – only this time with intrigue  
and superpowers instead of nerves,  
acne and an unpredictable vocal register.

2

tearaway 
More crafty platforming from Media 
Molecule, this time using PS Vita’s 
controls to surprise and delight you in 
new ways for hours on end – all within  
its pretty-as-a-picture papercraft world. 

13

15

14

9 luftrausers 
Ridiculous flying of the highest  
order from Dutch indie studio 
Vlambeer. High scores come not just from 
skill, but cunning combinations of plane 
parts, making for double the satisfaction.

10 final fantasy X/X-2 
hd remaster
Two examples of JRPG royalty, 
lovingly restored to their former glory for 
your portable pleasure. Their new touch 
controls are – gasp! – a welcome addition. 

Virtue’s last 
reward
This visual novel/puzzler just gets 
better over its 40 hours. The dialogue’s 
engaging, and however tough it gets, 
you’re never left rage-scouring for clues.

4

frozen  
synaPse Prime 
What started as a turn-based indie 
smash turns into a polished and precise 
handheld strategy with the sheen to 
match its now-considerable renown.

PiX the cat 
Everything an arcade game should 
be: addictive, frantic, occasionally 
maddening and tied together with a neat 
bow of eclectic visuals from ‘90s-era 
cabinets and ‘30s cartoons. 

littlebigPlanet
Sackboy’s back, smaller but just  
as lovable as ever. His platforming 
antics work perfectly on Vita, and the 
new control inputs complement the  
level creator brilliantly. Also: d’awwww.

6

tXk
Arcade legend Jeff Minter updates  
a 20 year-old Atari Jaguar blaster 
and creates one of the platform’s best 
games in the process. TXK is an essential 
onslaught on the senses.

8

graVity rush
Use a gravity-defying cat to break 
the laws of physics and zoom across 
the skies of a floating steampunk city. 
With stylish comic-book looks and a sassy 
heroine, this is a rush to remember.

5

lumines: electronic 
symPhony
Part block puzzler, part mobile disco, 
this is as certain to have you nodding 
along to ace choonage as it is to keep you 
returning for more reflex-testing action.

7

fez
Gomez charms you instantly with  
his perspective-shifting puzzles and 
pin-sharp pixel-art, then blows your mind 
with a world of secret languages, hidden 
areas and beguiling background tunes. 

3

11

12
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Velocity 2X
A ludicrously enjoyable puzzle/platformer hybrid 
that should come with a health warning. So joyous is 
the side-scroller’s twin-stick teleporting, there’s a 
danger you may well grin your face clean off the bone. 
Masterfully designed, with arguably the best control 
scheme on PS Vita, Velocity 2X is utterly essential. 

1
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Parting sh t

Tears for a clown
Reliving the Joker’s fate in Batman: Arkham City

Celebrating PlayStation’s finest moments

The Joker and the Dark 
Knight represent two sides 
of the same coin. In this 
case, Harvey Dent’s two-

headed, horribly scuffed-up silver 
dollar. Care to guess which side 
the Clown Prince Of Crime would 
fall on? The point being, Bats and 
his arch nemesis are inseparable… 
until the end of Arkham City. 

Ever since the pair first met in 
Batman #1, it really has seemed 
like they were, “destined to do 
this forever,” as Heath Ledger’s 
take on the clown would quip. 
They’re valiant ying to viciously 
psychotic yang. The immovable 

object meeting the irresistible 
force. A dude dressed as a giant 
bat, ears ’n’ all, perpetually fighting 
a demented agent of chaos, with 
both refusing to kill the other.

Arkham City doesn’t stop the 
cycle; it smashes the cycle into 
tiny pieces over its knee. The 
Joker actually dies! And it’s his 
own fault! Bats kinda wishes he 
could save him! Throughout the 
course of City’s night, the two are 
more intimately connected than 
ever. Both are infected by a deadly 
strain of Titan formula, and it’s up 
to Bats to find a cure for himself 
and his iconic enemy.

Yet when the Caped Crusader 
gets his hands on an antidote, 
things take a deliciously twisted 
turn. While debating whether to 
administer the cure to Joker in a 
run-down cinema, the clown stabs 
Batman mid-thought, causing our 
hero to drop the cure. An accident 
doused in ironic malice and dark 
humour, it’s exactly the sort of  
gag the Joker would appreciate.

“Do you want to know something 
funny? Even after everything 
you’ve done, I would have saved 
you,” laments Bats. One final  
Killing Joke to end the Jester  
Of Genocide. What an ending. ■
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resident 
evil 4

“They have a 
Cave Tro… uh, El 

Gigante.” Join 
us as we help 

Leon take 
down an 

ogre.

Next 
month

Spoiler
alert

LOOK AWAY!

Journey
Slide away 
your problems 
as That Game 
Company  
takes you for a 
magical ride 
among the 
dunes.

last 
month
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BETTER ON 
PLAYSTATION

Assassin’s Creed Syndicate. Hitman. Star Wars Battlefront. 
Call Of Duty: Black Ops III. Destiny: The Taken King.

Exclusive access to the hottest PS4 games of the year

PLUS: Metal Gear Solid V stars in our biggest ever review!
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